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INTRODUCTION ." . 

I, the Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee, having been 
authorised by the Committee to present the Report on their be- 
half, present this Thirt y-flfth Report on the Appropriation Accounts 
(Defence Services), 1958-59 and Commercial Appendix thereto, and 
Audit Report, 1960. 

2. The Audit Report (Defence Services), 1960, was laid on the 
Table of the House on the 8th April, 1960. The Minister of Defence 
laid on the Table of the House, with the special permission of the 
Speaker, a *Statement c0ntainin.g brief replies to the various points 
~a ised  in the Audit Report, on the 28th April, 1960. The Speaker 
directed that the Public Accounts Committee should take into con- 
sideration the Defence Minister's statement when they examined 
the Audit Report. 

3. The Appropriation Accounts (Defence Services), 1958-59 were 
laid on the Table of the House on the 8th August, 1960. 

4. The Committee examined the Appropriation Accounts and 
Audit Report and the Statement of the Defence Minister at their 
sittings held on the 6th to 9th and 12th December, 1960 and 23rd 
February, 1961. A brief record of the proceedings of each sitting 
has been maintained and forms h r t  I1 of the Report. 

5. The Committee appointed a sub-committee to examine the 
cases referred to in paras 37 (re: overpayment of bonus to the 
Defence Services personnel) and 57 (re: contract with a Japanese 
Firm) of the Audit Report. The conclusions of the sub-committee 
relating to para 37 are included in paras 228-233 of this Report. 
The report on para 57 will be presented separately: 

6. The Committee considered and approved this Report at their 
sittings held on the 20th, 21st and 23rd March, 1961. 

7. A statement showing the summary of the main recommenda- 
tions/conclusions of the Committee has been appended to this Report 
(Appendix 11). For facility of'reference, these have been printed in 

ltnlics in the body of the Report. I 

* Not Printed. 

(v) 



8. The Committee place on record their appreciation of tihe aecde- 
tame rendered to them in their examination of these Accounts and 
Audit Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General of Mia. 

NEW Ds~m;  UPENDRANATH BfWKAN, 
Dated 28th Ma&, 1961. Ciuainmrn, 
Chcribu 7, 1883 (Saka) Public Acoounts. Cammee- 



FINANCIAL WORKING OF THE GRANTS RELATING TO 
THE DEFENCE S ~ C E S ,  1-9. 

The following tab1.e compares the original and Rnal grants and 
charged appropriation with actual expenditure for the year, 1958-59. 

(In Irkha of Rupee3 

Original Final ActaPl 
Grant or Grant or expenditure 

Appropriation Appropria- 
tlOn 

Expenditure met from Revenue (Voted) . . 2,96,98 2,96,98 2,74,65 
Expenditure met from Capital (Voted) . . 29993 29993 29963 

TOTAL (Voted) . . .  . . 3&91 3,26,91 3,%28 

Expcndlturc met from Revenue (Charged) . 91 94 93 
Expenditure met f m  Capital (Charged) . . 6 6 3 

TOTAL (Charged) . . . . .  97 100 96 

2. There was thus a saving of about Rs. 23 crores or 6-92 per cent 
over the final grant (Voted) during the year 1958-59 as against 3-10 
per cent (Rs. 10 crores) during the year 1957-58. 

3. The following table shows at a glance the savings in Voted 
grants over a period of 6 years: 

Ycar Final Savings Percentage 
Gnnt . - 

1953-54 . . . a s .  2,37997 24999 10.5 
1954-55 . . . . . . 443,52 2497 10.25 
1955-56 . . . . . .  445a07 30956 12.47 
1956-57 . . . . . .  2,6042 2482 8 -00 
1957-58 . . . . . .  3JS,60 10105 3-19 
1958-59 . . . . . .  3126,91 23363 6 . p  

Surrender of savings in Voted bants-Para  1 (v )  (c ) ,  pge 5- 
4. 0ut  of the total saving of Rs. 22,63,11,000 a sum of'  

Re. 19,$8,94,000 was eurrendered on the 31st March, 1959. Accord- 
ing to Audit savinga of Rs. 10 crores were known at the time the 



Revised Estimates were framed and could have therefore been 
murendered earlier. 

In extenuation the Finrulcial Adviser stated that the saving of 
Rs. 10 crores was not surrendered earlier as it was expected to be 
u W d  before the financial year was out. He added that wen if 
this amount had been surrendered then it could not have been 
diverted to other purposes. As for the reasons for the total saving of 
about Rs. 23 crores, he stated that it was due to non-utilisation of 
the funds provided for the purchase of stores from abroad. The 
Committee were assured that necessary steps were being taken to 
improve budgeting as regards Grants of Defence Services. 

Referring to the general question of the surrender of savings on 
the last day of the financial year, the representative of the Minis- 
try of Finance (Budget Division) stated that, although the Admi- 
nistrative Ministries were required under the rules to surrender 
savings as soon as they were known, the general practice was to 
surrender them at the end of the financial year. When questioned 
about the purpose or utility of surrendering savings at the end of 
the financial year, the witness expressed the view that in the present 
context of planned economy, it was not a practical issue inasmuch 
as such savings would go only to reduce the extent of deficit finan- 
cing by which the budgetary gap was being met. The Committee 
feel that this question should not be looked at from that angle. In 
their opinion, in the context of deficit financing, it is all the more 
necessary to exercise strict budgetary control. 

The Committee would like to observe that large savings in the 
provision for procurement of Defence stores has become a recurring 
feature. They would like to reiterate the recommendations made in 
para 6 of their Sixth Report (Second Lok Sabha) and stress the 
necessity of closer liaison between the indenting and supplying 
departments. 

Rush of expenditure during the month of March, 1959-Para 26 of 
the Review of MES Expenditure-Page 43 of the Appropriation 
Accounts, 1958-59- 

5. The expenditure on the MES works in the month of March, 
1959 alone was about 3-58 times the average expenditure of the 
first eleven months and 2.70 times the average expenditure of the 
year. The rush of expenditure in the last month of the year was 
stated to be mainly du? to greater 'on account' payments, late sub- 
Mission of bills by contractors and suppliers, late completion of 
works, accelerated progress of m r k s  and late finalisation of bills 
and contracts% for various reasons. 



3 
In para 5 of their 17th Report (195859) the Committee had r e  

commended that the Ministry of Defence should devise specific re- 
medies to remove the bottlenecks resulting in uneven flow of ex- 
penditure during the year. The Committee understand from a note 
submitted to them that the following measures have been taken to 
facilitate even rates of progress of works and flow of expenditure:- 

(i) Efforts are being made to issue, as far as possible, Admi- 
nistrative Approvals for works in advance of the 
financial year in which they are scheduled to be un- 
dertaken; and 

(ii) to avoid delay in receipt of allotment of funds, allotment 
will be made direct to Garrison Engineers with copies 
to intermediate formations. 

It has, however, been urged that some imbalance in expenditure 
towards the closing months of the year is inevitable, so long as the 
present financial year is continued, as the working season really 
starts from October. As far as the Committee are aware, progress 
in works is difficult during the monsoons which, admittedly can be 
foreseen for every locality. In their opinion, the pace of work 
during the earlier part of financial year has been slow in the past 
due t o  procedural delays, which, they are glad to  note, are now 
being tackled. The Committee trust that as a result of t he  reme- 
dial measures now introduced, the rush of expenditure in the last 
quai-ter of the financial year which has become a recurring feature 
uear after year, will be considerably reduced. 



II a 

P ~ C H A S E S  OF STORES 

MASTER GENERAL OF ORDNANCE BRANCH 
Defects noticed afier purchase-para 2, page 6- 

6. The Audit para disclosed that 880 chassis of 3 ton lorries valued 
at about Rs. 241 l a b  were purchased during the period from 
February to June, 1958 through the Director General of Supplies 
and disposals, after inspection by the Army technical authorities. 
Bodies on 100 chassis were built by one firm by October, 1958 
and on 286 chassis by the firm which supplied the chassis by April, 
1959. The 386 lorries received after M y  building could not, .how- 
ever, be issued to Army units because of certain defects in the 
chassis noticed by the Electrical and Mechanical Engineer authori- 
ties during 'receipt in' inspection. Some defects were rectified by 
the suppliers of the chassis while others were remedied by the Elec- 
trical and Mechanical Engineer authorities. 

7. In evidence, the Committee were informed that in all QW 
chassis were ordered from the firm of suppliers, of which 880 chassis 
had been delivered by the firm between March and June, 1958 and 
the remaining 20 in October, 1959. The chassis were found to be in 
sound condition during the first inspection at the suppliers' pfemises 
by the Army Technical authorities who passed them. The contract 
for body-building on 800 of the chassis was placed on the firm of s u p  
pliers who delivered the 800 vehicles complete with bodies in batches 
between December, 1958 and October, 1059 as shown below: 

-- 
Month Chassis Chassis 

with 
bodies - 

March 1958 . . . . . .  223 . . . . . . . .  April 1958, 627 . . 
June 1958 . .  30 . , 
Deamber 1958 . . . . .  . . I7 
MafihI959.  . . .  . . 118 
April 1959 . . , . . , 151 . . . .  July 1959 . . . . . .  . . 48 
August I959 93 
September 1959 . . .  . . 59 . . . .  October 1959 20 314 - 



8. In extenuation of the delay in body building, it was stated 
that there was a the-lag in getting the pilot ,b%lt-up body and 
the specifications of the timber approved by the Army Technical 
authorities. Thereafter the firm cammenced to build the bodiq 
in bulk (after February 1969). The vehicles with the bodies were 
inspected by the Army Technical authorities at the premises of the 
Iirm of suppliers before they were despatched to Army Depots. The 
charrsis were lying uncovered in the premises of the Arm (awaiting 
body building) during MaySeptember 1958 which, because of the 
monsoon, was the worst period of the year. Most of the defects notic- 
ed at  the time of "receipt in" inspection were due to this. 

In reply to a question the Director General, Supplies and Dis- 
posals stated that the contract for body-building provided that the  
chassis should be kept under covered accommodation and if this 
was not available, at least the engine portion should be suitably 
covered. Attention of the firm was drawn to the unsatisfactory 
storage condition and at one stage it was proposed to cancel the mn- 
tract. But at that stage as the firm was reported to have provided 
protection for the chassis, the question of cancellation of the contract 
was dropped. 

9. The Committee enquired why the defects noticed during the 
"receipt in" inspection by the E.M.E. authorities could not have 
been detected by the T.D.E. authorities when they passed the vehi- 
cles. They were informed that whatever defects were noticed at 
that time were got rectified a t  thp firm's cost, before the vehicles 
were removed to the Army Depots. The Committee were not 
satisfled with this reply. They, therefore, desired to be furnished 
with information on the following points: 

(i) What was the scope of the inspection by the T.D.E. after 
completion of bodies by the firm of suppliers? How did 
it differ from the first inspection? Were any defects in 
the chassis detected by the T.D.E. at that stage? 

(ii) When and where were these chassis (with bodies) ins- 
pected by the depot authorities? Why all the defeots, 
noticed by the depot authorities, were not detected by  
the T.D.E. during their second inspection? 

Tlte information is still awaited. 
10. The Committee were informed that the cost of spare parts 

used by the E.M.E. authorities during repairs to the chassis was 
being recovered from the fim, The Committee feel that in the 
Viht of the facts placed before them, Goz)ernment should ge t  re- 
imbursement of the cost of labour also. The Committee m l d  like 
to  len<Yur about the progress of the recoveries made from the firm. 



The Committee enquired why Government did not enter into an 
btegrated contract for the supply of complete vehicles with the 
Iirm of suppliers of chassis where the bulk of the work of body 
building was to be done by the Arm itself. This, in their opinion, 
would have ensured greater co-ordination between supply of 
%chassis and building bodies thereon and thus avoided the losses due 
to exposure of the chassis to the monsoon. The Committee were 
informed that the contract was deliberately split into two though 
placed on the firm at the same time. The Committee could neither 
see the justification nor the need for it. 

In para 96, of their Twenty-ninth Report (1959-60) the Committee 
had expressed their m c e r n  over the purchase of chassis in another 
case much in excess of those for which timely body-building arrange- 
ments could be made. The Committee are unhappy that in the pre- 
sent case also there had been delay in body-building which resulted 
in the deterioration of the chassis. 
Procurement of unwanted stores-para 4, page 7- 

11. In 1950 two demands were placed by the Master General of 
Ordnance on the Military Adviser to the High Commissioner for 
India in United Kingdom for 65 numbers of a certain item of store. 
The subsequent review as on 1st July, 1950 showed the requirement 
as nil. But the provision review relating to 1st April, 1951 showed 
the requirement as 182 units and two further demands were placed 
on United Kingdom in September, 1951 for the procurement of 116 
numbers valued at l3,004 and contract was concluded on 11th 
September, 1953, The subsequent provision review as on 1st April, 
1952 again showed the requirement as nil but no action was taken 
to cancel the demands. The supply of 65 units against the 1950 
demands materialised in October, 1953 and in November, 1953 an 
attempt was made to cancel the demands placed in September, 
1951; but subsequently in March, 1954 they were allowed to stand 
in view of the financial repercussion involved which was estimated 
at £628. The supplies against the demands placed in 1951 were 
received in July, 1955. The entire quantity of 181 numbers valued 
at f 4,687 was surplus to requirement. 

12. In evidence, the Committee were informed that by mistake 
the requirements were shown against a wrong item of store. The 
records for that period had been destroyed and the officer concerned 
had retired from service. The surplus stores were being issued 
t o  units and utilised, although the item had been superseded by a 
later type. 

' The Committee do not see why even when the provision review 
as on 1st April, 1952 disclosed for the second time a nil require- 
ment for the item, acticm was not promptly taken to cancel the 



indent for the second lot of 116 numbers. They trust thut proui 
s b n  reviews will be prepared with due care and t h e l y  attention. 
wiU be paid to the results thereof so as to ensure that such cased 
do not recur. 

ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF'S BRANCH 
* 

Over provisioning of stores-para 6, pages 8-9- 

13. To meet the requirements of the Military Engineer Services 
during 1952-53, the Engineer-in-Chief placed demands on a central- 
ordnance depot during September, 1950 to June 1951, for 7,000 and 
71,610 gallons of two different kinds of paint. These demands- 
were said to be based on anticipated requirements. Necessary 
action to get the supplies to cover these demands was taken by  
the depot between December, 1950 and November, 1951. But 
against the estimated requirements of 7,000 gallons of the first type 
of paint no quantity was drawn by the Military Engineer Services 
formations during 1952-53 and against 71,610 gallons of the second 
type only 615 gallons were drawn. 

During the subsequent years 1953-54 to 1958-59 also, the off-take 
of these paints by the Military Engineer Services was small, being 
only 660 gallons of the first type and 2,385 gallons of the second, 
type, on the whole. 

14. In evidence, the representative of the Ministry of Defence 
admitted that there was overprovisioning in this case, which was 
partly due to clerical error in the assessment of the requirements 
and to the defective system of provisioning at that time. The 
clerical error first occurred in the E-in-C's office who while totalling 
two indents treated the one for 5,000 gallons as 5,000 cwts. and later 
in the Ordnance Directorate (M.G.O. Branch) who while con- 
verting cwts. into gallons adopted the rate of 14 gallons per cwt. 
instead of 8 gallons per w t .  As regardis the provisioning system, 
stores like paints were at that time indented on ad hoc basis and 
because of shortage of the material there was a tendency to over- 
indent. The defect in the system had since #been remedied by 
laying down that indents should be placed against specific re- 
quirements only. As regards the off-take of the paints, the entire, 
stock of the first paint had been issued, and 4,032 gallons of the- 
second had been left in stock,'which were expected to be utilised. . 

15. The Committee are constrained to observe that the "clericat 
etrors" in this case do not speak well of the working of the Engi- 
neer-in-Chieys and M.G.O's Branches. The Committee had com- 
mented upon a similar case in paras 18 and 19 of their 6th R e p %  



(1S7-58). They t w t  that the officers looking afte the pr05ddbk 
ibzg work will exercise greater care and vigilance in checki4 
indents, as mistakes in ca~cuhations burden GvveYnnzent with un- 
wanted stores worth b k h  of rupees. It also entails problems of 
storage and disposal. 

DIRECTOR GENXRAL, ORDNANCE FACTORIES 

Avoidable expenditure incurred in the procurement o f  nzctterial 
for mosquito nets-para 7, page 9- 

16. In view of import dficulties involved in the procurement 
of olive green dye, and on grounds of economy, it was decided by 
Government in January, 1958 to fabricate mosquito nets in khaki 
colour instead of olive green. The Director General, Ordnance 
Factories was asked by the Army Headquarters on 28th February, 
1958 to procure netting etc., in Khaki against indents not already 
covered by contracts specifying olive green. The Director 
General, Ordnance Factories did not, however, take action to amend 
his indents on the Central Purchase Organisation although there 
was time to effect the change, as the contracts for olive green 
material were concluded only during May to August, 1958. Accord- 
ing to Audit, had prompt action been taken by the D.G.O.F. to 
obtain the material in khaki colour, instead of olive green, a saving 
~f about rupees three lakhs could have been effected in procure- 
ment costs. 

17, It was urged by the D.G.O.F. in extenuation that, although 
his Organisation had been asked by the Army Headquarters in 
February, 1958 to procure the netting etc. in khaki, the specifications 
.of the khaki shade had yet to be drawn up by Director of Research 
and Development and the sources of supply of the material located 
by the Director of Supplies. The specification of the shade was 
finalised by the Director of Research Development towards the end 
af May, 1958. Regarding procurement of the material of the re- 
quired shade the Director of Supplies (Textiles) advised in June 
that indents should continue to be plaqed for olive green material, 
as there would be some difficulty in getting the netting of the 
khaki share. It was only in the last quarter of 1958 that the Direc- 
tor of Supplies was able to establish sources of supply for khaki 
.shade netting. In order to avoid interruption in the production 
.of mosquito nets and delay in their supply to the Army, for which 
-orders for four lakh numbers were pending with the D.G.O.F., the 
indents already placed for the olive green material were allowed to 
stand. 



18. The Committee find it diificulty to accept this expZanatim The 
4AG.O.F. hud been experiencing dimity &we 1955 in lk~rmfcrctut- 
ing olive green mosquito w t s  as the required quality of netting ow 
becoming increasingly difficult to o b t a b v i d e  para 15 of A+it 
dleport 1950. Therefore, whei  a decision was taken in February, 
1658 to change over to khaki, all cognate mutters like specijiccctwns, 
easy avaikrbility and sources of supply s h ~ u l d  have been fully con- 
sidered at that time, if not before. The Committee regret to observe 
that failure to do so has resulted in extra expenditure which in their 
opinibn was avoidable. 

Purchase of stores at high prices-para 11, page 1 W  

19. The Captain Superintendent of a naval dockyard purchased 
through a contractor 89 tons of one item of store and 5 tons 14 lbs. 
of another, during 1958-59 at a cost uf Rs. 2,30,300 and Rs. 1,26,157 
respectively. Enquiries made by Internal Audit in March, 1959, 
after the payments had been made, revealed that these were import- 
ed stores and that their market prices were about Rs. 720 and 
Rs. 4,816 per ton as against Rs. 26,320 and Rs. 25,200 respectively at 
which they were purchased by the Naval Offlcer. On the basis of 
these market rates, the cost of these two items worked out to 
Rs. 30,410 as against a sum of Rs. 3,56,457 paid. 

20. In evidence, the Committee were informed that the case was 
u ~ K ~ T  investigation by the Special Police Establishment since May 
1959 and departmental enquiry had not been instituted on the advice 
of the S.P.E. A foreman who had absented himself from duty had 
been placed under suspension. The Captain Superintendent had been 
transferred in the normal course to a senior post-on completion of 
his tenure. The Committee enquired why the officer was promoted 
to  a higher post when the case was under investigation. They were 
informed that at that time the* were no specific charges against 
him. The Committee find it difficult to accept this view. In this 
coolll~ction they would like to draw attention to the instructions 
issued by the Ministry of ~ 6 m e  Affairs vide their O.M. No. 3914156- 
Ests(A), dated the 3rd November, 1958. These require that in case 
of a Government Servant w60se conduct is under investigation, 
though his fitness for promotion should be chsidered at the relevant 
time, the actual promotion should be made only after he is exonerat- 
ed of the charges. This principle should hold good on the Defence 
side also. In the Committee's opinion, the prmotion 'was wrmg in 
principle. 



I 0  

AIR FORCE 
Overprovisionibrg of stores--pura 13, page 11- 

21. Sub-pura (a).-In January, 1954, an indent for 2,87,900 cart 
ridges of a certain type was placed on the High Commission in Lon- 
don, to meet training requirements for the period February to August, 
1954. Another indent was placed on the Director General, Ordnance 
Factories, in the same mdnth for 5,64,300 cartridges of the same type 
to meet training requirements from September, 1954 to August 1955. 

Out of ,87,880 cartridges costing £39,519 received fwm U.K. in 
December, 1954, only 6,030 cartridges had been utilised by February, 
1959 and 2,35,289 had deteriorated. The indent on the Director 
General, Ordnance Factories was cancelled in September, 1956 with 
a financial repercussion of Rs. 5,93,062. 

22. In evidence, the Committee were informed that at the time 
of placing the orders on the D.G.O.F. and the High Commission in 
London, the estimated annual training requirement for the arnmuni- 
tion as assessed in 1953, was 5 lakhs cartridges. The low utilisation 
of the m u n i t i o n  was due to (i) withdrawal from service in 1956 
57 of one of the two types of the aircraft, for which the ammunition 
was intended, which were expected to remain in service upto the 
year 1957-58, (ii) non-availability of firing ranges resulting in cur- 
tailment of training programme and (iii) use of war-time ammuni- 
tion ot operational type for training as th~e stock of ammunition used 
for training was nearing exhaustion. 

To a question why the war-time operational amanunition lying in 
stock was not taken into account while placing the indents in Janu- 
ary, 1954, the Committee were infonned that it was not usual to use 
war-time ammunition for training purposes in peace time. In the 
present case it became necessary to do so, the stock of the training 
ammunition having been nearly exhausted. This was later continu- 
ed in order to preserve the stock of the training ammunition. 

23. The Committee learnt from Audit that issues of the training 
ammunition amounted to only 1,01,579 cartridges and 13,930 car- 
ridges during the years 1952-53 and 1953-54, respectively. The assess- 
ment of the a ~ n u a l  requirement at 5 lhkh cartridges at the time of 
placing the orders was thus p i m a  facie excessive. It  was urged in 
extenuation that the requirement .was calculated with reference to 
the number of the air~raf t  and the rounds that each pilot had to 
fire. But the expectations were not fulfilled as during the years 
1952-53 and 195554 practice had to be curtailed because of lack of 
suflcient stock of training ammunition, In the opinion of the Cam- 
mitkee, there was gross averprovisioning in this case. They fee1 



thut the system of provisioning in the Air Force is unsatisfactory. It 
should be streamlined to m r e  that requirements are assessed real- 
kticall y. 

The Committee were assured that the partially deteriorated stock 
of ammunition received from U.K. would be utilised for training 
purposes and that the material rendered surplus in the ordnance 
factory would be used in the manufacture of another type of ammuni- 
tion. 

24. Sub-para (b) .-In March, 1958, a demand was erroneously 
placed by the Air Headquarters, for the procurement from United 
Kingdom of 2,600 lbs. of silk thread, instead of 2,600 cops of 4 lb. 
each. This resulted in an excess acquisition of 1,300 lbs. of imported 
material valued at Rs. 55,200. 

25. In evidenoe the Committee were informed that the excess 
provision was due to a clerical error while copying; which was 
detected only in September 1958, when a major portion of the con- 
signment had already been received. Although it was difficult to 
fix individual responsibility for the error, action had been taken 
against certain pmsons. To a question how the error escaped the 
notice of Finance, the Finmc2al Adviser replied that in the original 
indent which was checked by Finance, the unit had been correctIy 
shown as caps of half lb. each, but, while preparing the fair copy 
thereof after including some new items, the unit was wrongly shown. 
Thie Committee were informed that the surplus quantity would be 
utilised. 

The Committee dewecate such cases of carelessness. 



WORK EXPENDITURE 

ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF'S BRANCH 

Jnfructuous expenditure incurred on a work-para 17, pages 13-14 

26. In December, 1952, Government sanctioned the construction 
of certain roads approximating in length to 308 miles, at an estimated 
cost of Rs. 304.47 lakhs. By December, 1958, 98'11 miles only were 
constructed, at a cost of Rs. 392.64 lakhs. One of the reasons con- 
tributing to the increase in cost (nearly four times per mile) was the 
excessive expenditure on  explosives. Against the original estimate 
of 19.99 lakhs worth of explckives for the entire work, the cost of 
explosives used, on the portion completed, was Rs. 154:84 lakhs. 

In the same project, some stretches of roads were abandoned after 
construction as detailed below: 

(a) 3'2 miles of road in various stretches had to be abandoned 
as a result of r~ealignment necessitated by the initial 
gradients being too steep and unsafe. 

(b) 2 more miles of road, constructed on the left bank of a 
river, had, to be abandoned as linking this part with the 
main road required the construction of two bridges. The 
road was subsequently taken to the right bank of the 
river. 

(c) Connecting road of about 2 miles constructed on the left 
side 'bf the river had also been abandoned and a fresh 
one constructed on the right side. 

27. The Committee enquired why there was so wide a variation bet- 
w~een the estimated cost of explosives for the entire work and the 
actual cost on the portion of the road completed. They were inform- 
ed that the original estimate of the expenditure on explosives for 
the road work in that difficult region was ad hoc which had to be 
revised drastically as a result of recormaissance survey of the ground 
carried out in 1955. Audit, hoever, pointed out that a survey sanction- 
ed at  the cost of Rs. 4:5 lakhs had been carried out blefore the com- 
mencement of the work. The Engineer-in-Chief stated that that 



was only a quick survey which did not bring out all the necessary 
topographical, geological and hydrological data about this thickly 
wooded and unmapped region. Such a quick survey would have 
served the purpose in an area where results of previous surveys and 
accurate maps were available. In the present case "for the sake of 
procedural requirement, an ad hoe estimate was given" on the basis 
.of a superficial survey. 

28. The Committee drew attention to the reports of two senior 
engineers connected with the road project who after visiting the 
work site had recorded that explosives had been us& indiscrimina- 
tely and on jobs which could have been done by manual labour. The 
Engineer-in-Chief stated that those reports were intended for the 
guidance of the junior officers to effect economy in th~e use of ex- 
plosives. To a question by Audit as t o  why the cost af construction 
of the portions of the road constructed by the Army engineers work- 
ed out to Rs. 4 lakhs per mile as aginst Rs. 50,000 or Rs. 60,000 per mile 
in the case of the portions undertaken by the C.P.W.D., the repre- 
sentative of the Ministry of Defence stated that thle C.P.W.D. had 
been allotted construction of easier portions of the road. The 
C.P.W.D. handed back to the Army Engineers certain portions which 
they found difficult to construct. 

29. The  Committee are not convinced that the  increase i n  cost of 
constructing the  road was fulZ1y justified. I n  their opinion, there had 
been unnecessary expenditure ionich could have been avoided h.ad 
greater supervision been exercised. They  are indeed surprised that  
the  actual expenditure on constructing 98.11 miles of the  .road 
amounted t o  Rs. 39?.64 lc~khs while the original estimate for 308 miles 
was Rs. 304.47 bakhs on the basis of a quick survey. 

While  the Committee recognise that road cons'truction in hilly 
tracts is dificult ,  they  feel bound to  point out ,the danger t o  financial 
control arising from the approval based on incomplete data of pro- 
jects involving large commitments. 



IV 

DEFENCE FACTORIES 
AUDIT REPORT (DEFENCE SERVICES), 1960 

Abandonment of factory projects+ara 20 (a), pages 16-17 
30. In September, 1951, Government accepted the proposal of the 

Director General, Ordnance Factories, to undertake tne manufacture 
of steel amanunition boxes in an ordnance factory and sanctioned sin 
expenditure of Rs. 10 lakhs for the purchase of the requisite plant 
and machinery. Accordingly, an expenditure of Rs. 6.53 lakhs was 
incurred on plant and machinery till December, 1957. when the 
Director General Ordnance Factories ordered suspension of the pro- 
ject on the ground that the requirements of steel boxes could be 
better met by purchase from the trade. A sum of Rs. 13:67 lakhs 
had also been spent in the meantime on construction of buildings for 
the project. The plant and machinery and the buildings on which 
Rs. 20-20 lakhs had been spent are awaiting alternative use. 

31. In evidence, the Committee wene informed that the installa- 
tion of the steel boxes plant was undertaken in pursuance of a 
policy decision to use steel boxes for th~e packing of ammunition in 
peace-time in preference to wooden packages. The plant was origi- 
nally decided to be housed in the buildings which had been used 
during the last World War for the manufacture of wooden packages. 
But immediately thereafter, these buildings were r e q u i d  for a 
more urgent project (mlanufacture of certain ammunition for the 
Air Force). New buildings had, therefore, to be constructed for the 
installation of the steel boxes plant, which were completed by 1954. 
In the meantime, in an attempt by the Air Force Headquarters with 
the help of the D.G.S. & D. to find out packing cases for the ammuni- 
tion (referred to above), (apparently because the manufacture of 
wooden packages had stopped and that of steel boxes had yet to 
st&), capacity for the manufacture of steel packages was found in 
the trade. The need for proceeding further with the steel boxes pm- 
ject was no longer there. In neply to a question, the Cammittee were 
informed that in 1951 when the steel'box project was sanctioned, 
there did not exist any such capacity in the trade. To a further 
question as to when this industry w& set up in the private sector, 
$he D.G.O.F. replied that it was in 1952 but it was perhaps discovered 
m e t i m e  in 1953-54. As regards the utilfsation of the newly con- 
structed buildings, it was stated that a new project for the manufac- 
ture of another type of ammunition was being undertaken and it 



would be housed in the new buildings. The plant and machinery 
already acquired for the steel box project would be utilised for the 
replacement of worn-out machinery in other factories having steel 
boxes production. It was added. that there had been no inhc tuous  
expenditure as such. 

32. From the facts placed before them, the Committee feel that 
there was hardly any justification for undertaking this project. When 
steel boxes for ammunition were already being manufactured by other 
Ordnance Factories, there was apparently no urgent need for a new 
poject. The fact that this project was relegated to the second place, 
confirms this view. A wider enquiry from the trade would have db- 
dosed the source which according to the witness was established in 
1952 i.e. within a year of the decision of Government to set up a new 
project. The expenditure on the constructbn of buildings (Rs. 13:67 
Zakhs) would have been wasteful but for the second project for 
manufacture of ammunition-a fortutious coincidence. 

33. Sub-para (b)-In November, 1951, Government approved the 
construction of a timber seasoning kiln in a factory, at a total esti- 
mated cost of Rs. 2,21,819. Thle construction of the kiln building was 
entrusted to the Military Engineer Services and the manufacture of 
the plant for the kiln to another factory. The kiln 'building was 
completed in August, 1955 at a cost of Rs. 2,37,047. After an expen- 
diture of Rs. 59,361 had been incurred on the plant, till November, 
1958, further work was suspended on the project which had dragged 
on for 7 years. 

In the same factory, the construction of buildings for a smithy 
shop, at an estimated cost of Rs. 5,50,000 was sanctioned by Govern- 
ment in December, 1951. An additional expenditure of Rs. 1,08,100 
was authorised for the same work in September, 1953. The build- 
ings were completed at a total cost of Rs. 6,84,241 in October, 1957, 
but were eventually not brought into use, as the idea of having a 
smithy shop in these buildings was abandoned in May, 1958. 

0 

34. In evidence, the Directa General, Ordn'ance Factories, ex- 
plained the reasons for the constdctim of the timber-seasoning kiln 
and smithy shop at the factmy and their abandonment later. It was' 
also urgkd that the additional buildings constructed had been put 
to use by installing a Jerri-can plant, which could not be installed 

a t  the station originally proposed due to inadequate power supply. 



The Committee regret to observe that this is also in case of had. 
planning and lack of fore9ight. 

35. Sub-para (c)-In January, 1952, Government sanctioned a 
scheme of Rs. 5.04 lakhs for the mechanical handling of timber kt- 
ween the saw mill and the seasoning kilns in a factory. Accordingly 
an indent for the import of a shunting tractor and 600 rft. of power 
roller conveyor was placed by the Director Gen8eral, Ordnance Fac- 
tories on the India Store Department, London, in October, 1952 
At the same time the factory was also authorised to manufacture 110 
trollies estimated to cost Rs. 1,75,300 and tc purchase a 15 h.p. Motor. 

In December, 1952, the factory management considered certain 
modifications to the scheme and put up in July, 1955 'detailed pro- 
posals to the Director General, Ordnance Factories, accordingly. 
Meanwhile the shunting tractor imported at a cost of Rs. 14,724 was 
received in May, 1954 and 300 Rft, of power roller conveyor costing 
Rs. 16,961 had also been erected in Februa~y,  1958 at an additional 
expenditure of Rs. 1,400. Further a sum of Rs. 1,25,107 had been 
spent on the manufacture of 60 trollies of which only 2 had been 
completed in October, 1956 while the rest were at various stages of 
manufacture. The further manufacture of the trollies had been dis- 
continued from October, 1956 and it was also proposed to dispose 
of the two completed trollies. 

The factory had also commenced in December, 1952 the mant+ 
facture of 1520 rft. of roller conveyor though this was not included 
in the scheme approved by Government in January, 1952, but after 
spending a sum of Rs. 1,27,041, discontinued the manufacture in 
October, 1956. 696 rft. of roller conveyor had been completed by 
that time and the balance quantity of 824 rft. was stated to be in 
different stages of manufacture. 

36. It was admitted in evidence before the Committee that this 
case was indefensible. The Commzttee deplore that a sum of Rs. 2.85 
lakhs had been spent over (1 period of four years on a scheme which 
was subsequentlg abandoned. I n  thew opinion, this and similar cases 
require investigation w ~ t h  a v i ~ w  t o  examining (i) how far the9 
were the result of negligence on the part of the officials c o n c e r ~ ~ e d  
and (ii) what steps are necessary to avoid recurrence of such cases 
of expenditure of doubtful or no utility. 



STORE KEEPING AND STORE ACCOUNTING 

Irregularities in the store accounts of two Field Ordnance Depots- 
DeZay in regularisation by Government, para 21, pages 18-19- 

37. Prior to March-April, 1948, proper store accounts were nut 
maintained in two Field Ordnance Depots, due to, the operational 
conditions under which the stores were initially receivedl and issued. 
In November, 1948, Government issued orders condoning the nan- 
maintenance or incomplete maintenance of accounts in these depots 
upto 18th March and 14th April, 1948, respectively. They also 
decided that the ground balances of stores found on these two dates 
should be regarded as the basis for future accounting in the two 
depots. 

Proper accounts of stores were, however, not mainta,ined by these 
depots even after those dates and irregularities in store accounts 
continued, as indicated below: 

(a) Stores worth Rs. 380.82 lakhs despatched to these depots 
by other depots were not taken on ledger charge. 

(b) In respect of stores worth Rs. 304.97 lakhs, the certified 
receipt vouchers on which they were taken on charge 
could not be linked with the consignors' issue vouchers. 
The correctness of the receipts taken on charge could 
not, therefore, be verified. 

Apart from these two major irregularities the following deficien- 
cies, losses and irregularities were also noticed:-+ 

(i) In respect of stores worth Rs. 3.47 lakhs charged off from 
the ledgers as issued to other units, receipted copies of 
the issue vouchers were not available. 

(ii) Stores valued at Rs. 5.03 lakhs issued on loan to units 
were not received back in the depots. 

(iii) In one of the dG0t.s fictitious jab cards and transfer 
vouchers for stores were found to have been prepared 
resulting in a loss of Rs. 4.91 lakhs approximately. 



38. In evidence, the Committee were informed that the two field 
depots in question were lacated in the Jammu and Kashmir Area 
and the irregularities related to the period 1948 to 1950. Due to 
abnormal conditions then existing and lack of experienced stafP, store 
aocounts could not be properly maintained. The Director of Ordn- 
ance Services stated that the confusim was caused by the transit of 
the stores through the Pathankot rail head. Wlhile the issue 
vouchers in respect of the stores despatched by the Indian Depots 
were received by the field depots direct, consignments arriving by 
rail at Pathankot had to be carried in parts by the army vehicles 
to the field depots. In Zhis process the consignments got mixed up 
and on their arrival in the field depots could not be properly identi- 
fied and linked with consignors' issue vouchers. In some cases even 
issue vouchers were received late in the field depots, and stores had 
to be taken on charge by the field depots on certified receipt 
vouchers which could not be linked with issue vouchers received 
subsequently due to inadequately trained staff and condiitiuns then 
prwailing. This resulted in stores worth Rs. 380.82 lakhs despatch- 
ed by other depots not being linked with the receipts in the ledgers 
of the field depots. It was presumed that the stores worth Rs. 304.97 
lakhs taken on charge on certified receipt vouchers were largely out 
of those worth Rs. 380.82 lakhs stated to have not been taken on 
ledger charge. 

39. As regards regularisation of the losses, the Committee were 
informed that it had been decided to condone the irregularities 
except one item regarding the preparation of fictitious job cards 
and transfer vouchers for stores involving a loss of Rs. 4.91 lakhs. 
Nobody could be held responsible for the irregularities. The losses 
would be formally regularised after the amounts involved had been 
worked out in consultation with the Internal Audit. The Financial 
Adviser stated that it was proposed to' treat the ground balances as 
on March, 1950 as the basis for future accounting. He addlied that 
technically the losses amounting to Rs. 380.82 lakhs on account of 
stores not taken on charge and Rs. 304.97 lakhs representing the 
value of stores taken on charge on certified receipt vouchers were 
to be regularised separately; nevertheless the real loss in this case 
would be of the order of about Rs. 76 lakhs i.e. Rs. 380.82 lakhs 
minus Rs. 304.97 lakhs plus certain other minor losses. Audit point- 
ed out that the stores not taken an charge were from the Indian 
Depots while those taken on charge cn certified receipt vouchers 
were returned by units. Thus they could not be set off against each 
other. The representative of the Ministry of Defence stated that 
units could not have returned stores worth Rs. 304.97 lakhs, the bulk 
af them would have been received from the base depots. 



The Committee cannot accept that the figure of Rs. 76 lakhs woulcl 
m c t l y  represent the loss in this case, omitting for the time being 
the other losses referred to in para 21 of the Audit Report. The 
value of the stores returned by the uni*, which would certainly not 
have been negligible should be added to this figure. Assuming even 
the modest figure of Rs. 1 more as representing the real loss, the ex- 
tent thereof is still alarming. 

40. The Committee are concerned over the chaotic state of store 
accounting prevailing in the two field depots prior to March 1950. It 
is regrettable that even after Government issued orders in November, 
1948 condoning the nownaintenance or incomplete maintenance of  
accounts in these depots upto the 18th March and 14th April, 1948, 
re.spectively, no effective measures were taken to improve the stan- 
&rd of  store accounting. While the Committee appreciate that 
emergency conditions continued, to prevail in  the area during the 
period April, 1948 to March 1950, they feel that gaining experience 
from the .past irregularities, the depot authorities shmld have been 
alive to the dificulties in the proper maintenance of  stores accounts. 
The Committee would like to be assured that the store accounts are 
properly being maintained by the depots since March, 1950. Th.ey 
would reiterate their oft-repeated observation that unless the quantity 
and location of stores are known with reasonable accuracy, full 
operational efficiency of the Services cannot be attained. Laxity in 
proper store accounting would also lead to losses of stores. The Com- 
mittee also desire that the losses in the present case should be regu- 
larked without further delay. 

Delay in  provision of covered nccommodation for ammunition, para 
22, page 19- 

41. An ammunition depot was shifted f m  one station to  another 
in August, 1948. No covered accommodation was pailable at the  
new station and the entire ammunition was stored in the open 
under iarpaulin covers and in tents, with the result that amrnuni- 
tion worth Rs. 45 lakhs (approximately) had to  be downgraded as 
either unserviceable (Rs. 23 lakhs) or as requiring repairs (Rs. 22 
lakhs) during the periad August, 1948 to March 1959. In addition, 
tentage and tarpaulins valued at Rs. 12.12 lakhs were also rendered 
unserviceable during this period. 

A proposal was made by  the depot authorities in September, 1950 
for provision for 274 Nissen huts at a cost of  Rs. 6-85 lakhs t o  provide 
cover for the  ammunition but this was not accepted. Although such 
Nissen huts were available in stock in Engineer Store Depots in 
sufHcient quantities since the last war, it was only in  bctober, 1958, 



that Government sanction was accorded for provision of 184 Nisse.1 
huts in the depot a t  a cost df Rs. 5.6 lakhs but the work was not. 
taken in hand till December 1959. 

42. In evidence the Committee were informed that the ammuni- 
tion depot had been shifted to another station temporarily for 
strategic reasons. Pending a decision on the permanent location of 
the depot, tempurary storage accommodation had been made by 
means of tarpaulin covers and tents. The down-gradation of am- 
munition was actually caused by normal changes in condition after 
a specific period, which could not be avoided. The Director of 
Ordnance Services stated that field storage of ammunition under 
tarpaulin covers and tents was a recognised and suitable type of 
storage in the case of forward and non-permanent depots although 
the wastage of tents and tarpaulins was heavy. In reply to a ques- 
tion he admitted that the deterioration of the ammunition might 
have been somewhat less had it been stored under Nissen huts, 
although certain parts such as augmenting charges and primers 
would deteriorate whatever the nature of storage as they had s fixed 
life. 

43. The Committee enquired why the proposal made by the depot 
authorities in September, 1950 for provision of 274 Nissen huts at a 
cost of Rs. 6.85 lakhs was not accepted by the Army Headquarters. 
The representative of the Ministry Defence stated that the pro- 
posal submitted by the depot authorities in September, 1950 for pro- 
vision of 274 Nissen huts had been examined by the Army Head- 
quarters and it had been estimated that the provision of temporary 
covered accommodation to meet the immediate requirements of the 
d e w  would cost Government Rs. 34 lakhs. As the question regard- 
ing the permanent location uf the depot was then under considera- 
tion it was not considered appropriate to undertake a project of tem- 
porary utility involving an expenditure of Rs. 34 lakhs. To a ques- 
tion why the provisim of 184 Nissen huts at a cost of Rs. 5 6 lakhs 
was sanctioned subsequently in October, 1958 (while earlier in 
September, 1950, a proposal for the provision of 274 huts had not 
been accepted) the representative of the Ministry of Defence replied 
that in 1950 field storage was conside~ed adequate as it was expect- 
ed that a decision regarding permanent location af the depot would 
not take long. Later, as the decisi~n on the permanent looation of 
the depot was delayed it was decided to providk some temporary 
' accommodation in the d e p t .  

44. The Committee are surprised that the authoriti.es should have 
taken. 12 years to decide on the permanent location of the depot. In. 



their view, at was an unfortunate decision to provide field storage 
accommodation for a m u n i t i m ~  in peacetime us the provision of 
permanent accommodation would, in any case, have taken a reaon- 
able amount of time. Non-acceptance of the proposal of the depot 
authorities for the provision of Nissen huts in September, 1950, 
(such accommodation was considered necessary in October, 1958 i.e. 
after 8 years) was a grave error. The Committee desired to be 
furnished with a note zn this regard, which is still awaited. The 
Director of Ordnance Services had admitted that deterioratron of the 
ammunition would have been less, had it been stored under Nissen 
huts. The Committee understand from Audit that while sanctioning 
the temporary accommodation in 1958, it was stated that the savings 
resulting therefrom in a few years would be more than the cost of 
such accommodation. It is regrettable that so apparent a fact was 
not realised in 1950 or short13 thereafter. 

Unsatisfactory storage conditions in an Ordnance Factor3 and conse- 
quent losses-para 23, pages 19-20- 

45. A Board of Enquiry was convened by the Director General, 
Ordnance Factories in November, 1956, to investigate into the heavy 
losses of stores in an ordnance factory during the period 1949-57. 
The Board reported in 1957, that an overall loss of over Rs. 174 lakhs 
had occurredr and that the factory management was to a great ex- 
tent responsible for the loss. 

The loss can be classified under the following categories: 
- -. . . . - -- . .. . --- . - . . - - - -. . 

Rs. 
(a)  Losses on account of deterioration of stores . 76,62,485 
( b )  Losses on account of stores declared obsolete . . 48,623764 
(c) 1,osses de:cctcd during stock verification , . . 19,61.216 
(d) Losses due t o unsatisfactory accounting of st  ores involvirg proce- 

dural irregularities 149993795 
(e) Other losses, including those written off by Goiernment from 

time to time . . . . .  1 -  14,56J099- 
The Board found that the bulk of the loss was avoida~ble and that 
the facto~y had not taken suitable action to review the stock and 
dispose of surplus stock in time. The receipt and issue of stores was 
not properly recorded and a large volume of stores was irregularly 
written off on "expense vouchers". Out of the total loss of Rs. 174 
lakhs, lass to the extent of fis. 42 lakhs pertain to post-war stocks. 

46. According to the "statqnent placed on the Table of the Lok 
Sabha investigations into one of the categpries of the losses had 
disclosed that except for a small amount of about Rs. 4 lakhs, "the 
other so called losses are not real losses but are mere paper losses." 
The losses under another category were awaiting investigation. The 

---- - .  . -- .- - - - 
'Appendix I. 



net loss will only be a very small amount. Part of it was a legacy of 
the war inasmuch as after the cessation of hostilities large quantities 
of stores were transferred from others to this factmy where there 
was no adequate staff to take charge of the stores. 

In evidRnce the Committee were given to understand that the 
investigations were still in progress. 

47. The Committee are shocked to see the magnitude of the loss. 
They understand from Audit that according to the Board of Enquiry 
the) storage conditions in the factory were generally sa t i s faern  
during 1949-50. Further, Government had written ojJ Rs. 54 lakhs of 
"war losses" and the losses referred to in the Audit para are exclusive 
of this write ofl. In the face of these facts, the Committee find it 
diflicult to accept the complacent view expressed by the Ministry. 
They would await the results of the investigation in progress which 
should be expedited. 

Store accounting in a naval dockyard-para 24, page 2 0 -  

48. In an electronic workshop of a naval dockyard a physical 
.check of stores carried out in January, 1957, revealed that 3,695 
items of stores had been kept unaccounted for. 

A Board of Enquiry which investigated into this matter in Decem- 
ber, 1957, had remarked that- 

(i) a large number of items of electronic stores and equipment 
had been accumulating in the naval dockyard over a 
number of years without their being accounted for; 

(ii) no records were kept of items which were returned to the 
dockyard after work at outstations was completed; 

(iii) the procedure for carrying out private work on payment 
in the dockyard during the years preceding 1953 was not 
satisfactory; and 

(iv) supervision on the part of supervisory officers of the work- 
shop was not adequate. 

The Board was of the opinion that there was a possibility of the 
unaccounted stores being smuggled out by the staff and that evidence 
existed to show that some individuals0 had misappropriated Govern- 
ment stores for personal use. 

The Board held two supervisory officers responsible for the bad 
state of affairs and recommended that action should be taken against 
them and that 'two other employees should be dismissed from service. 



49. The Committee were informed in evidence that the s~pervi-- 
sory officers held responsible for the bad state of affairs in the dock- 
yard had been admonished by the Chief of Naval Staff and had also 
been conveyed the "extreme distress" of Government, which would 
be recorded in their service records. As regards the other two. 
employees who had been recommended for dismissal from service. 
by the Board, no action could be taken against them for want of 
evidence; they had been transferred from their previous posts. The 
Committee do not see why Government have not accepted the recom- 
mendations of the Board regarding the two employees. They would 
like to be informed of the charges against them and the reasons for 
their acquittal. 

50. The Committee were given to understand that as many as- 
3,000 of the items had been accounted for and remedial measures 
taken to prevent recurrence of such irregularities. The Committee. 
wanted to know the net loss involved. They were informed that it 
would be "very difficult to estimate (the loss) because these things 
were brought into the dockyard as junk and were lying there un- 
accounted for." The Committee are distressed to find that store 
accounts should be in such a chaotic state They have reiterated on 
many occasions the importance of accurate store accounting and 
periodic stock verification. Unless the stores are correctly 
accounted for, there is a grave risk of pilferage. It will not also be 
possible to know with accuracy the requh-ements for future. The 
Committee have pointed out a number of cases of defective provi- 
sioning of stores both in the past and in this report which are in 
rn small measure due to defective stock-accounting. Considering 
the vast quantities of Defence Stores valued at mores of rupees, the 
Committee feel that verification of stocks and accounting thereof 
should be prompt and accurate. 



LOSSES OF CASH, OVERPAYMENTS, ETC., PERTAINING TO 
THE POST-PARTITION PERIOD, FINA.LLY DEALT WITH 

DURING THE PERIOD 195839 
Appropriation Accounts (Defence Services), 1959- 

Appendices-A&B 

51. Appendices A & B to the Appropriation Accounts (Defence 
Services) detail a number of cases of losses pertaining to the post- 
partition period, finally dealt with during 1958-59. A number of 
cases mentioned in the para are fairly old and the Committee are 
at  a loss to understand why Government took so much time to write 
off the losses. I t  is in the interests of Government, that these cases 
should be investigated promptly. The Committee deal with a few 
cases in the following paragraphs. 

S.N. 6, page 50- 

52. A loss of Rs. 5,490 occurred on account of the cost of Govern- 
ment transport used by units in a Cantonment during the period 
1st April to 30th September, 1953 for delivery of meat in Unit 
Lines from Cantonment butchery. Under the contract, the contractor 
was to supply meat either at the Supply Depot Ration Stand or at 
the Unit Lines in his own transport. Due to the absence of suitable 
Ration Stand at the Supply Depot, delivery there was not feasible. 
The alternative method of asking the contractor to deliver at the 
Unit Lines which was one of the special conditions attached to the 
contract was also not adopted resulting in avoidable extra 
expenditure. 

53. The Committee enquired why provision regarding the supply 
of meat at the Unit Lines was included in the contract, if it was not 
to be implemented. The Quarter Master General stated that jt 
was in a standard clause in the contract form. But while executing 
the contract, the Station Commander allowed deviation from this 
provision under the discretionary powers, vested in him by another 
clause. Explaining the reasons that weighed with the Station 
Commander for doing so, the witness (stated that the Units being 
scattered all over the station the contractor's lorries could not keep 
up the required hygienic standards and their entrance into the Unit 
Lines was also not advisable from the security point of view. If 



30, the Cmmittee feel that this provision in the sta+rd form of 
contract needs review. If transport is to be provided by G m m -  
ment, there should be a corresponding reduction in the rate of 
.supply. 

5. Nos. 1-13, 15-19 & 21, pages 54-57- 

54. The Committee's attention was drawn to a number of cases 
.of losses resulting from misappropriation and misuse of railway 
forms, railway warrants, military credit notes, etc. In one case, 
(S. No. 6) 25 complete books of railway forms (each containing 100 
forms) which were despatched by a Unit to theJ  Forms Store 
through the Signal Despatch Service were lost in transit. The 
Committee were informed that as the forms in this case were 
intended for the British Military personnel who were not serving in 
the Indin Army at the time of the loss there was no possibility of 
their being misused. 

Regarding the other cases of losses, the Committee were 
informed that those were mostly cases of misappropriation and 
misuse of forms by military personnel by forging signatures d the 
issuing officers and entering fictitious names and that suitable action 
had been taken against the deliquent officials in proven cases. The 
persons presenting the forms at the Railway Station at the time of 
exchanging them for railway ticket, were not required to produce 
their identity cards. As soon as losses of forms were detected, the 
railway authorities were informed about the numbers of the missing 
forms. 

55. The Committee are concerned to find that the number of 
cases of losses of railwag forms, etc. by misappropriation and mis- 
use is large. They desire that the present procedure for their 
custody and issue should be reviewed with a view to checking their 
misappropriatioa and misuse. 

S.  N o .  4 ,  page 65- 

56. This case disclosed a *loss of Rs. 1,22,677 being the value of 
components of vehicles found deficient in an Armoured Vehicles 
Depot at the time of physicd yerification during December 1955 
to March 1956. According to internal Audit, the deficiencies could 
not be detected at the time of receipt of the vehicles due to the lo* 
standard of technical knowledge of the personnel employed for 
checking the vehicles. 



57. In evidence, the Committee were informed that the vehicles 
had been received by the Depot from the various Units including 
those in Aeld areas and from overseas before 1953. Some minor 
part or other was missing in many of these vehicles but this defi- 
ciency could not be detected at that time as each one of the vehicles 
was not put to cent per cent check. As a result of subsequent 
inspections approximately 4,500 items covering 1,018 vehicles were 
found missing. Out of a loss of Rs. 1,22,677, an amount of Rs. 95,000 
approximately related to unfit vehicles. The Defence Secretary 
stated that cent per cent check of the vehicles could not be carried 
out initially because of the large number of vehicles received in the 
depot at that time, and staff which was inadquate could not cope 
with the work. Secondly, exhaustive lists of components were not 
available for a proper check of the vehicles; a uniform guide list 
had been introduced since July, 1953. There were certain other 
defects also in the procedure at that time. 

The Commitee are not happy over the manner in which the 
vehicles had been checked by the depot authorities at the time of 
their receipt. They trust that "receipt-in" inspection is being done 
thoroughly now. 

S. No. 20, page 68- 

58. In this case, there was a loss of Rs. 49,920 representing the 
value of stores found deficient in an Ordnance Depot at the time of 
stock taking held in July 1950. A Court of Inquiry held on 29th 
February, 1956 came to the conclusion that the loss was due to (a) 
non-accounting of certain stores and (b) short receipt of stores in 
the past due to the percentage check prior to the reorganisation and 
that the exact reasons for the deficiency could not be ascertained 
as the storeman in charge who got the items checked had been 
posted away. The stock had since been reorganised. 

59. In evidence, the representative of the Ministry of Defence 
admitted that the delay of 6 years in holding a Court of Inquiry in 
this case was not justifiable. After the physical stock verification 
in July 1950, reconciliation of the distrepancies took about two 
years. Orders for holding a Court of Znquiry were issued in 1954 
but it could not be constituted until February 1956 for want of 
offlcers who were busy in other enqdiries. 

The Committee were also informed that the item had been 
stacked at three or four different places in the depot and the 
packages had not been put to cent per cent check at the time of 
receipt. A cent per cent check carried out subsequently revealed 



deficiencies in some places and surpluses in others. The procedure 
had since been changed and as a result same items were stacked at 
one place and put to cent per cent check at the time of receipt. 

The Committee consider the delay in instituting an  enquiry into 
t h e  case as unconscionable. They desired to be furnished with a 
,detailed note stating the exact reasons for the deficiencies, delay in 
holding the Court of Enquiry and for not interrogating the storeman 
.concerned. The note is still awaited. 

S. No. 40, page 72- 

60. In this case there occurred a loss of Rs. 6,38,333 representing 
the value of 373 tons of tinned milk received from a firm in a 
foreign country between May and October 1950, which was declared 
unfit for human consumption during 1951. The deterioration 
occurred during the warranty period. The foreign firm, however, 
declined liability on the ground that as a result of a sample survey 
conducted by them long after the warranty period, only a small 
proportion was found to be bad. After negotiations, a compensa- 
tion of Rs. 41,160 only was received from the firm and the balance of 
loss was written off on 5th March, 1959. 

61. In evidence, the Quarter Master General stated that out of 
the total quantity of 672 tons of tinned milk purchased from the 
foreign firm. 373 tons were found unfit for human consumption 
within the warranty period. On the advice of the Indian High 
Commission in U.K. who had placed the order on the firm, a survey 
of the milk declared bad was ordered to be carried out by three 
firms, but 69 tons only could be got surveyed, as the firms were not 
prepared to check the milk stored in certain distant depots and 
stations. The firm of suppliers did not agree withethe analysis that 
the eritire milk had gone bad and offered only 5% of the cost thereof 
as compensation. Because of lack of sufficient evidence the case 
was not considered fit for being taken to a court of law and was 
decided to be setled out of court. The representative of the Ministry 
of Defence stated that the 200 cases of milk which were sent to the 
firm of suppliers for samp& survey, were selected on an overall 
basis and not particularly f r o p  the lot of 373 tons which had been 
found to be bad. It was admitted to be a mistake in not sending 
tins for sample survey from the lot cokidered defective. Tb,e 
Committee regret to observe that the claim of Government for 
.compensation has been set at naught by the perfunctory manner in 
which the oficers had acted. 
2336 (Aii)LS-3 



The Committee were assured that in order to safeguard the 
interests of Government in future a new clause would be inserteol 
in the contract, according to which there would be a testing of the, 
milk by the surveyors appointed by Government on its receipt in 
the supply depots, the results of which would be binding on the 
suppliers for determining their liability in the transaction. Th is  
will be in addition to the warrantly clause ibid. 



VII 
MISCELLANEOUS IRREGULARITIES AUDIT REPORT (DEFENCE 

SERVICE) 1960 

Payment of outstation allowanc~ by Hindustan Aircraft Limited-- 
para 27, pages 21-22- 

62. The Audit p r a  disclosed that, since 1951, the Maintenance of 
Indian Air Force aircraft, at certain stations outside Bangalore, had 
been entrusted to the Hindustan Aircraft Limited. Employees of the 
HAL deputed for maintenance work to these outstations were paid 
daily allowance at the mte of two per cent of the monthly pay, sub- 
ject to a minimum of Rs. 6 per day for the first 15 days of halt, and at  
two-thirds of that rate thereafter subject to a minimum of Rs. 4 per 
day, irrespective of the period of absence from their headuarters 
which in many cuses extended to three years. According to Audit, 
the payment of minimum rate of Rs. 4 as daily allowance, unrelated 
to pay, and for continuous halts lasting months or even years was 
unjustified. 

63. It was urged before the Committee that the payment of daily 
allownce in question to the employees of the HA1 was necessary to 
induce the technical personnel of the HAL (who were recruited to  
work at Bangalore) to work at the various IAF autstations like Sri- 
nagar, Jorhat, Barrackpore, etc. for continuously long periods. The 
Committee were given to understand by Audit, that the rates of daily 
allownce paid to the HAL employees deputed to these same out- 
stations for doing HAL work were lower. In extenuation the repre- 
sentative d the HAL stated that the deputation of employees for HAL 
work was for short periods and was not so frequent. In order to  
remove the disparity in the rates of daily allowance in these cases 
HAL were progressively increasing the number of local recruits a t  
the mrious outstations. 

The Financial Adviser added that despite those attempts, deputees 
from the HAL continued to be in large numbers at certain stations 
viz. Agra and Begumpet. . 

The Committee feel that payment of diflerint rates of D.A. at the. 
same stbtion for doing identical work to persons deputed from the 



same Organisation is not conducive to eficiency. They trust that thR 
process of replacement of the deputees by local recruits a t  the various 
stations will be hastened as it will, apart from reducing expenditure, 
provide more employment opportunities to the local people. 

Overpayment of compensation-para 29, pages 22-23 

64. In February, 1947, Government sanctioned the acquisition of 
certain property comprising 147.38 acres of land with some buildings, 
etc. thereon, at a cost not exceeding Rs. 46,00,910. Government 
authorised 'on account' payments aggregating Rs. 46,21,447 (Rs. 36 
lakhs in December, 1948 and Rs. 10,21,447 in July, 1949) to the manag- 
ing agents of a Company who were considered to be the owner of this 
property. These advance payments were made between December, 
1948 and November, 1949 without an indemnity bond or ca stipulation 
that necessary refunds would be made in case the ultimate compen- 
sation fixed by agreement or awarded by law was found to be less 
than the sums paid. Contrary to the normal procedure both the pay- 
ments were rnade to the pwty direct by the Defence authorities, 
instead of through the Land Acquisition Collector of the State Gov- 
ernment concerned and without waiting for the latter's award which 
was to be the basis for payment of compensation. 

In september, 1950, the Ministry of Defence come to know that 
some pmsons with a superior right on the land had also preferred 
cluims for a share in the acquistion value of the land. Subsquently, 
it came to light that the Company had been paid Rs. 1,54,438 in excess 
of their dues. The excess payment had yet to be recovered but in the 
meanwhile the company had gone into Iiquidatjon. The entitlement 
to the compensation due to oneof t h ~  superior landlords was decided 
by the Land Acquisition Collector in August, 1951 and the final 
emount was assessed as RS.-3,04,002 in July, 1956. The paynwnt was 
made to him in March, 1957 only. Because 01 the belated payment 
of compensation, Governmtmt had also to pay the claimant, ex-gratia 
interest amounting to Rs. 46,718. 

65. In evidence, the Committee were informed that the property 
which had been requisitioned in Moy, 1943 at an annual compensation 
of Rs. 15 lakhs, was notifi~d for acquisition in December, 1946. In 
view of the delay likely in the acquisit.ion proceedings, direct nego- 
tiations with the company were initiated for the purchase of the pro- 
perty. A reputed firm of surveyors hpd evaulated the the property- 
lands and buildings only-at Rs. 4'7 l ~ k h s .  The Compaay were pre- 
pared to consider an offer of Rs. 45 lakhs for the lands, buildings, 
railway siding etc. and Rs. 1,00,910 for the machinery to be retained 
by Government. Government sanctioned in February, 1947, compul- 
sory acquisitibn of the property at a cost not exceeding Rs. 46,00,910. 



As a result of further negotiations with the company, Government 
sanction* two payments aggregating Rs. 46,21,447 (Rs. 36 W s  in 
December, 1948 and Rs. 10,21,447 in July, 1949) towards the acquisi- 
tion of the property. 

66. Three reasons were advanced in justification of the direct 
negotiations with the Company instead of through the Land Acquisi- 
tion Collector. First, the Company agreed to forgo their claim for 
loss of business in consideration of a speedy settlement. Secondly, 
Government would not have to pay any amount by way of interest 
to the Company. Thirdly, Government would be saved of the pay- 
ment of a large sum of Rs. 15 lakhs annually paid since 1943 as com- 
pensation for requisitioning the property. 

Explaining the reasons for not stipulating that the company should 
refund the amount found to be paid in excess of the compensation 
fixed finally, the Defence Secretary stated that while sanctioning the 
first payment such a stipulation had been made, but later, on a repre- 
sentation from the Company, it was deleted in consultation with the 
Ministry of Law as it was thought that the compensation fixed would 
not be less than the amount paid. However, an undertaking was 
obtained from the Company for the refund of any amount paid in 
excess. But, while making the second payment no such undertaking 
was taken, considering it to be the h a 1  payment. In reply to a 
question, the Committee were informed tha? Government came to 
know of the existence of another claimant to the land only in Sep- 
tember, 1950, when a claim was preperred bv  hip^ for his share of the 
value of the property. The officer who had failed to obkin an 
indemnity bond at the time of making payment to the Company had 
retired from service. 

67. The Committee were given to understand by Audit that at the 
time of making the second payment to the Company, the Collector 
had objected to its being made direct. But the Deputy Director, Land 
and Hirings replied that it was done under the orders of Government 
although the Government orders in question merely placed the money 
at the disposal of the officer who under the usual procedure was 
required to make the payment through the Collector. While admit- 
ting that the officer followed a wrong procedure resulting fn an excess 
payment to the Company, the representative of the Ministry stated 
that Government had not suffered any loss ultimately, for a consider- 
eble amount of interest might $ave become payable because of the 
delay involved had the payment been made through the Collector, 

68. While the Committee do not see any serious objection for 
directly negotiation with the Company to facilitate expeditious acqui- 
sition of the property, they consider that payment of compensation 



direct to the Company waa wrong. The Land Acquisition~Collector 
was by-passed even while making payment to the Company. !i%e 
plea that the payments, iif macle through the Collector, would neces- 
sarily h a w  been delayed is not a valid one, especially when the value 
of compensation had been mutually agreed to by the parties concern- 
ed. Had the prescribed procedure been followed, the overpayment 
and consequent loss to Government could well have been avoided. I t  
is inexplicable why the Deputy Director of Land, Hirings and Disposals 
did not pay any heed to the Collector's objection to direct paym.ent on 
the second occassion. The Committee do not also see why n o  under- 
taking was taken from the Company (as was done at the time of first 
payment) when the second (final) payment was mad?. In their 
opinion the fact that it was the final payment was in itself a strong 
yround for taking such undertaking to guard against any overpay- 
ment. 

The Committee were given to understand that the Government of 
West Bengal had been approached for the recovery of the excess pay- 
ment from the liquidators of the company and the rnattcr was under 
consideration of the State Government. The Committee would like 
to be informed about the outcome of the casc. 
Down-gradation of vehicles-para 39, para 27- 

69. About 15,500 prc-1928, hut post-war 'B' category mcchanical 
transport vehicles were held in the various vehicle depots, in a coridi- 
tion described as Class V, i.e.. rensirable. As a result of cent. per cent. 
examination of these vehicles by a Board of three Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineer Oficers during September to Dcccmber, 1956, 
about 8,500 01 these vchiclcs valued at more than Rs. 5 crores, were 
downgraded to class VI, i.c., unserviceable and beyond economical 
repair. 

The Ministry of Defence stated in M ~ r c h ,  1959 that in spite of 
pcriodical/technical maintenance of these vehicles while in storage, 
deterioration occurred due to their long retention in the open, tl~ough 
the normal precautions like jacking up and covering xvith tarpaulins 
had been taken. It had been further stated that an improved system 
of inspection und maintenance of such vehicles lying in the open as 
well as under cover, had been introduced recently. According to 
Audit it was not clear why these steps were not taken much earlir:r 
to avoid 8,500 vehicles with a depreciated value of Rs. 5 crores 
approximately being completely scrapped. 

70. I n  evidence, the Committee were informed that these vehicles 
which had been purchased during the last war had been in class V 
since 1948 and they were downgraded to class VI as a result of a 



33 
further examination by a board of officers in 1956. The downgrada- 
tion of the vehicles was due to their ageing. The Director of Mecha- 
nical Engineering stated that the new system of maintenance could 
not have been introduced earlier as it was the result of the subse- 
quent technological developments. According to him even under 
the new system of maintenance, downgradation of the vehicles 
could not be avoided, for, with the lapse of time deterioration of 
parts like electric wires, tyres, brake system etc. was bound to occur. 
The new system of maintenance helped more to effect economy of 
expenditure on maintenance than to improve the preservation of 
vehicles. He added that Government did not suffer any loss in the 
disposal of these vehicles as their disposal fetched more than their 
stock value of Rs. 5 crores. But the rcprescntative of the Ministry 
of Defence stated that nearly 50% of their book value was realised 
in that disposal, and so the stock value of Rs. 5 crores in the present 
case could not be considered the actual loss. The Committee under- 
stand from Audit that a sum of Rs. 2.34 crores only was realised in 
the disposal of 8528 vehicles. The Committee do not understand how 
the D.M.E. gave the disposal value of the vehicle as more than their 
book value of Rs. 5 crores. They desired to be furnished with a 
note stating the factual position in this behalf which is still awaited. 

71. It was admitted before the Committee that the vehicles would 
have fetched a better price had they been kept under covered accom- 
modation. But duc to aucity of funds covered accommodation could 
not be providcd for them. According to a phased programme of pro- 
viding covered uccommodation in the depots, somc progress had been 
made during the last three years and further progress was expected to 
be made in thr next two-three years. The Committee had recom- 
mended in their prez7ious reports that due priority should be given to 
bring the stores lying in the open under covered accommodation, as 
in the long run the financial effect of t h ~  deterioration due to exposure 
might well be greater than the expenditure in constructing covered 
acc~mmodation. The3 hope that the Ministry of Defence would ad- 
here to the schedule drawn up in this behalf. 

'Infructuous expenditure caused by unwarranted downgradation of 
vehicles-para 40, pages 27-28- 

72. In April 1954, the .Master General of Ordnance issued an ins- 
truction that all vehicles found having loose rivets should be down- 
graded to Class V, and ord&-4 for 4th Echelon repai. This order was 
amended in December, 1954, to prescribe that wKere loose rivets were 
reasonably accessible for repairs they should ,be replaced by Fitted 
H. T. steel bolts; but if the replacement of rivets was estimated to 



take a period longer th+n 14 days due to the necessity for considerable 
stripping in order to get access to the rivets, the defective vehicle 
would be downgraded to Class V. Both these orders were issued 
without concurrence of Finance and without an assessment of the 
financial implication. Further, the amended order made the down- 
gradation of vehicles depend not on their mechanical condition but on 
the time likely to be taken in their repair by Field Workshops. The 
vehicles downgraded to Class V for loose rivets numbered about 1,700 
in 1956. 

73. Explaining the justification for the issue of orders for downgra- 
dation of vehicles with loose rivets, the Director of Mechnical Engi- 
neer stated before the Committee that serious defects had been noticed 
in the pre-1948 vehicles during exercises in the Eastern Command 
due to loose rivets in the chassis, steering, spring hangers, etc. As a 
result, instructions were issued to ground such vehicles as a precau- 
tionary measure. These vehicles had in fact other defects also 
although that relating to the loose rivets had been highlighted in the 
orders because of its seriousness involving likelihood of accidents. 
Instructions had been laid down that the vehicles which could be 
repaired by using high tensil-bolts should be repaired in field areas, 
while those requiring extensive repairs should be downgraded to  
class V and returned to depots. 

74. Audit, however, pointed out that according to a letter of the 
Ordnance Depot dated the 7th May, 1956 out of 331 vehicles downgra- 
ded to class V in 1954 in pursucance of these orders, 97 had been reins- 
pectcd by the Resident Inspector, E.M.E., and as a result 60 were up- 
graded to classes 1/11. In regard to the remaining 271 vehicles, the 
letter in question mentioned that a review of the relevant records 
revealed that these vehicles had been downgraded primarily because 
of loose rivets; no other major defects had been recorded. It was 
probable, according to the letter, that the vehicles had subsequently 
developed other defects requiring rectification. The representatives 
of the E.M.E. Directorate stated that the letter in question was sub- 
mitted by an officer of the Depot who being a non-technical person 
did not analyse the technical defects in the vehicles and highlighted 
the one relating to the loose rivets only. In a sample survey, the 
records of 80 vehicles had been reviewed, which revealed that the 
condition of the vehicles warranted their repair classification as 
class V, although only loose rivets had been highlighted. 

75. The Committee errquired why Finance was not consulted 
b&ore issuing the orders in April 1954 and December 1954 regarding 
the downgradation of vehicles with loose rivets to calss V. The 
Director of Mechanical Engineering stated that those orders were 



only in the nature of technical directions and instructions issued tcl 
the technical oficers who were already aware of the criteria f o r  
.grading of vehicles as class V under the normal orders. The inten- 
tion was that while classifying the vehicles, in addition to their 
normal mechanical condition, loose rivets should also be taken into 
account. The representative of the Defence Ministry stated that the 
orders had been cancelled in 1957 in order to avoid any possibility 
of their misinterpretation. The Financial Adviser stated that i t  was 
not proper to have issued general orders regarding the downgrada- 
tion of vehicles in this case, without prior consultation with Finance. 
Although Finance had been assured that all the 1,700 vehicles down- 
graded to class V had not been subjected to complete strip and 
rebuild, they (Finance) had not verified this fact. 

76. As stated earlier the orders for downgrading the vehicles with 
loose rivets to Class V were issued mainly on considerations of time 
likely to be taken for their repairs. Before doing so it is unfortunate 
that financial advice was not taken nor the financial implications 
thereof were considered. The fact that the orders were cancelled 
in 1957 "to avoid misinierpretation", shows apparently that vehicles 
had been downgraded to class V because of loose rivets only. The 
report of the Resident Inspector of the Depot on 331 such vehicles 
confirms this. While vehicles with loose rivets should be grounded in 
order to avoid the likelihood of accidents, the proper course would 
have been to mark them for specified repairs by the Field workshops 
or 4th Echelon  workshop.^ instead of downgrading them to class V 
and making them lie in the unfit Park for long periods involving 
further deterioration before being attended to. The Committee find 
i t  difficult to accept the plea that the records of a few vehicles Iso 
downgraded showed that besides loose rivets there were other defects 
which warranted their classification as class V. As observed by the 
Resident Inspector in h s  report on 331 such vehicles the other defects 
might have developed subsequently during the lopg storage of the 
vehicl~s in the unfit park. 

77. The Committee were informed that all these vehicles in class 
V were not as a matter of course put through a complete 'strip and 
rebuild' unless their mechanical condition wararnted. The Commit- 
tee desired to be furnisherj, with a note stating the numbers of 
vehicles put t h m g h  complete 'strip and rebuild' and restricted 
repairs, respectively, out of the 1700 downgraded as class V in 1956. 
The information is still awaited.' 

In  para 108 of their Seventeenth Report (1958-59) the  Committee 
had suggested that in order to ensure economic utilisation of the 
fund. a?'Ated for Army vehicles without a t  the same time impairing 



.their efficiency the existing p m e d u r e  of classification, condemnation 
and disposal of vehicles should be reviewed. The Committee regret 
to observe that this is another case where the orders regarding 

.classification of vehicles for ~epa i r s  had been defective. Considering 
the large outlay on Army vehicles and on their periodical replace- 
ment, the Committee feel that this review of the procedure should 
be expedited. 

QUARTER MASTER GENERAL'S BRANCH 
.Short wcovcry of rent-para 43, pages 29-30- 

78. Sub-para (a).-Two Government buildings with a floor area 
of 6,000 sq. ft. and adjoining land measuring about 29,000 sq. ft. were 
occupied by an ex-Army Officer for running a piggery, without pro- 
per authority, from January, 1951. Tn May, 1955, the Station Com- 
mander issued an ex-post-facto snncLlon authol~slng the occupation 
of the buildings by the officer from January, 1951 at a concessional 
rent of Rs. 1181- per menspin for the two buildings. 

The fixation of rent at Rs. 1/8/- per mer,sc-nl -i:.as objected to in 
Internal Audit in Kovember, 1055: ss u~ci(;r the rules rent was re- 
cuverable at market rate, which according t o  Military Engineer 
Service nuthoritics was Rs. 160 in January, 1951 and Rs. 250 per 
mensem in 1055. 

79. From the facts p1:lced before thrw in ihcx course of evidence, 
it appeared to the Committee that the then General Officer Com- 
manding, Southern Commmd gave this as a p ~ r w w l  coricession to 
the ex-Army OEcer in 1951. On receipt of an objection i l o m  the 
Internal Audit in November, 19X, the rnntter relnained under con- 
sideration crf the Southern Command authorities till June, 1958, when 
it was referred to the Am17 Headquarters for obtaining the sanction 
of Government "to the treatment of thc. ~ i g g e r y  as a regimental shop 
and recovery of rent on that basis. Government after consulting 
the Ministry of Law ciccitlc-l that  thc 17igqcr-y should not be treated 
as a regimental shop hut jn consideration of the assurance given to 
the individual by the G.O.C., hc m i ~ h t  be charged the nominal rent 
of Rs. 1/8/- per mensem upto the 31pt December, 1959, and there- 
after, the rent payable under the normal rules. The individual paid 
the normal rent from January to Mprch, 1960 and then vacated the 
buildings following a theft in his chop. Government orders had been 

'issued on the 22nd November, 1960 regularising the allotment uf 
the buildings at a nominal rent of Rs. 1/8/- per mensem from Janu- 
ary 1951 to m e m b e r ,  1959. 



The Committee do not see any convincing reason either for the 
grant of the unauthorised financial concession in this case or for 
its continuation for 4 years even after receipts of an audit objection. 
They would emphasise that delegated powers should not be misused 
in  this manner. 

80. Sub-para (b).-In May, 1957, Government issued an order 
charging rent at a concessional rate of Rs. 1.50 nP. per month from 
shops run for the benefit of the cadets of the National Academy, 
Khadakvasla. The rent was a fixed charge irrespective of the area 
occupied by the shop and was to have retrospective effect from 1st 
January, 1955. 

A tailoring firm occupying a shop of an area over 4,000 sq. ft. was 
being charged rent fixed in terms of an agreement at Rs. 480 per 
mensem. As a result of the Government order which was made 
applicable to the tailoring shop retrospectively a sum of Rs. 14,463 
was reduced from its outstanding dues of Rs. 14,508 and recovery 
was effectcci, for  the 4,000 sq, ft. of the shop arca, a t  Rs. 1.50 nP. 
per mensem only. 

81. In evidence, the Co'mmittee were informed that contract for 
the period 1st January 1954 to 1st April, 1959 had been entered into 
with the iirm al D3hra Dum for allotment of a tailoring shop in the 
Academy at the rent assessed by the M.E.S. The firm was, how- 
ever, being charged a concessional rent of Rs. 1.50 nP. at Dehru Dun 
that was app!icaI)l? t o  regimental shops. On the Joint Services 
 wing'^ mcving from Debra Dun to Khadakvasla, the firm was provid- 
ed with a s?np  hnvinq an area of 4,000 sq. ft. in the new premises. 
The M.E.S a s sewd  a rent o f  Rs. 480 pcr mensem for the shop area. 
IIowever, a.: in the contract in force prior to 1st January, 1954 (when 
unly the conc-imal rent of Rs. 1.50 nP. per inensem was charged 
for the shop), the new agree-ment also envisaged that the tailoring 
rnt~s .  p y a h l z  to I hcm would b~ fixed by a Jhard 61 Officers appoint- 
ed by the Commandant of the Academy. From the proceedings of 
the Qmrd  i t  J V ~ S  noticed th3t the tailoring rates had been fixed after 
taking into account the concessional rate of rent. It was, t h w ~ f o r e ,  
thought that thmc wns an understanding with the firm that i t  would 
be charged the concessional rate of rent, although the contract pro- 
vided for recovery of the assessed rent. Government, therefore, 
decided in 1957 to apply the concessional rate of Rs. 1.50 nP. per 
month to the new premises alsd. . 

The Financial Adviser stated tbat according to a ~ & e n u n k t  
order issued on the 11th January, 1960, the  concessional rent of 
Rs. 1.50 nP. per mensem would be applicable to rbgimental shops 
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not exceeding 120 sq. ft. in area. In case any additional area was 
allotted to a contractur at his own request, assessed rent or market 
rent, whichever was higher, would be charged. In cases where it 
was not administratively feasible to restrict the floor area of the 
existing accommodation, no extra rent was chargeable for the excess 
accommodatiun. In this connection the local Army authorities had 
been vested with powers to allot an area not exceeding 150 sq. ft., 
while the sanction of Government was required, if the area exceed- 
ed 150 sq. ft. In pursuance of this order, the Controller of Defence 
Accounts had been asked in July, 1960 to bill the tailuring firm in 
the present case at the assessed rent for the area in excess of 150 
sq. ft. The matter would be examined when the case came up for 
sanction of Government. 

The Committee see no justification for the tailoring shop being 
charged a nominal rent of Rs. 1.50 nP. p.m. (the rate applicable to 
regimental shops) for a floor area about 33 times of that fixed for 
regimental shops regardless of the provision in the agreement that 
the assessed rent should be recovered from the firm. They desire 
that the position should be reviewed early in the light of the Gov- 
ernment orders issued in January, 1960. 

ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF'S BRANCH 

Retention of unwanted stores-para 47, pages 31-32- 
83. A quantity of 6,856 tons of bitumen of high melting point 

was being held at an engineer store depot since 1946. Though 
there had been no demand for this store since that date, a Survey 
Board held in 1053 recommended the retention of the store for 
another 7 to 10 years. With the passage of time the metal containers 
of the bitumen were found to have deteriorated rendering it diffi- 
cult to transport the store. In March 1958, after retaining 50 tons 
to meet possible future requirements, 6,806 tons of the bitumen, 
with a book value of Rs. 20,39,560 was declared for disposal and 
sold between October, 1958 and March, 1959, for Rs. 8,33,400, 
resulting in a loss of about Rs. 12 lakhs. 

84. In evidence, the Secretary, Ministry of Defence stated that 
the Survey Board which had been appdinted to go into the question 
of retention or disposal of the accumulated stores had recommended 
retention of the bitumen-an import6d item-in view of the possi- 
bility of its being used in the manufacture of Prefabricated Bitumen 
Sheets' with changed specifications in cases of emergency. But 
with the advent of the jet aircraft in large numbers after 1953, the 
use of P.B.S. ,for landing purposes became outmoded. As there h ~ d  



been no issue since 1952 and deterioration had set in in the conteiners, 
the position was reviewed in June, 1955 with a view to examining 
the possibility of the utilisation of the material or its disposal. 
After examining the matter in consultation with the College of 
Military Engineering and two oil companies, it was concluded that 
the store could not be put to any alternative use economically. 
The store was, therefore, declared surplus in August, 1957. This is 
another case in which there had been unnecessary delays in the 
disposal of unwanted material. 

Non-recovery of hire charges-para 48, page 32- 

85. Hire charges for refrigerators issued to officers' messes were 
being worked out on the basis of original capital cost. In February, 
1952 by an amendment to the basic regulations it was decided that 
the hire charges should be worked out on the basis of replacement 
cost, in view of rising prices. Prompt action was, however, not 
taken to revise the rates, and in one Command the revised rates 
were notified only in January, 1957, but made applicable from 
February, 1952. Arrears of hire charges were claimed from the 
messes on this basis but most of the messes in the Command refused 
to pay the arrears, amounting in all to Rs. 47,235. 

86. Explaining the reasons for delay of five years in the notifica- 
tion of the revised rates, the Quarter Master General stated that 
the matter had been under discussion among the Command 
authorities. Army Headquarters and the Ministries of Defence and 
Finance (Defence). Because of t h ~  various types of refrigerators 
in use, there was some difficulty in assessing their replacement cost. 
The users were also reluctant to pay the hire charges of the war- 
time refrigerators on the basis of thck replacement cost which 
were much higher than those based on the original capital cost. 
Government decided to recover the hire charges with effect from 
the 1st September, 1959 on the basis of the capitaL cost of the refri- 
gerators. The question of giving effect to the revised rates 
retrospectively was under consideration of Government. 

The Committee are not convinced of the justification for the 
delay of 5 years in notifying the revised hire charges by the Com- 
mand authorities. The ciarifications required by the Command 
authorities should be have been resolved by the Army Headquarters 
and the Ministry of Defencq expeditiously. The Committee desire 
that necessary steps should be taken to eysure that in future once 
a decision is taken to revise the hire charges of Army Stores, etc., 
the revised rates are notified within a reasonable time and 
recovery effected expeditiously. The longer the delay the more 
$difficult the recovery of arrears. 
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NAVY 
Acquisition of a Store Carrier for the Navy-para 50-page 33- 

87. In August, 1951, the Naval Headquarters proposed as an 
urgent measure the procurement of a Store Carrier fitted with 
repair facilities. As the chances of acquiring a new ship of the 
requisite type were not considered promising and as construction of 
the vessel either in this country or abroad would have taken about 
21 to 3 years, it was decided in February, 1952 to purchase a second 
hand cargo vessel from abroad and to convert it into a Store 
Carrier, 

Accordingly, a cargo vessel was purchased from a foreign 
country in June, 1952 at a cost 'of Rs. 38.30 lakhs. According to 
Audit, at the time of purchasing the vessel no assessment was made 
either of the time required or of the cost that would have to be 
incurred for converting the vessel into a Store Carrier and 
equipping it with the necessary machinery. 

After purchase, an expenditure of Rs. 8,31,007, was incurred in 
structural alterations to the ship, and machinery worth 
Rs. 19,14,152 was acquired. A contract had also been entered into, 
in June, 1958, with a firm for carrying out further structural altera- 
tions and the installation of the machinery at a cost of Rs. 16,22,742. 
The vessel was put into commission in April, 1959, that is after seven 
years. During this period a large expenditure was incurred on the 
complement of officers and ratings earmarked for looking after this, 
ship. 

88. In evidence, the Committee were informed that before 
purchasing the second hand cargo vessel, enquiries had been 
informally made through the Indian Missions abroad for the 
acquisition of a new store carrier, but none was available. There 
was a great demdnd for such vessels in the world market. As 
regards the 7 years' time taken for refitting the second-hand vessel, 
i t  was urged that the Hindustan Shipyard Limited who were 
entrusted with the work in 1952 were unable to carry out certain 
additional structural alterations ordered subsequently in 1954. The  
vessel was withdrawn from the Hindustan Shipyard Limited in 
1056 with a view to carrying out the afterations in a naval dock- 
yard, but it was not possible for the dockyard to handle the work. 
Finally, it was got done by a private dockyard and the vessel w a s  
put into commission in April, 1959. 

89. The Committee were given to understand by the representa- 
tive of the Ministry that a new vessel of comparable size would 



have cost Rs. 188 lakhs as against Rs. 82 lakhs spent on this vessel. 
But the Committee's attention was drawn by Audit to a demi-- 
official letter addressed to the Director of Audit, Defence Services, 
by the then Joint Secretary, Ministry of Defence, giving the esti- 
mated cost of a comparable new vessel as Rs. 50 lakhs (excluding. 
special equipment). The Committee found it difficult to reconcile 
the two estimates and desired that the basis of the two estimates 
should be checked up and a note furnished to them. The note is 
still awaited. In the absence of this information, the Committee 
are unable to judge whether the purchase of the second hand vessel' 
was economic. 

90. The Committee regret to point out that it was on the plea o f '  
urgent requireme~~t (a new vessel wozild take 24 to 3 years to be 
built) that the purchase of a secowl hand vessel was decided. The 
fact that this vessel cowld be Contmissioned only 7 ycnrs after $he 
purchase, makes the Committee wonder whether the plea. of urgency 
was really so. The Committee are distressed at the complete lack 
of prior planning and the unbusinesslike manner in which the 
conversion work was allowed to proceed. The delay has resulted 
not only in more expenditure on the co?nplement of officers and 
ratings appointed to look after the ship but also in loss due to non- 
availability of repair facilities to the Navy for a longer period. 

Erectioiz of a steel foundry in a naval clock!;ard-para 51, pages 
33-34- 

91. In May, 1950, Government sanctioned the establishment of a 
steel foundry in a naval dockyard involving a capital expenditure of 
about Rs. 5.5 lakhs on equipment. Further expenditure aggregating 
Rs. 3.30,814 was also sanctioned subsequently for the installation of 
equipment and additions and alterations to the building. Some of 
the items of equipment were received in 1953 and h e  rest in 1957,. 
costing'in all Rs. 5 lakhs. The Foundry has yet to be commissioned. 

92. It was admitted in evidence that the project was not properly 
planned as the Navy had no previous experience of such work. Part  
of the delay was due to late arrival of the equipment and delay in 
erecting it. There was also delay in the supply of drawings by t h e  
firm of suppliers. The foundry.was expected to be commissioned by 
September, 1961. . 

The Committee are surprised that even after a lapse of 11 years 
the foundry (sanctioned in 1950) has not been commissioned. T h i ~  
is another case of bad-planning and delayed execution. 
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AIR FORCE 
Loss of revenue in the leasing of a cinema building-para 53-pages 

'34-35- 
93. A cinema building owned by Government was leased to a con- 

tractor, free of rent, for a period of five years from 1st September, 
1947. This cinema was a t  that time open only to Service personnel. 
On 1st January, 1949, it was thrown open to public and from that 
date the contractor started paying Rs. 872 per mensem during sum- 
mer and Rs. 727 per mensem during winter, as  rent and electric 
charges, etc, 

In April, 1949, Government issued orders that the lease of mili- 
tary buildings for use as cinema houses by private parties should be 
auctioned. Accordingly tenders were called for letting out this 
cinema in November, 1952 (2 months after the expiry of the lease 
period). In response to the tender, the highest offer received was 
Rs. 3,500 per mensem but the existing contractor who had quoted 
only Rs. 1,500 per mensem was allowed to use the cinema building 
provided he paid Rs. 1,650 per mensem with effect from 1st January. 
1953. The contractor continued to run the cinema but did not pay 
any enhanced rent beyond what he was paying prior to November, 
1952. Later, it was decided to run the cinema departmentally with 
effect from 1st January, 1955. The contractor, thereupon, obtained 
an injunction against eviction from thc Court, on 26th May, 1955, 
pending settlement of his claim for compensatjon, by an arbitrator, 
in terms of the lease agrecmcnt of 1st September, 1947. 

94 In evidence, the reprcsentative of the Ministry of Defence 
stated that on bcing served -with a notice to vacate the p r r m i ~ e s  the 
contractor demanded arbitration under the terms of the agreement 
of 1947. The court granted the contractor an injunction against his 
eviction pending arbitration in the matter. On appeal, the High 
Court upheld the decision of the lower court on the 26th May, 1959. 
The arbitrator, however, could not commence th? arbitration pro- 
ceedings till the disposal of the appeal by the High Court. Later, on 
his death further action to be lalten in the matter was under consi- 
deration in consultation with the Solicitor General. The manner 
in which the original contract w o s  entered into and subsequently 
renewed i s  most unsatisfactory. In view of the inordinate delay that 
has occurred, the. Committee urge that the case be dealt with expedi- 
tiously. 

APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS (DEFENCE SERVICES), 1958-59 
Controller General of Defence Accounts' Certificate. para 15 

95. Sl~b-para 11, page &Outstanding dues on account of stores 
supplied andoservices rendered by thr  Defence Services (other than 
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Ordnance Factories) up to 31st March, 1959 to outside parties, ;+n- 
eluding Central Civil Departments and State Governments, amount- 
ed to approximately Rs. 1.26 crores as on 30th June, 1959. In respect 
a f  work done or stores supplied by the Ordnance Factories upto 31st 
March, 1959 to Civil Departments, Railways and private bodies etc., 
the  amount due for recovery was approximately Rs. 2.15 crores as 
on 30th June, 1959. 

In evidence, the Committee were informed that the amounts due 
from the Central Civil Departments and the State Governments for 
the stores supplied and services rendered by the Defence Services 
,(other than Ordnance Factories) had been reduced from Rs. 1.26 
crores as on 30th June, 1959 to Rs. 66.32 lakhs as on 30th June, 1960. 
As regards the amount outstanding in respect of the work done or 
stores supplied by the Ordnance Factories, it had been reduced from 
Rs. 2.15 crores es on 30th June, 1959 to Rs. 1.75 crores as on 30th 
.June, 1960. 

The Committee desire that all possible steps should be taken to 
bring down the outstanding recoveries due from Government De- 
partments and private bodies, etc. In para 92 of their 17th Report 
(1958-59), the Committee had recommended that the procedure 
should be reviewed with a view to seeing whether a system of 
advance payment or "cash and carry basis" could be introduced in 
order to avoid outstandings from private individuals or parties. The 
Committee would like $0 know the action taken in the matter. 
Sub-para 12, page 9- 

96. Outstandings on account of rent as on 31st March, 1959 from 
'State Governments, Central Ministries, private bodies, Messes and 
Clubs of Officers, etc., amounted to approximately Rs. 2.69 crores. 

The Committee were informed in evidence that the amount of 
outstanding rent dues had been reduced from Rs. 2.69 crores to 
-Rs. 2.13 crores as on 30th June, 1960, of which an amount of Rs. 1.79 
crores was due from the Ministry of Rehabilitatidn, other Central 
Departments and Ministries and State Governments. 

The Committee learn that various measures are being adopted to 
expedite clearance of the outstanding dues and that the matter k 
.under constant review. The Committee would like to be apprised of 
the position when they consjder the next year's accounts. 
.Statement showing some specific cases involving financial and proce- 

dural irregularities-Annexu~e 11 to para 15, page 27- 
97. Item 4--In one Command quite a large number of units eoutd 

not produce petrol, oil and lubricants accounts (POL account) rela- 
ting to certain periods in spite of repeated demands by the Audit au- 
thorities. The period extended to three years in some cases. 
2336 ( A i i ) L S 4  



The Controller General, Defence Accounts, stated that the objec- 
tion related to the store accounts of certain static units located in 
Jarnrnu and Kashrnir, which were also consuming units. The con-- 
troller of Defence Accounts had held that the accounts of such units 
should be audited. The Western Command authorities had referred. 
the matter to the Army Headquarters suggesting that the Accounts of 
static formations who are also consuming units should not be sub-. 
ject to Audit. 

The Financial Adviser stated that under the orders issued in 1955,. 
supply depots and other static formations in the J. & K. Area were 
required to maintain POL Accounts on the peace system of account- 
ing and these were subject to audit, but the Command authorities 
had held the view that such of the static units as were also consum- 
ing units should not be required to maintain accounts that were sub- 
ject to Audit. The matter was still under the consideration of the. 
Army Headquarters. The Quarter Master General held the view 
that units in field areas should not be required to maintain accounts. 
as they had to work under onerous conditions. 

The Committee feel that the whole question should be reviewetf 
in consultation with the Financial Adviser and the Controller Gen- 
eral, Defence Accounts, to determine the extent to which the various 
relaxations from normal procedure at present allowed to the Units 
in different operational areas be continued. 

NEW DELHI; UPENDRANATH BARMAN, 

Dated 28th March, 1961. 
~hai t l .am83(Saka) .  

Chairman,. 
Public Accounts Committw 



P A R T  I 1  
Proceedings of the sittin s of the Public Accounts 

Committee held on the 6 2 to 9th and 12th December, 
I%, 23rd February, 1961 and zoth, zrst and 

~ 3 r d  March, 1961. 



Proceedings of the sitting of the Public Accounts Committee held 
on Tuesday the 6th December, 1960 

98. The Committee sat from 15.00 to 17.00 hours. 
PRESENT 

Shri Upendranath Barman--Chairman 

2. Shri T. Manaen 
3. Shri S. A. Matin 
4. Shri Baishnab Charan Mullick 
5. Shri T. R. Neswi 
6. Shri Radha Raman 
7. Dr. N. C. Samantsinhar 
8. Pandit Dwarka Nath Tiwary 
9. Shrimati Sharda Bhargava 
10. Shri Jashaud Singh Bisht 
11. Shri Surendra Mohan Ghose 
12. Shri V. C. Kesava Rao 
13, Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 
14. Shri Jaswant Singh. I 

Shri A. K. Roy, Comptroller & Auditor General of India. 
Shri G. S. Rau, Addl. Dy. Comptroller & Auditor General. 
Shri P. K. Basu, Director of Audit (Defence Services). 

Shri V. Subramanian-Deputy Secretary. 
Shri Y. P. Passi-Under Secretary. 

Ministry of Defence 
m 

1. Shri 0. Pulla Reddy, Secretary. . 
2. Shri R. P. Sarathy, Addl. Secretary. 
3. Shri M. M. Sen, Joint Secretary. 



4. Lt. Gen. K. P. Dhargalkar, Master General of Ordnance. 
5. Maj. Gen. W. T. Wilson, Director of Ordnance Services. 
6, Maj. Gen. S. P. Vohra, Director of Mechanical Engineering. 
7. Brig. P. V. Subramanian, Director of Vehicles & Engineer- 

ing. 
8. Col. M. M. L. Chabra, EME Directorate. 

Ministry of Works, Housing & Supply 

Shri N. E. S. Raghavachari, Director General, Supplies and 
Disposals. 

Ministry of Finance (Defence) 
1. Shri S. Jayasankar, Financial Adviser. 
2. Shri Phul Chand, Controller General, Defence Accounts. 

Ministry of Finance (Budget Division) 

Shri A. G. Krishnan, Under Secretary. 

99. The Committee took up consideration of the Audit Report 
(Defence Services 1960), relating to the Master General of Ord- 
nance and Adjutant General's Branches. 

MASTER GENERAL OF ORDNANCE BRANCH 

Defects noticed after purch.ase-Para 2, page 6- 

100. In this case separate contracts were entered into through 
the D.G.S. & D. for supply of 900 chassis of 3 ton lorries and building 
of bodies on them. Certain defects were detected in the chassis 
complete with bodies by the Electrical and Mechanical Engineer au- 
thorities during "receipt-in" inspection. Some of the defects were 
rectified by the suppliers of chassis while others were remedied 
by the Electrical and Mechanical Engineer authorities. 

101. I t  was statd in evidence that the chassis were found to be 
in sound condition during the first inspection at the suppliers pre- 
mises by the Army Technical authorities who passed them. Of 
the 900 chassis, 100 were given to a firm for body building and 800 
left with the suppliers for body-building. Chassis were supplied 
and paid for as follows:- 

Chassis 
. . . .  March 1958 . 223 ,, 

~ p r i l  1958 . . . . 627 ,, 
June 1958 . . . . . .  30 ,, 
October 1959 , . . . . . .  20 ,a 



The chassis were with two suppliers for varying periods awaiting 
&odydbuilding and the work of body-building was completed as 
$allows: i I 

Dccunbet 1958 . . . * . .  I7 
M a r c h 1 9 5 9 . .  . . . . . . . .  118 

. . . . . . . .  April 1959 151 . . . . . . . . . .  J ~ Y  1959 48 . . . . . . . . .  August I959 93 
2kpternbcr 1959 . . . . . . . . .  59 
October 1959 . . . . . . . .  . . 314 - 

TOTAL . . . . . . .  800 

'The Director of vehicles and Engineering informed the Committee 
fhat all steering defects subsequently noticed by the EME authori- 
ties were the result of the exposure of the chassis to the inclemen- 
qies of weather for about two years, when they were in the s u p  
pliers prmises awaiting body-building In regard to the defect 
in the steering also there was a difference of opinion between the 
Technical Development Establishment and EME authorities on the 
point whether the steering was light enough or not. Three proto- 
types originally developed by the parent Organisation of the sup- 
pliers in the U.S.A. had been rejected by the T.D.E. because of 
defects in the steering. Later, the suppliers having broken with 
their parent Organisation, the redesigning of steering was done by 
the T.D.E. on their own responsibility. After certain adjustments 
the T.D.E. authorities had been satisfied about the working of the 
steering. The Defence Secretary stated that all the major manu- 
facturing defects had been rectified by the suppliers free of cost 
and necessary action was in hand to claim reimbursement of the cost 
of spare parts used during the repairs done by the EME authorities. 

102. The Committee then enquired the reasons for the delay in 
body-building, which resulted in deterioration of the chassis. The 
representative of the Ministry of Defence stated. that the chassis 
suppliers who were given contract for building bodies also for 800 
chassis had also at  that time in hand another contract for body- 
building. Although they undertook to complete the body-building 
within the stipulated period, they failed to do so and had to be 
given repeated extensions. At one stage it was proposed to cancel 
the contract but legal advice was in favour of granting a further 
extension. . 

103. The Director General, Supplies an$ Disposals, informed the 
Committee that body-building was partly delayed owing to tfie t ive- 
lag in approving of a pilot built-up body by the Army technical 
authorities. The technical authorities had pointed out certain defects 



in the pilot body which had to be rectified by the firm (suppliers) - 
Subsequently, the question of the timber specifications arose which 
could not be settled before February, 1959, after which body-build- 
ing in bulk was started by the firm To a question whether the fum 
of suppliers were asked to keep the chassis covered, the witness 
replied that the contract for body-building provided that all vehicles 
should be kept under covered accommodation and if this was not 
available, at least the engine portion should be suitably covered. In  
May 1958 it was brought to his notice by his Inspecting staff at the 
factory premises that storage conditions for the chassis were not 
satisfactory at the firm's end and it was pointed out to the firm that 
they were responsible for proper protection of the chassis. Because 
of improper maintenance of chassis by the firm at one stage it was 
even proposed to cancel the contract. In September, 1958, the 
D.G.S. & D's organisation were informed that the chassis were 
being properly maintained and protected by the firm except for the 
batteries. The chassis were thus left uncovered during the period 
May to September, 1958 which, because of the monsoons, was the 
worst period of the year. In reply to another question why a 
single contract was not entered into with the firm for supply of 
vehicles complete with bodies (if they were to build the bodies on 
the bulk of the chassis) in order to avoid the risk of possible 
deterioration of chassis during the period of body-building, the 
D.G.S. & D. stated it was thought necessary to enter into separate 
contracts. He, however, mentioned that both the contracts were 
given at the same time. 

104. The Committee enquired whether there were three inspec- 
tions in respect of the 800 vehicles viz .  first at the time of supply 
of chassis, second when the bodies were built thereon and third at 
the Depots on receipt of the vehicles. The Director of Vehicles and 
Engineering stated that in the case of 800 chassis on which bodies 
were built by the supplier of the chassis, the second inspection was 
done by the Inspectors of the TDE and EME at the premises of the 
firm after completion of bodies and whatever defects were noticed 
in them were got rectified by the firm before the vehicles were re- 
moved to the depots. If so, the Committee desired to know how 
there was a question of further defects in vehicles detected at the 
depots for which claims had been lodged with the suppliers. The 
witness could not give a definite answer and promised to send the 
information later. 
Procurement of mwantcd  stores-Para 4, page 7- 

105. In this case demands were placed in 1960 and September, 
1951 by the MGO Branch on the Military Adviser to the High Com- 
missioner for India in UK for 65 and 116 numbers of a certain item 



of store respectively, the latter demand being based on provision 
review as on 1st April, 1951. The earlier provision review as on 
1st July, 1950 and the subsequent provision review as on 1st April, 
1952 showed the requirement as Nil and the entire quantity of 181 
numbers valued at £4,687 was rendered surplus to requirement. 

106. The Committee enquired of the reasons for fluctuations in 
the requirements of the store. The Defence Secretary stated the 
requirements were shown against this item, by mistake. The re- 
cords for that period had since been destroyed and the officer con- 
cerned had also retired from service. However, the surplus stores 
were being issued to units and utilised, although the item had been 
superseded by a later type: 

Irregularities in the store accounts of two Field Ordnance Depots- 
Delay in regularisation by Government-Pqra 21-pages 18-19- 

107. This case revealed that proper accounts of stores were not 
maintained by two Field Ordnance Depots and serious irregularities 
in stores accounts as shown below were noticed. 

(a) Stores worth Rs. 380.82 lakhs despatched to these depots 
by other depots were not taken on ledger charge; 

(b) In respect of stores worth Rs. 304.97 lakhs, the certified 
receipt vouchers on which they were taken on charge 
could not be linked with the consignors' issue vouchers. 
The correctness of the receipts taken on charge could 
not, therefore, be verified. 

108. The Committee enquired about the circumstances leading to 
irregularities in stores accounts of the two Field Ordnance Depots. 
The representative of the Defence Ministry stated that the depots 
in question were located in the Jammu and ~ a s < m i r  Area and the 
irregularities related to the period of operations and immediately 
thereafter. Due to abnormal conditions then existing and inex- 
perienced staff, store accounts could not be properly maintained. 
Stores worth Rs. 280.82 lakhs despatched by other depots on issue 
vouchers could not .be linlfed with receipts in the ledgers of these 
field depots. Instead of linking of receipts with the consignors issue 
vouchers, stores were takeq on charge on the certified receipt 
vouchers which were subsequently required to be linked with the 
issue vouchers. As the two sets of stores were alike it was likely 
that a good part of the stores worth Rs. 304.97 lakhs taken on charge 
on certified receipt vouchers were out of those worth Rs. 380.82 
lakhs stated to have not been taken on ledger char&. The witness . 



added that it had been decided to condone the irregularities except 
one item regarding preparations of fictitious job cards and transfer 
vouchers for stores involving a loss of Rs. 4:91 lakhs. Nobody could 
be held responsible for the irregularities. The loss would be for- 
mally regularised after the amounts involved had been worked out 
in consultation with the internal audit. In reply to a question the 
Financial Adviser stated that technically the losses amounting to 
Rs. 380.82 lakhs on account of stores not taken on charge and 
Rs. 304.97 lakhs representing the value of stores taken on charge 
on certified receipt vouchers were to be regularised separately, 
nevertheless the real loss in this case would be of the order of 
Rs. 76 lakhs only, i.e. Rs. 380.82 lakhs minus Rs. 304.97 lakhs plus 
certain other minor losses. It was pointed out by Audit that the 
stores not taken on charge were from the Indian depots, while those 
taken on charge on certified receipt vouchers were returned by units, 
which could not bet set off against each other. The representative 
of the Ministry of Defence stated that units could not have returned 
stores worth Rs. 304:97 lakhs, the bulk of them would have been 
received from the depots. The Financial Adviser informed the 
Committee that the ground balances as on March 1950 would be 
the basis for future accounting of stores. 

109. Explaining the reasons for non-linking of the consignors 
issue vouchers with the credits in the field depots, the Director of 
Ordnance Services stated that the confusion was caused by the 
transit of the stores through the Pathankot rail head. While the 
issue vouchers were received by the field depots direct, consign- 
ments arriving by rail at Pathankot had to be carried in parts by 
the army vehicles to the field depots. In this process the consign- 
ments got mixed up and on their arrival in the field depots, they 
could not be properly indentified and linked with consignors' issue 
vouchers. In some cases even issue vouchers were received late in 
the field depots and stores had to be taken on charge by the field 
depots on certified receipt vouchers which could not be linked with 
issue vouchers received subsequently due to inadequately trained 
staff and conditions then prevailing. 

Delay in p~ovision of covered ncconzmodation, Para 22, page 19- 

110. The Audit para disclosed that in an ammunition depot 
which had been shifted to another station, ammunition worth Rs. 45 
l ~ k h s  had to be downgraded as either unserviceable (Rs. 23 lakhs) 
or as repairable (Rs. 22 lakhs) during the period August 1948 to 
March 1959 as a result of its storage in the open under tarpaulin 
covers and tents. 



111. In evidence, the representative of the Ministry of Defence 
stated that the ammunition depot had been shifted to another station 
temporarily for strategic reasons. Pending a decision on the per- 
manent location of the depot temporary arrangement for storage 
had been made by providing tarpaulin covers Cnd tents. The down- 
gradation of ammunition was actually caused due to normal changes 
in condition after a specific period, which could not be avoided. 
The Committee enquired why the proposal made by the depot au- 
thorities in September, 1950 for provision of 274 Nissen huts at a 
cost of Rs. 6.85 lakhs was not accepted by the &my Headquarters. 
The representative of the Ministry of Defence stat* that the pro- 
posal submitted by the depot authorities in 1950 had been examined 
by the Army Headquarters and it had been estimated that the 
provision of temporary covered accommodation to meet the imme- 
diate requirements of the depot would cost Government Rs. 34 
lakhs. As the question regarding the permanent location of the 
depot was then under consideration it was not considered appro- 
priate to undertake a project of temporary utility involving an 
expenditure of Rs. 34 lakhs which would have become infructuous 
on shifting of the depot to its permanent site. But the decision re- 
garding the permanent location of the depot could not be taken as 
yet due to strategic and other considerations on which the views 
fluctuated from time to time. The Director of Ordnance Services 
stated that field storage of ammunition under tarpaulin covers and 
tents was a recognised and suitable type of storage in the case of 
forward and non-permanent depots although the wastage of tents 
and tarpaulins was heavy. The deterioration of ammunition in the 
present case might have been somewhat less had it been stored 
under Nissen huts although certain parts such as augmenting charges 
and primers would deteriorate whatever the nature of storage 
because of their fixed life. To a question why the provision of 184 
Nissen huts at a cost of Rs. 5.6 lakhs was sanctioned subsequently 
in October, 1958, while earlier in September, 1950, a proposal for 
the provision of 274 huts had not been accepted, the representative 
of the Ministry of Defence replied that in 1950 field storage was 
considered adequate as it was expected that a decision regarding 
permanent location of the depot would not take long. Later, as the 
finalisation of the permanent location of the depot was delayed it was 
decided to provide 'some 5emporary accommodation in the depot. 
Intervening, the Comptroller and Auditor General pointed out that 
temporary accommodation was sanctioned because "The saving 
caused thereby providing cocer for the stores now lying in the 
open will be more than the ~ o s t  of such accommodation in a few 
years and the question of infructuous expenditure should not arise." 

' The Committee desired to be furnished with a note stating the 



reasons for not accepting the proposal for the provision of 274 
Nissen huts in September, 1950 and subsequently sanctioning of 184 
huts in October, 1958. 

Down-gradation of vehicles-Pam 39, page 27- 

112. As a result of cent percent examination of about 15,500 p r e  
1948 post-war 'B' category mechanical transport vehicles held in 
class V condition (i.e. repairable) by a Board of the Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineer Officers during September to December, 1956 
about 8,500 of these vehicles valued at more than Rs. 5 crores were 
downgraded to Class VI i.e., unserviceable and beyond economical 
repair. The Ministry of Defence stated in March 1959 that inspite 
of periodical/technical maintenanee of these vehicles while in 
storage, deterioration occurred due to their long retention in open, 
though the normal precautions like jacking up and covering with 
tarpaulin had been taken. According to Audit it was not clear why 
an improved system of inspection and maintenance which had been 
recently introduced was not enforced earlier in order to avoid these 
vehicles being completely scrapped. 

113. In evidence, the Director of Mechanical Engineering stated 
that the new system of maintenance of vehicles could not have been 
introduced earlier as it was the result of the subsequent technolo- 
gical developments. He held the view that even under the improved 
system of maintenance, downgradation of vehicles could not have 
been avoided, for with the lapse of time deterioration was bound to 
occur in certain parts like electric wires, tyres, brake system etc. 
The witness added that Government did not suffer any loss in the 
disposal of these vehicles as their disposal fetched more than the 
stock value of Rs. 5 crores. 

The representative of the Mjnistry of Defence stated that these 
vehicles which had been purchased during the last war had been 
in class V since 1948 and these had been downgraded to class VI as 
a result of a further examination in 1956. The downgradation of 
these wartime vehicles was nct attributable to their wrong mainte- 
nance but to their ageing. The witness added that the new method 
of maintenance had been introduced in order to effect economy in 
expenditure on maintenance ~ a t h c r  than improve preservation of 
vehicles. Referring to the disposal vslue of vehicles the witness 
stated that nearly 50 per cent of tbeir book value was realised in 
d:sposal, and so the stock value of Rs. 5 crores in the present case 
could not be considered the actual lois. In reply to a question the 
witness stated that the vehicles might have fetched better price, if 
they had been kept under covered accommodation. But due to  the 



paucity of funds covered accommodation could not be provided for 
the vehicles. During the last three years sufficient covered accm- 
modation had been rovided in the depots and 'further provision was 
proposed to be made in the next 2 3  years. 

Infrvctuous expenditure caused by unwarranted downgradation of 
vehicles-Para 40, pages 27-28- 

114. An order issued by the Master General of Ordnance in April, 
1954, as modified in December, 1954, laid down that vehicles having 
loose rivets should be downgraded to Class V-requiring complete 
strip and rebuild-if the replacement of rivets was expected to take 
a period longer than 14 days. The number of vehicles downgraded 
to  class V for loose rivets was stated to be 1,700 in 1956. 

115. Explaining the justification for the issue of orders for down- 
gradation of vehicles with loose revets, the Director of Mechnical 
Engineering stated that serious defects had been noticed i(n the pre- 
1948 vehicles during the exercises in the Eastern Command due to 
loose rivets of the chassis, steering spring hangers etc. As a result, 
instructions were issued to ground such vehicles in order to avoid 
serious accidents. These vehicles had in fact other defects also 
although that relating to thle loose rivets had been highlighted in the 
orders because of its seriousness. An analysis of the records of the 
vehicles so downgraded revealed that they had actually other defects 
also which necessitated their overhauling. Instructions had laid 
down that the vehicles which could be repaired by using high ten- 
sile bolts should be repaired in field areas. while those requiring 
extensive pepairs should be downgraded to class V and returned to 
depots. 

116. The Additional Deputy Comptroller & Auditor General refer- 
red to a letter dated the 7th May, 1956 disclosing that of 331 vehicles 
downgraded to class V in 1954 in accordance with the orders issued 
by the Army Headquaxters, 97 had been reinspected by the resident 
inspector, EME and as a result 60 were upgraded to classes I/II. In  
regard to the other 271 vehicles the inspection reports mentioned 
that a review of the relevant records revealed that these had been 
downgraded primarily because of loose rivets; no other major de- 
facts had been recorded. It was probable, according to letter, that 
the vehicles had subsequerftly developed other defects requiring 
rectification. The representative of the E.M.E. Directorate stated 
that the letter in question wa's submitted by an oflicer of the Depot 
who being a non-technical person did not analyse the technical defects 
in the vehicles and highlighted the one relating to the loosd rivets 
only. In a sample survey, the records of 80 vehicles had been re- 
viewed which revealed that the condition of the vehicles warranted 



their repairs as class V, although only loose rivets had heen high- 
lighted. The witness added that the occurrence of loose rivets in 
the vehicles was suggestive of their being put through rigorous con- 
ditions of utilisation. I i 

The Committee asked the reasons for issuing orders of general 
nature in April 1954 and December, 1954 regarding the downgrada- 
tion of vehicles with loase rivets to class V without an assessment 
of financial implication and obtaining financial concurrence. The 
Director of Mechanical Engineering stated that these orders were 
only in the nature of technical directions and instructions issued to 
the technical officers who were already aware of the criteria for 
grading of a vehicle as class V under the normal orders. The intm- 
tion was that in addition to the mechanical condition of the vehicles, 
loose rivets should also be taken into account. The representative 
of the Ministry of Defence stated that the orders had been cancelled 
in 1957 in order to avoid the possibility of their misinterpretation. 
He assured thle Committee that according to the records of the depot 
none of the vehicles downgraded to class V under these orders was 
put through strip and rebuild because of loose rivets alone. Explain- 
ing the procsedure followed by the Army workshops, the witness 
stated that a repairable vehicle even though graded as class V was 
re-examined on its arrival in the workshop and was not put through 
complete strip and rebuild if it had loose rivets only. The Financial 
Adviser stated that Finance were not satisfied with the issue of 
general orders regarding downgradation of vehicEes h this case. 
They had been informed that all the 1,700 vehicles downgraded to 
class V had not been subjected to complete 'strip and rebuild' but 
they had not verified this fact. The Director of Mechanical Engineer- 
ing informed the Committee that in order to avoid misinterpreta- 
tion, 2 sub-classifications had been introduced under class V oiz. 
vehicles requiring complete overhaul and those requiring specififed 
repairs. 

ADJUTANT GENERAL'S BRANCH 

Irregular grant of pay and allowance to an individual not in service- 
Para 49, pages 32-33- 

117. In July, 1955, an engineer graduate was granted a provisional 
Short Service Regular Commission in,  the Army and placed for 
training in the Military College. Hz completed his training on 8th 
Decembr, 1956 but was found to be m'edically unfit for a permanent 
commission. The Army Headquarters thereupon informed the Pay 
Accounts OMcer that the gentleman cadet would be granted a perma- 
nent Commission as soon as he was found fit by a Medical Board. 



The Pay Accounts Ofacer did not, however, seek a clarification as t c ~  
whether the provisional Commission of the cadet had become non- 
effective, and continued to pay him as a provisional Commissioned 
officer, till end of January, 1958. In February, 1958, on a reference 
from the Pay Accounts OBcer, the Army Headquarters stated that 
the provisional Commission of the cadet became non-effective from 
9th December, 1956 and that he was not entitled to any payment 
rom that date. The amount paid from 9th December, 1956 to 31st 

January, 1958 was Rs. 6,184. 

118. In evidence the representative of the Ministry of Deface 
stated that originally the Army Headquarters had been advised by 
the Judge Advocate Gen'eral that the cadet was not entitled to any 
pay and allowances during the period following the completion of' 
his training. The Army Headquarters had accordingly decided in 
December, 1958 to recover the overpayment of Rs. 6,184 made to the 
officer. Subsequently, on a reference made to them, the Ministry 
of Law advised in February 1960 that the cadet was entitled to be 
paid as a provisional commissioned officer until his CommQsion was 
terminated and, therefore, no recovery should be made from him. 

119. To a question whether the Short Service Commission of the 
cadet did not become non-effective from the date of his being declar- 
ed in medical category 'B', the witness replied that there was lacuna 
in the rules which had been removed. It was proposed to amend the 
rules further to provide that each case of extending the Commission 
beyond a maximum term of one year would be specifically consider- 
ed. In this case, had the provisional commission of the cadet been 
terminated immediately on his being declared in a lower medical 
category he might have declined to serve in the army and the train- 
ing imparted to him would have become infructuous. In considera- 
tion of the training given to the offioer and the shortage of officers, 
the cadet was allowed to continue till his medical category improv- 
ed. In regard to the cadet's entitlement to pay and allowances after 
his being declared medically unfit in the present case, the Financial 
Adviser stated that although the Judge Advocate General had origi- 
nally contended that the provisional commission became non-effective 
from that date, on a re-examination of thle case after receipt of the 
Law Ministry's advice, he expressed the view that there was no 
automatic termination of the commission under the pay rules and the 
cadet was entitled to be paid 'as ,a provisional commissioned officer 
until the receipt of a formal communicatione;by him terminating his 
Commission. I # 

120. The Committee then adjourned till 14.30 hours on the 7th. 
,cember, 1960. 



Proceedings of the Thirtieth Sitting of the Public AccoanQ 
Committee held on Wesdnesday, the 7th December, 1960 

121. The Committee sat from 15.00 to 17.00 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri Upendranath Barman-Chairman 

2. Shri T. Manaen 
3. Shri G. K. Manay 
4. S k i  S. A. Matin 
5. Shri Baishnab Charan Mullick 
6. Shri Radha Raman 
7. Dr. N. C. Samantsinhar 
8. Pandit Dwarka Nath Tiwary 
9. Shrimati Sharda Bhargava 

10. Shri Jashaud Singh Bisht 
11. Shri Surlendra Mohan Ghose 
12. Shri V. C. Kesava Rao 
13. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 
14. Shri Jaswant Singh. 

Shri A. K. Roy, Comptroller & Auditor General of India. 
Shri G. S. Rau, Addl. Dy. Comptroller & Auditor General. 
S h i  P. K. Basu, Director of Audit, Defence Services. 

Shri V. Subramanian-Deputy Secretary. 
Shri Y. P. Passi-Under Secretary. 

Ministry of Defence 
1. Shri 0. Pulla Reddi, Secretaq. 
2. Shri J. S. Lal, Joint Secretary. 
3. Shri H. C. Sarin, Joint Secretary. 
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4. Shri M. G .  Kaul, Joint Secretary. 
5. Lt. General B.'M. Kaul, Quut:er Master General. 
6. Maj. Gen. Harkirat Singh, Engineer-in-Chief. 

Ministry of Finance (Defence) 
1. Shri S. Jayasankar, Financial Adviser. 
2. Shri Phul Chand, Controller General, Defence Accounts. 

Ministry of Finance (Budget Division) 

Shri A. G. Krishnan, Under Secreta~y. 

122. The Committee took up consideration of the Audit Report 
fDefence Services) 1960 and the statement laid on the Table of the 
House by the Minister of Defence on  the 28th April, 1960, in so Par 
a s  these related tc the Quarter Master General's and Engineer-in- 
Chief's Branches. 

QUARTER MASTER GENERAL'S BRANCH 

Short recovery of rent-para 43, pages 29-30- 

123. Sub-para (a)-An ex-Army Officer who had been in un- 
authorised occupation of two Government buildings having a floor 
area of 6,000 sq. ft. and adjoining land measuring about 29,000 sq. ft. 
from January 1951, was under an ex post facto sanction issued in 
May, 1955 authorised cccupation from January 1951, at a concessional 
rate of Rs. 1-8-0 per mensm.  In spite of an obj,ection from the 
internal Audit in November, 1955, to the fixation of r m t  at R s  1-8-0, 
p.m. the individual was allowed to continue in occupation cf the 
building at the concessional rate upto 31st December, 1959. 

124. The Committee enquired about the circumstances leading to 
the occupation of the buildings by the ex-army offi'cer. The Secre- 
tary, Ministry of Defence, stated that the General Officer Command- 
ing, Southern Command, on being approached by the ex-Army Om- 
.cer allowed him to run a piggery in the buildings for supply of pork 
to the Army personnel, hospitals, etc, and also gave him an assur- 
ance that only a nominal ren$ of Rs. 1-8-0 therefor would be charged 
from him. Written orders autlmrising occupation of the buildiilgs 
at concessional rent with retr~spective effect were, however, issued 
only In Mav, 1955. The concession was shcpn to the individual to 
enable him to run a piggery partly as a measure of rehabilitating 
him and also considering the indirect benefit from this ?hop to the 
!mops stationed there. Explaining the reasons for allcwing the indi- 
vidual to continue to pay the cnncessional rent even* after rwcjpt 
2336 ( Ai1)LS-5 



of an objection from the Internal Audit in November, 1955, the wit- 
ness stated that the matter remained under consideration of the 
Southern Command autharities till June, 1958, when it was referred 
to the Army Headquarters for obtaining the sanction of Governncmt 
to the treatment of the piggery as a regimenal shop and recovery 
of the rent on that basis. Gcvernment after consulting the Ministry 
of Law decided that the piggery should not be treated as a regimen- 
tal shop but in consideration of the assurances given to the 
individual by the G.O.C., he might be charged the nominal rent of 
Rs. 1-8-0 per mensem upto the 31st December, 1959 and thereafter 
the rent payable under the normal rules. The individual paid the 
normal rent from January to March, 1960 and thereafter vacated the  
buildings following a theft in his shop. The witness added that Gov- 
ernment orders had been issued on the 22nd November, 1960 regu- 
larising the allotment of the buildings at a nominal rent of Rs. 1-8-0. 
p.m. from January, 1951 to December, 1959. 

To a question whether the nominal rent of Rs. 1-8-0 had been 
fixed in consideration of the dilapidated condition of the buildings, 
the Quarter Master General replied that the buildings were not so 
dilapidated as to warrant a rent of Rs. 1-8-0 p.m. The Southern 
Command authorities, in fact, wanted to allcw a conoession tr, the 
individual by treating the piggery as a regimental shop, although 
unlike a regimental shop, the piggery was not intended for the bene- 
fit of any single unit. On receipt of the audit objection, the indivi- 
dual had been aslccd to pay the rent as assessed by the M.E.S. autho- 
rities but he did not, saying, he had no money. The demand of pork 
at the station was inadequate. In 1957, the eviction of the allottee 
was ordered by the Station Commander but it could not be effected 
as the original allotment order was not available. The matter had, 
therefore to be referred to the Army Headquarters fo obtaining 
Government sanction to the treatment of the piggery as a regimen- 
tal shop. In reply to another question the witness stated that ip the 
absence of any document, it could be presumed that the m-post 
facto sanction given by the Station Commander in May 1955 was 
in implementation of verbal orders earlier given by the G.O.C. 

125. Sub-para (b)-In May, 1957 Government issued an order 
charging rent at a concessional rate of Rs. 1.50 nP. per month from 
shops run for the benefit of the cadets cf a National Academy. The 
rent of a tailoring shop occupying an area of 4000 sq. ft. which had 
been previously charged a rent fixed in terms of an agreement a t  
Rs. 480 per mensem was retrospectively revised at Rs. 1.50 nP. p.m. 
and the outstanding dues reduc,ed accordingly. 



126. In  evidence the representative of the Ministry of Defence 
stated that a contract had been entered into with the firm at Dehra 
Dun for allotment of a tailoring shop in the Academy with effect 
from 1st Janurary, 1949 which remained in force till the end of 
1953. Under this contract, the shop premises were provided by the 
Academy at the rental of Rs. 1-8-0 per month. Before the Joint 
Services Wing mcved to Khadakvasla, another contract was sigr~ed 
with the same firm which covered the period 1st January, 1954 to 
1st April, 1959. Although in terms of this agreement, the firm was 
to be charged rent assessed by the M.E.S., concessional rent of 
Rs. 1.50 nP. continued to be charged from this fiqm at Dehra Dun. 
When the Joint Services Wing moved from Dehra Dun ta  
Khadakvasla, the contractor was provided with a shop having :in 
area of 4,000 sq. ft. in the new premises. The M.E.S. assessed a 
rent of Rs. 480 per mensem therefor. However, as in the contract in 
force prior to 1st January, 1954, the new agreement envisaged that 
the tailcring rates payable to the firm would be fiixed by a Board 
of Oflicers appointed by the Commandant of the Academy. From 
the proceedings of the Board it was noticed that the tailoring rates 
had been fixed taking into account the concessional rate of rent. 
This led to the assumption that there was an understanding with 
the firm that they would be charged the concessional rate of rent. 
although the contract provided for recovery of the assessed rent. 
Government, therefore, decided in 1957 to apply the concessional 
rate cf Rs. 1.50 nP. per month to the new tailoring shop. 

127. The Financial Adviser stated that according to a Goverilment 
order issued on the 11th January, 1960, the concessional rent of 
Rs. 150 nP. p.m. would be applicable to the regimental shop not 
exceeding 120 sq. ft. in area. In case additional area was allotted 
to a contractor at his own request, assessed rent or market rent, 
whichever was higher would be charged. In cases where it was not 
administratively feasible to restrict the flwr area of the existing 
accommodation, no extra rent was chargeable for the excess accom- 
modation. Discretion rested in the Officer Commanding the Units 
to give accommodation not exceeding 150 sq. ft. to a contractor. The 
sanction of Government was required, if the area exceeded 150 sq. 
ft. The witness added that in persuance of this order, the Con- 
troller of Defence Accounts had been asked in July 1960 to bill the 
tailoring firm in the present case at the assessed rent for the area in 
excess of 150 sq. ft. The reprpentative of the Ministry of Defence 
stated that in the present case a floor areanof 1,400 sq. ft. constituted 
a common place that had been provided for the convenience of cadets. 
The Defence Secretary stated that past cases could not ho opened 
under the Government order referred to by the Financial Adviser. 



Disagreeing with the Defence Secretary, the Financial Adviser stated 
that the position would be examined when this case came up for 
sanction of Government. In reply to a question, the representative 
of the Ministry of Defence stated that the previous contract having 
ceased to be in force from the 1st April, 1959 a fresh contract was 
under conclusion. 
Loss of stores-para 45, pages 30-31- 

128. Physical check of petrol stock in a depot carried out by a 
Board of otTicers in January, 1954, revealed a deficiency of 26,427 
gallons valued at Fb. 75,295. Nobody could be held responsible for 
the loss as the charges against the oBcers suspected of cheating or 
negligence could not be substantiated. 

129. The Committee asked why the three officers suspected of 
negligence or cheating by the court o f enquiry convened in August 
1954 were not tried by a General Court Martial. The Secretary, 
Ministry of Defence, stated that with a view to taking disciplinary 
action against these officers and also the Oillcer Commanding of the 
Depot and another Commanding Of'Rcer, a summary of evidence had 
been recorded against them which was a pe-requisite to a Court 
Martial. As a result, charges against fcur of the officers were drop- 
ped for want of sufficient evidence and the Officer Commanding 
only was recommended by the G.O.C. for trial by the General Court 
Martial. The Officer Commanding was found not guilty by the 
General Court Martial. The witness added that Government orders 
regularising the loss had been issued on the 18th Ncvembr,  1960. 
Disciplinary action had been taken against five other officers for 
their laxity in the preparation of the loss statement which resulted 
in delay in the regularisation of the loss. In reply to a question the 
witness stated that suitable remedial measures had been taken to 
prevent the recurrence cf losses of petrol in the depot. 

ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF BRANCH 
Overprovisioning of stores-para 6, pp. 8-9-. 

130. In this case, in order to meet the requirements of the Military 
Engineer Services during -195243, the Engineer-in-Chief placed 
demands on a Central Ordnance Depot during .September, 1950 to 
June, 1951 for 7000 and 71,610 gallons "of two different kinds of 
paint. The actual issues of the two types of paints during the period 
1952-53 to 1958-59 were 880 gallons ?n$ 3,000 gallons respectively. 

d 3 1  In evidence, the representative of the Ministry of Defence 
admitted that there was clear overprovisioning in this cas?, which 
was caused partly by a cleriwl error in the assessment of the require- 
ments and partly by the defective system of provisioning at that time. 

6 



The clerical error first occurred in the E-in-C's office who while total- 
ling two indents treated the one for 5,000 gallons as 5,000 cwts. and 
later in the Ordnance Directorate (M.G.O. Branch) who while con- 
verting cwts. into @ens adopted the rate of 14 gallons per cwt. in- 
stead of 8 gallons per cwt. As regards the provisioning system, stores 
like paint were at that time indented on ad hoc basis, and because 
of shotage of the material, there was a tendency to over-indent. The 
defect in the system had been remedied by laying down that indmts 
could be placed egainst specific requirements only. Giving the pre- 
sent position of the off-take of the paint, the witness stated that the 
entire stock of he red paint had been issued and 4,032 gallons of the 
black paint had been left in stock, which were expected to be utilised. 
lnfructuous expenditure incurred on a work-para 17, pages 13-14-- 

132. In this case of 308 miles of roads slenctioned at an estimated 
cost of Rs. 30447 lakhs in Decemb~r 1952, 98.11 miles only were con- 
structed by December, 1958 at a cost of Rs. 392.64 lakhs. One of the 
reasons contributing to the increase in the cost was the excessive ex- 
penditure on explosive, which amounted to Rs. 154.84 lakhs on the 
portion of the road completed against the original estimate of 
Rs 19.99 lakhs for the entire work. In the same project some 
stretches of roads were abandoned after completion. 

133. The Committee asked the reasons for two wide a variation 
between the estimated cost of explosives for the entire work and the 
actual cost on the portion of the road completed. The Secretary, 
Ministry of Defence, stated that the original estimate of the ex- 
penditure on explosives for the road work which had to be executed 
in the difficult region of NEFA, had been roughly mede before the 
reconnaissance on the ground had been actually carried out. The 
estimate of the explosives required for 98 miles of road was revised 
in 1955 at 411 tons costing about Rs. 123 lakhs. Audit pointed out that 
a survey sanctioned at the cost of Rs. 4:5 lakhs +d been carried out 
before the commencement of the work. The Engineer-in-Chief 
statkd that that was only a quick survey which was not sufllcient for 
obtaining the necessary topograhpical, geological and hydrological 
date about this thickly wooded and unmapped region. Such a quick 
survey could give sufficient data in an area where results of previous 
surveys and accurate maEs were available. In the present case in 
order a fulfil the procedural requirement an ad hoc estimate was 
prepared on the basis of a spperflcial survey. In fact, both construc- 
tion work and survey were carried on $multaneously in earnest 
since early 1953. Sufficient data were collected by 1955 when, an 
estimate for the 98 miles of road was made which worked out to 
Rs. 4 lakhs per mile. 



134. The Committee drew attention to the reports of two senior 
military engineers connected with the road project who after visiting 
the work site had recorded that explasives had been used indiscn- 
minately and on jobs which could have been done by manual labour. 
The Enginex-in-Chief stated that those were the inspection reports 
of these officers, which had been written for the guidence of the 
junior officers to effect economy in the use of explosives, and copies 
thereof had been forwarded to the higher ofilcers. In reply to a 
question the witness stated that out of 308 miles of roads sanctioned 
in 1952 it had been subsequently decided to postpone the construction 
of two roads. 

135. To a question by Audit as to how the cost of construction d 
the portions of the road constructed by the Army engineers worked 
out to Rs. 4 lakhs per mile as agciinst Rs. 50,000 or Rs. 60,000 per mile 
in the case of the portions completed by the C.P.W.D., the represen- 
tative of the Ministry of Defence stated that the C.P.W.D. had been 
allotted construction of easier stretches of the road. Even from the 
portions allotted to ;he C.P.W.D. they handed back to the Army- 
Engineers, portions which they found beyond their resources to con- 
struct. In reply to another question by Audit, the Engineer-in-Chief 
stated that the road has been built for use by 15 cwt. vehicles, as 
provided in the original sanction. Although at one time the Chicf 
Engineer had thought that the road could be used by three tonners 
also,.it was found difficult and finally it was decided to construct the 
road for 15 cwt. vehicles only. 

136. The Committee enquired about the circumstai~ces leading to 
the abandonment of certain tracts of the road after completion. 

Item ( a ) :  The Engineer-in-Chief stated that 3 . 2  miles of road re- 
ferred to in this item included wrious stretches of road which had 
to be abandoned as the intiatial gradients wcre too steep. During 
the course of construction the eliglneers had come across certain diffi- 
cult areas where the origmal alignmrnt wurkcd out to be too steep 
and they were unable to find suitable alignments immediately. But, 
in order to avoid interruption in the construction work which would 
have resulted in idling of labour and machinery, they continued the 
construction work. Subsequently after repeated reconnaissance 
when suitable gradients wcrc found, the original stretches had to be 
abandoned. The Secretary, Ministry of Defence, stated that in order 
to speed up the construction of the rmd, the work had been under- 
takin at barious intermediary points simultaneously along the rough 
alignment route with the help of aerial photographs. Certain amount 
of re-alignment was normal in the road construction in hilly regions 
with a view to  achieving safer gradients. 



Item ( b )  .-The Engineer-in-Chief stated that although the tract 
af two miles constructed on the left bank of the river had the best 
alignment, this had to be abandoned due to non-availability of a con- 
tractor to construct two bridges over the river required for linking 
it with the main rcud. The road had, therefore, to be taken to the 
right bank of the river. The witness added that the tract on the left 
bank would be linked with the main road whenever the two bridges 
over the river were constructed, for that was a better msd. 

Item (c) .-Explainins the justification for the construction of the 
connecting road of about two miles on the left side of the river, the 
Engineer-in-Chief stated t h ~ t  because of a number of culverts and 
water-crossings being under construction on the main road, it was 
necessary to have an approach track for carrying out the construction 
of the farther portion of the main road. For this purpose it was pro- 
posed to use a priwte track belonging to a tea garden by extending 
it. Only after construction of two 'miles of the track from the end 
of the tea garden, it was found possible to proceed with the further 
construction work. 

Retention of unwanted stores-Para 47, pages 31-32- 

137. A quantity of 6,856 tons of bitumen of high melting point held 
a t  an engineer store depot since 1946, had been recommended by a 
Survcy Board held in 1953 for retention for another 7-10 yews. With 
the passage of time the metal containers of bitumen were found to 
have deteriorated. In March, 1958 a quantity of 6,806 tons of bitumen 
was declared for disposal which was sold between October, 1958 and 
March 1959 ut a loss of Rs. 12 lakhs. 

138. In evidence, the Secretary, Ministry of Defence stated that 
the Survey Board which had been appointed to go into the question 
o f  retention or disposal of war accumulated stores, had recommend- 
ed retention of the bitumen-an imported item-in vicb of the possi- 
bility of 'its being used in the manufacture of Prefabricated Bitumen 
Sheets with chunged specifications in cases of emergrncy. But with 
thc advent of the jet aircraft in large numbers after 1953, the use of 
P.B.S. for landing purposes became outmoded. As thern had been 
no issue since 1952 and deterioration had set in the containers, the 
position was reviewed in June: 1955 with a view to examining the 
possibility of the utilisation of th? materid or desirability of its dis- 
posal. After examining the mat?er.in consultation with the college 
of Military Engineering and two oil companies,'it was concluded ,that, 
the store could not be put to any alternative use, economically. 
Therefore the stores was declared surplus in August, 1957 and action 
was intiated for its disposal. Before disposal of the store though 



the Director General, Supplies and Disposals the Ministries of Traris- 
port and Comunications and Steel, Mines and Fuel and West Bengal 
Government were inter a h  consulted for ascertaining their require- 
ments. 

Non-recovery of hire charges-Para 48, page 32- 

139. In February, 1952, by an amendment to the basic regulation, 
it was decided that hire charges for refrigerators issued to officers' 
messes should be worked out on the basis of replacement cost instead 
of original capital cost. In one Command the revised rates applicable 
from February, 1952, were notified only in January, 1957, when most 
of the messes refused to pay the arrears, amounting in all to Rs. 47,235. 

140. Explaining the reasons for delay of five years in the notifica- 
tion of the revised rates, the Quarter Master General sbated that :the 
matter had been under discussion among the Command authorities,. 
Army Headquarters and the Ministries of Defence and Finance. 
(Defence). Because of various types of regrige~ators in use, there 
was some difficulty in assessing their replacement cost. The users. 
were also reluctant to pay the hire charges of the war-time refrigera- 
tors on the basis of their replacement cost which were much higher 
than those based on the original capital cost. The witness add& 
that Government had again decided to recover the hire charges w.ith 
effect from the 1st September, 1959 on the basis of the capital cost 
of the refrigerators. The question of giving effect to the revised 
rates retrospectively was under consideration of Government. 

141. The Committee then adjourned till 14.30 hours on the 8th 
December, 1960. 
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*The Committee also considerrd Para 57 of the Audit Report. A record of 

the relevant proceedings has been kept separately. 
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1. Shri S. Jayuasankar, Financial Adviser. 
2. Shri Phul Chand, Controller General, Defence Accounts. 

Ministry of Finance (Budget Division) 
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143. The Committee took up consideration of the Audit Report, 
Defence Services, 1960 and the statement laid on the Table of the 
House by the Defence Minister on the 28th April, 1960, containing 
brief replies to the various items raised therein, in so far as they 
related to the Director General, Ordnance Flactories. 

AUDIT REPORT, DEFENCE SERVICES, 1960 
Avoidable expenditure incurred in the Procurement of material for 

mosquito nets-Para 7, page 9 

144. In pursuance of the Government decision to fabicrate mos- 
quito nets in Khaki colour instead of olive green, the Director Gen- 
eral, Ordnance Factories was asked by the Army Headquarters on 
28th February, 1958 to procure netting etc. in Khaki against the in- 
dents not already covered by contracts specifying olive green. But 
the D.G.O.F. did not take action to amend his indents on the Central 
Purchase Organisation, although the contracts for olive green mate- 
rial were concluded only during May to August, 1958, resulting in 
an extra expenditure of about rupees three lakhs. 

145. Explaining the reasons for not amending the indents for. olive 
green material lying with the Central Purchase Organisation, the 
Director General, Ordnunce Factories stated that although his Orga- 
nisation had been asked by the Army Headquarters in February, 1958 
to procure netting material in Khaki the specification of the Khaki 
shade had yet to be drawn up and sources of supply of the material 
established. After the specificatjons had been finalised by the D.R.D. 
by the end of May, 1958, the question regarding the procurement of 
the material of the required Khaki shade was discussed with the 
Director of Supplics (Textiles) at a meeting held on the 17th June, 
1958. The Director of Supplies had advisea that indents should con- 
tinue to be placed for olive green shade as there would be some diffi- 
culty in getting netting of the requisit:! Khaki Shade. It wus only 
in the last quarter of 1958 that the Director of Supplies (Textiles) 
waslble  i o  establish the sources of supply for a suitable khaki shade 
netting. Therefore, in ordrr to avoid interruption in production of 
mosquito nets arid delay in their supply to the Army, for which 



.orders for 4 lakh numbers were pending with the D.G.O.F., the 
indents already placed for olive green material were allowed to 
stand. 

Abadonment of factory projects-Para 20, pages 16-17 

146. Sub-para (a).-A project sanctioned in September, 1951 for 
the manufacture of steel ammunition boxes in an Ordnance Factory 
was suspended in December, 1957, on the ground that the require- 
ments for steel boxes could be better met by purchse  from trade, 
after an expenditure of Rs. 6.53 lakhs had been incurred on pIant 
and machinery and Rs. 13-67 lakhs on buildings. 

147. The Committee enquired whether the capacity for manu- 
facturing steel boxes in the private trade was ascertained before 
emburking upon the project. The Director General, Ordnance 
Factories stated that trade capacity for the manufacture of steel 
ammunition boxes did not exist at the time the decision was taken 
to undertake the project in 1950-51. It ws known only in 1954 when 
an order for boxes was placed on the D.G.S. & D. The installation of 
the steel boxes plant w s  undertaken in pursuance of a policy deci- 
sion to use steel boxes for packing of ammunition in peace-time in 
preference to wooden packages. The plant was originalIy decided to 
be housed in the buildings which had been used during the last World 
War for manufacturing wooden packages. But immediately after this 
decision, the buildings were required for a more urgent project-manu- 
fart'ure df certain ammunition for the Air Force. New buildings had 
to b. constructed for the installation of the'steel boxes plant, which' 
were completed by 1954. In the meantime, the Air Force Head- 
quarters with the help of the D.G.S. & D, found that the steel boxes 
required by them for packing of ammunition could b- supplied by 
the trade. The industry for the manufacture of steel boxes was 
established in the private trade in 1952. Again, a projecl for the 
mazufacture of another type of ammunition was decided to be under- 
taken and it was housed in the new buildings constructed for the 
steei boxes plant. In reply to a question the witness stated that 
w e n  though the trade capacity f o ~  s?eel boxes would be utilized 
whtq.ever possible, i t  was essential to m:tnufacture boxes in the 
Ordnance Factories also, in order to avoid interruption of supplies. 
Shc ulant and machinerv, acquired in the present case, would be 
utillaed for replacement of worn out machinery in other factories 
which had steel boxes production. The witness added that there 
was no infrucutous expenditure in the pr&ent case either on 
machinery or buildings, as both of them would be utilized. ' 4. 

2 4 8 .  Sub-para (b).-In an Ordnance factory, a project for the 
construction of a timber seasoning kiln sanctioned in November, 1951 



was suspended in November 1958 after incurring a total expenditure 
of Rs. 2,96,408 on buildings and plant. In the same factory buildings 
completed at a cost of Rs. 6,84,241 in October, 1957 were not brought 
into use as the idea of having a smithy shop in these buildings was 
abandoned in May, 1958. 

149. Explaining the circumstances leading to the abandonment of 
the kiln and smithy projecs, the Director General, Ordnance Factories 
stated that the factory which was intended to be put up as a shadaw 
factory of another factory during the last World Ww, had a prnvi- 
sion for a kiln and a smithy shop. But before its completion, the 
factory was taken over by the Air Force for being u s ~ d  as a repair 
workshop. After the War, the factory reverted to its original pur- 
pose and it was decided to complete the buildings including the kiln 
and smithy shop, as originally planned. At that time the armament 
production being low the factories were producing a large number 
of packing cases for the Army, and this factory had in addition some 
requirements of vehicle body-building to meet the kiln project was, 
therefore, allowed to proceed. But, subsequently, in order to effect 
economy in expenditure the question whether kiln seasoning facilities 
was necessary in this factory, was reviewed. Considering that wood- 
en boxes would be manufactured in the Ordnance Depots and wooden 
furniture used in older type of armaments might be replaced by 
that of steel or fibre glass, it was decided not to proceed with the 
project. In regard to the smithy shop it was decided to give up the 
proposal in view of a small number of armaments requiring stamping, 
which could be done in canother factory located at the same station. 
The witness added that both the buildings intended for the kiln and 
smithy shop had been utilised by installing a Jerri-Can plant, which 
could not be installed at the station originally proposed due to inade- 
quate power supply. 

150. Sub-par? (c).-In this case a sum of Rs. 2,85,233 had been 
spent in a factory on a scheme for the mechanical handling of timber 
between the Saw Mill and the Seasoning Kilns, which had ' to  be 
abandoned in 1956 as unsuitable. 

The representntive of the Ministry of Defence admitted that this 
case was indefensible. 

Unsatisfactory storge conditions in. an Ordnance Factory and co~t- 
sequcnt losses-Para 23, pages 19-20- 

4 

151. A Board of Enquiry convened by the Director General, Ord- 
nance Factories, in November, 1956 to investigate into the heavy 



losses of stores in e n  ordnance factory during the period 1949-57 re- 
ported in 1957 that an overall loss of over Rs. 174 lakhs had occurred 
and. that the factory management was to a great extent responsible 
for the loss. 

152. Referring to the Statements laid on the Table of the House 
by the Defence Minister on the 22nd December, 1959 and 7th April, 
1960 giving the details of losses of Rs. 80.91 lekhs (as per C.G.D.A's 
figures) the Committee asked the latest position regarding the in- 
vestigation of the losses. The Controller General, Defence Production 
stated that the losses were still under examination in consultation 
with the Ministry of Finance (Defence). The Committee desired to 
be furnished with a note stating the latest position in'this behalf. 
Avoidable outlay on a workshop building-Para 15, page 13 

153. A workshop building sanctioned in July, 1951, was completed 
in September, 1957, at a cost of Rs. 6,84,100, but it had not been put 
to any use till January, 1959. The representative of the Ministry of 
Defence stated that the workshop building was intended for the use 
of the Technical Development Establishment (weapons) and lmd heen 
planned to be erected in three phases. While the work on phase I1 
had been partly completed, further construction work was suspcaded 
owing to the contemplated move of the Technical Development 
Establishment from the station. The building w w  temporarily hmd- 
ed o w r  to an ordnance factory on the 15th August, 1953. On the 
21st April, 1954, it was again decided that the building might be 
handed back to the T.D.E. (W) who should complete it to suit their 
requirements. The building was completed by the MES in Septem- 
ber 1957 and handed over to the T.D.T. in December, 1957. On com- 
pletion of the building its suitability to accommodate an important 
assembly plant and later a truck project remained under examina- 
tion. Both the proposals having been dropped for technical reasons, 
TIIEl(W) shifted to the building in December 1958.. In May, 1959, 
4/5th of the accommodation was handed over to the Ordnance Factory 
for locating a new project, which was occupied in January, 1960. 

154. The Cornittee then adjourned till 14.30 hours on the 9th 
December, 1960. 
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156. The Committee took up further consideration of the Audit 
Report, Defence Services, 1960 and the Statement laid on the Table- 
of the House by the Minister of Defence on 28-4-1960, in so far as 
these related to the Air Force and Navy. 

AIR FORCE 
Overprovisioning of stores-Para 13, page 11- 

157. Sub-para (a) .-In order to meet training requirements of a 
certain type of ammunition for the periods from February te 
August, 1954, and September 1954 to August 1955, two indents were 
placed in Janmry, 1954 on the High Commissioner in London and 
the Director General, Ordnance Factories. Out of 2,87,880 cartrid- 
ges costing £39,519 received from England in December, 1954, only 
6,030 cartridges had bcen utilised by February 1959 and 2,35,289 
units had deteriorated. The indent for 5,64,300 cartridges placed 
on the D.G.O.F. was cancelled in September, 1956 with a financml 
repercussion of Rs. 5,93,062. 

158. The Committee wanted to know the justification for indent- 
ing about 8 lakhs cartridges for the period ~ e b r u h r ~  1954 to August 
1955: while its actual utilisation upto February 1959 was only 6,030 
The representative of the Ministry of Defence stated that at the time 
of plecing the orders on the D.G.O.F. and the High Cornissioner 
jn London, the estimated annual training requirement for the am- 
munition as assed in  1953, was 5 lakh cartridges. The low utili- 
sation of the ammunition h a s  attributable to the following reasons: 

(a) The two types of the aircraft for which the ammuni- 
tion was intended Owere expeeted to remain in service 
up to the year 1957-58. But during the year* 1956.57, 
one of the two types was completely withdrawn from 
service and the other reduced to one squadron only. 



(b) During the years 1955 and 1956 due to the non-availability 
of firing ranges, training h ~ d  to be curtailed. 

(c) In September, 1954, the stock of the training ammunition 
being about 14,000 rounds only-12 days' requirement, 
utilisation of the war-time ammunition of operational 
type had been resorted to for the purpose of training 
in view of the delay in supplies from the U.K. and the 
type had been resorted to for the purpose of training 
D.G.O.F. This was continued even after the arrival of 
the training ammunition from the U.K., resulting in two 
lakh rounds of the war-time ammunition being utilised 
during the period, 1954 to 1959. 

To a question why the war-time operational ammunition lying 
In stock was not taken into account while placing the indents In 
.January, 1954, the representative of the Ministry of Defence replied 
that it was not usual to use war-time ammunition in the peace time 
for training purposes. In the present case, as the stock of the train- 
ing ammunition was almost exhausted, utilisation of the war-time 
,ommunition was resorted to and was later continued in order to 
preserve stock of the training ammunition. 

159. Audit pointed out that the issues of the training ammunition 
,being 1,01,579 cartridges and 13,930 cartridges during the years 
1952-53 and 1953-54, respectively, the assessment of the annual re- 
quirement at 5 lakh cartridges at the time of placing the orders ep- 
prared to be excessive. The representative of the Air Headquarters 
stated that the requirement was calculated with reference to the 
number of aircraft and the number of rounds that each pilot had to 
fire in a year. During the years 1952-53 and 1953-54, due to shortage 
of the ammunition, practice had to be curtailed suitably. 

In reply to a question the representative of Ministry of Defence 
stated that 2,35,289 curtridges of the ammunition which had parti- 
ally deteriorated were being uti l isd by the remaining squadron 
sf the old type aircraft still in service, and were expected to be con- 
s u m ~ d  in two years. The only defect in these cartridges was that 
while firing from the gun there was sometimes a blockade which 
had to be removed by the gunner, and some time m s  wasted in 
the process. As regards the material rendered surplus in the Ord- 
nunce Factory as a result of the cancellation of the indent placed on 
t h e  D.G.O.F., the witness stated that it would be utilised in the 
mz nufacture of anothcr type of ammunition. 

!60. Sub-para (b).-In March, 1958, a demand was placed 
erroneously by'the Air Headquarters for the procurement of 2,600 lbs. 



of silk tbreerd fram the UX. in place of 2,600 cops of h lb. each. This 
resulted In an excess acquisition of l$00 lbs. of the imported aterial 
valued at Rs. 55,MO. 

161. The Secretary, Ministry of Defence, stated that the excess 
demand arose out of a clerical error which was detected in Septem- 
ber, 1958, when a major portion of the consignment had already 
been received. It was dif3cult to Ax responsibility for the error on 
any individual: nevertheless some action had been taken against 
certain persons. To a question how the error escaped the notice d 
Finance, the Financial Adviser replied that in the origiml indent 
which was checked by Finance, the unit had been correctly shown 
as cops of half lb. each but while preparing a fair copy thereof after 
including some new items, the unit was shown wrongly. The witness 
added that the surplus quantity would be utilised. 

Formation of a Mechanical Transport Repair Depot-Para 54, page 
35- 

162. A Mechanical Transport Depot with a n  initial capital equip- 
ment of about Rs. 6.65 lakhs and a recurring annual outlay of Rs. 8.75 
lakhs on establishment was set up in August, 1958, for repair and 
overhaul of 'specialist vehicles' belonging to the Air Force. Accard- 
ing to Audit the anticipated werhaul arisings of the 'specialist vehi- 
cles' could have been met by enlarging the existing repair capacity 
in the Army Workshops. Heavy charges would have to be incurred 
and considerable time lost in transporting these 'specialist vehicles' 
to the new depot and back. 

163. The Committee enquired whether it was not possible to re- 
pair the 'specialist vehicles' belonging to the Air Force in the Army 
Workshops. The Secretary, Ministry of Defence, stated that the 
question was discussed between the Army Headquarters and Air 
Headquarters at a conference held in May, 1955; the Army authori- 
ties ere not in a position to undertake repairs of the Air Force 
'specialist vehicles' because of their heavy repair commitment under 
the repair programme for 1959-61 (10,300 vehicles). Besides, the 
chassis of the Air Force 'specialist vehicles' were different from 
those of the vehicles u s d  by the h y .  In the circumstances, setting 
up a separate Repair Depot became necessary. The witness added 
that it was decided to locate the d q 0 t  at Avadi because of the avail- 
ability of accommodation at the station fo r  both workshop and resi- 
demtial purposes. In reply to a question whether it was not po&blef 
to undertake the repair of the 'specialist vehicles' of the Air F ~ l r e  
by expanding the existing facilities in the Army Workshap, the 
representative of the Ministry of Defence stated ,that because of in- 
crease in repair work, the repair capacity of the Army Workshops 
2953 (W)L66 > 



had already been expanded. Notwithstanding this, there were 
common user Army vehicles awaiting repairs. So if the Army 
Workshops w m  to undertake the repair of the 'specialist vehicles' 
of the Air Force, new units would have to be set up in them for this 
work 

164. According to Audit, the main work undertaken by the Repair 
Depot, so far, was the reconditioning of 51 auto-car refuellers which 
were not 'specialist vehicles' nor peculiar to the Air Force only, 
while the number of 'specialist vehicles' repaired was only seven. 
Further, repair capacity for specialist vehicles already existed in a 
depot near Delhi, which had repaired 17 such vehicles during the 
period, March, 1956 to December, 1957. In extenuation, the repre- 
sentative of the Air Headquarters stated that the refuellers were also 
'svecialist vehicles' which were used by the Air Force and Civil 
Aviation only. These vehicles could not be repaired for the last 12 
years for want of repair facilities in the Army Workshops. The wit- . ness added that manufacture of Radio Vehicles had been also recent- 
ly started in this Depot. As regards the repair facilities available in 
the Delhi depot, the witness stated that it was a storage depot and 
had arrangements for minor repairs only. The question of expanding 
this Depot did not find favour as it involved an expenditure of about 
Rs. 60 lakhs on buildings etc. 

Loss of revenue in the leasing of a cinema building-Para 53, pages 
34-35-- 

165. In this case, a cinema which had been run by a contractor 
since 1st September, 1947, was decided to be run departmentally 
with effect from 1st January, 1955. The contractor obtained an in- 
junction against eviction from the court on 26th May, 1955, pending 
settlement of his claim for compensation by an arbitrator in terms of 
the agreement of 1st September, 1947. The arbitrator's award was 
awaited. 

--p. 

166. In evidence, the representative of the Ministry of Defence 
stated that the agreement with the contractor contained an arbitra- 
tion clause which was invoke3 bv him in the court of Law on being 
served with a notice to vacate the premises. The court granted the 
contractor an injunction against his, eviction pending arbitration in 
the matter. On an appeal, the High Court upheld the decision of the 

.lower Court on the 26th May, 1959. The arbitrator could not com- 
mence the arbitration proceedings till the disposal of the appeal by 
the High Court. As a result of the death of the arbitrator further 
action to be taken in the matter was under consideration in consulta- 
tion with the ~olicifor General. 



Grant of excessive hdidavs to industrial petsonnedPara 56, page 
36- 

i67. In an Air Force formation, Civilian industrial personnel 
had been allowed twenty-one paid holidays during 1956 and twenty- 
four during 1957 as against the authorised number of fourteen. In 
spite of an objection from the C.G.D.A. in the course of his Internal 
Audit in March, 1957, to the excessive grant of paid holidays, twenty- 
one days were allowed during 1958. 

168. Explaining the reasons for the grant of excessive holidays to 
the civilian industrial personnel, the representative ,of the Ministry 
of Defence stated that in the formation in question, as the supervi- 
sory staff which comprised of both service and non-industrial per- 
sonnel, were entitled to twenty-three paid holidays, the industrial 
staff had also been allowed the same number in consideration of the 
security and specialised nature of work requiring constant supervi- 
son. The number of working hours lost thereby, had been made up 
by putting the industrial personnel on longer hours than normal. 
Audit pointed out that Government had not approved of the adjust- 
ment of excessive paid holidays against extra hours of work put in 
on other days. According to an order issued on the 23rd July, 1960, 
the number of paid holidays authorised to both the industrial and 
non-industrial personnel had been restricted to 14 in a year. The 
representative of the Ministry of Defence stated that the number of 
paid holidays authorised to the service personnel had now been res- 
tricted to 16, reducing the excess over those due to the industrial 
personnel to two only, which would be adjusted by suitable admin- 
istrative arrangements. 

NAVY 

Purchase of stores at high prices-Para 11, page 16- 

169. The Captain Superintendent of a Naval dockyard purchased 
through a contractor 89 tons of one item of store and 5 tons 14 lbs. 
of another during 1958-59 at a cost of Rs. 2,30,300 and Rs. 1,26.157 
respectively. Enquiries made by the Internal Audit (C.G.D.A.) in 
March, 1959 after the paym6nts had been made revealed that these 
were imported stores and that their market prices were about 
Rs. 720 and Rs. 4,816 per ton 6s against Rs. 26,320 and Rs. 25,200 res- 
pectively at which they had been purchasedoby the Naval Offlcer. 

/ 
170. In evidence, the representative of the Ministry of Defence 

stated that on the irregularity being pointed out bv the Internal 
Audit in March 1959, the Naval Headquarters handed over the qtqq 



to the Special Police Establishment in May UW, who were making 
investigations. Further action would be taken on receipt uf their rc- 
port. In reply to a question, the wftness stated that a foreman who 
had absented himself from duty, had been suspected and had been 
placed under suspension. In the meanwhile the Captain Superin- 
tendent had been transferred in the normal course to a senior post 
on completion of his tenure. To another question why the stores 
had not been purchased through the D.G.S. &D., the representative 
of the Naval Headquarters replied that being proprietary items, the 
stores were not available in the market. Of the two Arms having 
such stores, orders had been placed on the lower tenderer. Accord- 

' ing to Audit this Arm was not on the approved list of contractors 
before the purchase in question was made. 

Store accounting in a naval dockyard-l'ara 24, page 2 0 -  
171. In an electronic workshop of a naval dockyard a physical 

check of stores carried out in January, 1!357, revealed that 3,695 items 
of stores had been unaccounted for. A Board of Enquiry which in- 
vestigated the irregularity in December, 1957, held two supervisory 
ofFIcers responsible for the bad state of affairs and recommended that 
actiun should be taken against them and that two other employees 
shouId be dismissed. 

172. The representative of the Ministry of Defence explained that 
the supervisory officers held responsible for the bad state of affairs in 
the dockyard had been admonished by the Chief of Naval Staff and 
had been also conveyed with the displeasure of Government. which 
would be recorded in their service records. As regards the other two 
employees who had been recommended for dismissal from service by 
the Board, no action could be taken against them for want of evid- 
ence; only they had been transferred from their previous posts. 
Recounting the remedial measures taken to prevent the recurrence 
of irregularities in store accounts, the witness stated that the proce- 
dure had been tightened up, most of the items accumulated had been 
taken on ledger charge and adequate checks had been introduced 
against smuggling of stores. 

Acquisition of a Store Carrier for the Navy-Para 50, page 33- 
173. In June, 1952, a second hand cargo vessel was purchased from 

a foreign country at a cost of Rs. 38:30 lakhs for conversion into a 
Store ' Carrier (urgently required), .as ' the construction of a new 
vessel would have taken a b u t  24 to 3 years. The vessel was put into 
oolkmission only in April, 1959 i.e. 7 gears after its purchase, after 
rd t t ing  it at a cost of Rs. 43,67,901, besides incurring heavy expendi- 
ture on the complement of Officers and Ratings earmarked for look- 
ing after it, 



174 The Committee asked whether in US2 any enquiry had been 
made regarding the availability of a new store carrier in the world 
market. The representative of the Ministry of Defence stated that 
enquiries had been informally made a t  that time through the Indian 
Missions abroad but there was great demand for such vessels in the 
market and none was available. Explaining the reasons for seven 
years' time taken for reAtting the old cargo vessel, the witness stated 
that refitting was initially given in 1952 to the Hindustan Shipyard 
Limited who were unable to carry out certain additional structural 
alterations ordered in 1954. The vessel was withdrawn from the 
Hindustan Shipyard Limited in 1956 with a view to carrying out 
the alterations in a naval dockyard, but it was not found possible to 
handle the work by the dockyard. Finally, it was decided by Gov- 
ernment that the work should be entrusted to a private dockyard. 

175. In reply to a question, the witness stated that new vessel of 
comparable size would have cost Rs. 188 lakhs as against Rs. 82 lakhs 
spent on this vessel. Audit pointed out that according to a derni- 
official letter addressed to the Director of Audit, Defence Services 
by the then Joint Secretary, Ministry of Defence, the estimated cost 
of a comparable new vessel (without special equipment) was 
Rs. 50 lakhs. The representative of the Ministry of Defence promi- 
sed to check up the basis on which the then Joint Secretary had 
given the estimate. The Committee enquired whether it was worth- 
while going in for a second hand vessel at so much cost considering 
its limited life. The witness stated that it was not possible to esti- 
mate the life of a second, hand vessel, as it depended on various 
factors. 
Erection of a steel foundrp in a Naval Dockyard-Para 51, pages 

3334- 
176. A steel foundry sanctioned in May 1950 to be established in a 

Naval Dockyard at a capital expenditure of Rs. 5.5 lakhs later in- 
creased by Rs. 3,30,814, had yet to be commissioned even after lapse 
of 11 ygars. 

177. Explaining the reasons for delay in the erection of the foun- 
dry, the representative of the Ministry of Defence stated that firstly 
there had been delay in the arrival of the equipment. Although an 
indent had been placed on the supplier in July 1951, mast of the 
items arrived by 19th'Apri1,*1953 and the rest in 1957. On the 
arrival of the equipment certain modfications in the main instd- 
lation work had to be carried out oa the advice of the firm's erection 
engineer. There was also some delay in the sbpply of drawings on - 
the arrival of which certain modifications in the *buildings &erg 
necessitated. Another difficulty was caused by the change in the 
voltage of the electric supply from 5,500 ta 6,600 by the 61ectric s u p  



ply company at the station. In reply to a question the witness 
admitted that the erection of the foundry has not been properly 
planned, as the naval authorities had no previous experience of such 
work. The foundry was expected to be commissioned by September, 
1961, he added. 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 
Payment of outstation allowance by Hindustan Aircraft Limited- 

Para 27, pages 21-22- 

178. The Audit para disclosed that the employees of the Hindus- 
tan Aircraft Limited deputed to certain outstations for maintenance 
work of the Indian Airfmce aircraft were paid daily allowance at 
certain specified rates depending on the periods of stay, subject to a 
minimum of Rs. 4 per day, irrespective of the period of absence from 
their Headquarters which in many cases extended to three years. 
According to Audit, payment of the minimum wage of Rs. 4 per day 
as daily allowance, unrelated to pay and for continuous halts lasting 
months and even years, appeared to be unjustified. 

179. The Committee wanted to know the justification for payment 
of daily allowance at a liberal scale to the employees of the HinduJ 
tan Aircraft Limited who were posted to the various outstations for 
the maintenance of the I.A.F. aircraft for long periods. The Secre- 
tary, Ministry of Defence, stated that the technical personnel of the 
H.A.L. were recruited to work in the main factory at Bangalore and 
in order to induce them to work at the various out-stations like Sri- 
nagar, Jorhat, Barrackpore, etc. for long period, payment of suffici- 
ent allowance was necessary. At one time it had been proposed to 
revise the rates of outstation allowance, but the matter went before 
the Industrial Tribunal who gave an award approving the liberal 
rates. Audit pointed out that lower rates of daily allowance had 
been fixed in the case of the employees deputed to the same out- 
stations for dbing HAL work while higher rates v~.rc?  payable for 
I.A.F. work. The representative of the HAL stated that the deputa- 
tion of the employees for HAL work was for short periods and was 
not so frequent: Until 195455 same rates of daily allowance were 
payable to the deputes for both types of duties at outstations. In 
1955, when de-liberatisation of the rates was considered, reduction 
made in the rates applicable to HAL work was not opposed, that pro- 
posed in regard to the I.A.F. work was contested by the labour and 
H.A.L. had to concede the higher iates. This position was confirmed 
by $he Industrial ~ribbunal's award. In reply to a question, the re- % presentative of the Ministry of Defence stated that in order to bring 
down the amount of the daily allowance thus paid, HAL were pro- 
gressively ;?mploying local recruits at the various outstations result- . 



ing in reduction in the percentage of deputees from HAL from 61 id 
June, 1955 to 42 in June, 1960. 

180. The Financial Adviser stated that, although attempts had 
been made to employ local recruits at the outstations to avoid the 
payment of daily allowance, deputees from the HAL continued to be 
in majority at certain stations viz., Agra and Begumpet. In justifica- 
tion of the liberal rates of daily allowance payable to the deputees, 
the witness stated that the pay. scales of the technical staff of the 
H.A.L. were not linked to the All India scales of comparable techni- 
cal posts. Although the employees of the H.A.L. had demanded 
adoption of the higher scales prevailing in the Indian Airlines Cor- 
poration, their demand had not been acepted considering inter alia 
the higher rates of outstation allowance payable to them under the 
Industrial Tribunal's award. 

181. The Committee then adjourned till 14.30 hours on the 12th 
December, 1960. 



Procedhp of the ~ h i r t ~ - d  sit* of the hbk A m b  
Committee held on Mmday, the lsth Decemk, 1988 

182. The Committee sat from 15.00 to 17.00 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri Upendranath Bannan-Chairman 

2. Shri Rohan ~ a i  Chaturvedi 
3. Shri G. K. Manay 
4. Shri S. A. Matin 
5. Shri Baishnab Charan Mullick 
6. Dr. N. C. Samantsinhar 
7. Shri Jashaud Singh Bisht 
8. Shri Surendra Mohan  hose 
9. Dr. Shrimati Seeta Parmanand 

10. Shri V. C. Kesava Rao 
11. Shri Jaswant Singh 

Shri A. K. Roy, Cmptroller and Auditor General of India. 
Shri G. S. Rau, Addl. Dy. Comptroller '& Auditm General. 

Shri P. K. Basu, Director of Audit, Defence Seruices. 

Shri V. Subramanian-Deputy Secretaq. 
Shri Y. P. Passi-Under Secretary. 

Ministry of Defence 

1. Shri 0. Pulla Reddi, Secretary. 
2. Shri M. G. Kaul, Joint Secretary. 
3. Shri R. P. Sarathy, Additjonul Secretary. 
4. Lt. Gen. B. M. Kaul, Quarter Master General. 



Minjstry of Finance ( D e f w )  
Shri S. Jayasankar, Finuncicrl AdviserI 
Shri Phul Chand, Controllev G e w a l ,  Defence Accounft, 

Ministry of Finance (Budget Division) 
Shri Shivnaubh Singh, Budget of ice^. 

183. The Committee took up consideration of the Appropriatian 
Accounts, Defence Services, 10!%59 and Audit Report, 1960, and the 
statement laid on the Table of the House by the Minister of 
Defence on the 28th April, 1960 on the Audit Report, in so far as 
these related to the Ministries of Defence and Finance (Defence). 

AUDIT REPORT (DEFENCE SERVICES), 1960 

Over-payment of cmpensatiun-para 29, pages 22-23- 

184. In this case, 'on account' payments aggregating Rs. 46,21,447 
(Rs. 36 lakhs and Rs. 10,21,447) were made between December, 
1948 and November, 1949 towards the asquisition of certain property ' 

to the managing agents of a company direct, instead of through the 
Land Acquisition Collector and without an indemnity bond or sti- 
pulation that necessary refunds would be made in case the ultimate 
compensation fixed by agreement or awarded by law was found to 
be less than the sums paid. In September, 1950 some persons, with 
a superior right on the land preferred claims for a share in the 
acquisition value of the land, of whom one superior landlord was 
awarded a compensation of Rs. 3,04,002 in July, 1956, by the Land 
Acquisition Collector; besides the claimant was also paid eqrat ia  
interest amounting to Rs. 46,718 because of the belated payment of 
compensation. The company who were later found to have been 
paid Rs. 1,54,438 in excess of their dues had in the meanwhile gone 
into liquidation. 

185. The Secretary, Ministry of Defence explained to the Com- 
mittee that the property which had been requisitioned since May, 
1943 at an annual compensation of Rs. 15 lakhs, was notified for ac- 
quisition in December, 1946. It had been agreed to by Government 
in principle that the proflerty might be acquired through negotia- 
tions with the company. As a result of negotiations, the company 
were prepared to consider 'an. offer of Rs. 45 lakhs for the lands, 
buildings, railway siding etc. and Rs. 1:00,910 for the machinery 
to be retained by Government. A reputed firm of su rve~or~fhed  
?valuated the property-lands and buildings only-at Rs. 47 Iakhs. 



Government sanctioned the compulsory acquisition of the lands and 
buildings, at a cost not exceeding Rs. 46,00,910. The witness added 
that the property was not acquired under the Land Acquisition 
Act of 1894 under which the Collector's award would have been 
final. The acquisition in this case was governed by the Requisi- 
tioned Land (Continuance of Powers) Ordinance, 1946, subsequent- 
ly replaced by the Requisitioned Land (Continuance of Powers) 
Act, 1947 under which compensation as assessed by the Collector 
and agreed to by Government was subject to arbitration, if the 
parties did not accept it. The acquisition proceedings under the 
latter Act were expected to involve considerable delay. Negotia- 
tions were carried on with the company by the Lands, Hirings 
and Disposals Directorate to arrive at an expeditious settlement. 
As a result of negotiations, Government sanctioned two payments 
of Rs. 36 lakhs and Rs. 10,21,447 in December, 1948 and July, 1949 
respectively (aggregating Rs. 46,21,447) to the company. The De- 
puty Director of Lands, Hirings and Disposals made the payment 
direct to the company under intimation to the Land Acquisition 
Collector, presumably because the settlement with the company 
had been made by direct negotiations. 

186. Explaining the reasons for not stipulating that if the amount 
paid was found to be in excess of the compensation fixed finally, 
such excess should be refunded, the Defence Secretary stated that 
while sanctioning the first payment such a stipulation had been 
made but later, on a representation from the company the same 
was deleted in consultation with the Ministry of Law, considering 
that the compensation fixed would not in. any case be less than that 
amount. As regards the payment of compensation to the superior 
landlord, the witness stated that at the time of making payment, 
Government were not aware of the existence of any claimants to 
the land, who appeared on the scene only in September, 1950. 
As the settlement of the claim 6f the superior landlord took a 
long time it was decided in consultation with the Law Ministry 
to pay him ex gratia interest amounting t,o Rs. 46,718. The witness 
added that the officer who had failed to obtain an indemnity bond 
at the time of making payment to the company had retired from 
service. , 

187. The Committee asked whether acquisition of the requisi- 
tioned property was at all a matter of urgency necessitating a nego- 
tiated settlement. The representative of the Ministry of Defence 
stated that in consideration of an expeditious settlement, the 
company had agreed to forgo their claim for loss of business and 
to receive the value of the lands, buildings, some machinery etc. 
only, while the Land Acquisition Collector would have included the 



Compensation for loss of business in his assessmept. Beddas, 
because of the delay expected in the fixation of compensation by the 
Collector, Government would have had to pay a considerable amount 
of interest to the company. In support of his contention the wit- 
ness stated that it took the collector about 6 years to settle the claim 
of the superior landlord. Another reason given for an expeditious 
settlement with the company, was that Government had been paying 
a large sum of Rs. 15 lakhs annually as compensation for the re- 
quisition of the property since 1943. In reply to a question the wit- 
ness stated that the assessment of the compensation susequently 
made by the collector was different from the payment already 
made by Government in respect of one item only, i.e. land. The 
payment made to the company was found to be in excess of their dues 
in asmuch as Government had not been aware of the claim of any 
superior landlord, and had trwted the company as the sole owner 
of the property. In reply to another question, the witness stated 
that at the time of making the second payment to the company, 
the collector had objected to its being made direct. But the Deputy 
Director, Lands and Hirings, replied that the procedure had been 
folIowed under the orders of Government. Actually Government 
orders merely placed the money at the disposal of the offlcer who 
in accordance with the usual procedure should have made the 
payment through the collector. While admitting that the oflicer 
followed a wrong procedure resulting in an excess payment to the 
company, the witness stated that Government had not suffered a 
loss ultimately, for a considerable amount of interest might have 
been payable due to the delay involved in making the payment 
through the collector, as happened in the case of the payment of 
compensation to the superior landlord. 

To a question why no indemnity clause was provided while 
making the second payment, the representative of the Ministry of 
Defence replied that, on legal advice, in the case of the first payment 
an undertaking had been obtained from the company for the refund 
of an excess amount, but no safeguard had been taken while making 
the second payment on the assumption that that was the Anal 
payment to the company. In reply to another question, the witness 
stated that the Land Acquisition Collector had been moved only 
when the superior landlord had preferred a claim in September, 
1950 for the share in the acquisition value of the land. Asked why 
the second payment had. been mentioned as 'on account' in the 
Government orders, the withess stated.that it was so in asmuch as 
a sum o,f Rs. 1 39 lakhs had yet to be paid to the compapy ywards 
the depreciation and removal of certain machinery, which had been 
kept outside the purview of this agreement. The yitness added that 



the Government of West Bengal had been approached for the re- 
cvvery of the compensation paid by Government to the superlor 
land-lord from the liquidators of the company, and the matter was 
under consideration of the State Government. 

AFPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS (DEFENCE SERVICES), 195&!59 

Controller General of Defence Accounts' Certificate-Para 15, Sub- 
para 11, page 8- 

188. Outstanding dues an account of stores suppiied and services 
rendered by the Defence Services (other than Ordnance Factories) 
upto 31st March, 1959 to outside parties, including Central Civil 
Departments and State Governments, amounted to approximately 
Rs. 1.26 crores as on 30th June. 1959. In respect of work done or 
stores supplied by the Ordnance Factories upto 31st March, 1959 
to Civil Departments, Railways and private bodies etc., the amount 
due for recovery was approximately Rs. 2-15 crores as on 30th 
June. 1959. 

The Committee wanted to know the latest position of the out- 
standing recoveries. The Secretary, Ministry of Defence stated that 
the outstandings due from the Central Civil Departments and the 
State Governments to the Defence Services (other than Ordnance 
Factories) had been reduced from Rs. 1.26 crores as on 30th June, 
1959 to Rs. 66.32 lakhs as on 30th June, 1960. As regards the 
amount outstanding in respect of the work done or as stores supplied 
by Ordnance Factories, it had been reduced from Rs. 2.15 crores 
on 30th June, 1959 to Rs. 1.75 crores as on 30th June, 1960 of which 
a sum of Rs. 90.50 lakhs was from the Iron and Steel Controller 
alone. 

Sub-para 12, page 9- 

189. Outstandings on account of rent as on Slst March, 1959 from 
State Governments, Central Ministries, private bodies, Messes and 
Clubs, Officers, etc., amounted to approximately Rs. 2.69 crores. 
These outstandings were expected to be reduced by about rupees 
one crore as a result of review of rent assessments in respect of 
one Ministry. 

The Secretary, Ministry of Defence stated that the amount of 
outstanding rent had been reduced from Rs: 2.69 crores as on 31st 
Marck, 1959 to Rs. 2.13 crores as on 30th June, 1960, of which an 
amount of Rs. 1.79 crores was due from the Ministry of Rehabilita- 
tion, State Government and Central Departments and Ministries. 



Statement showing some specific cases involving financial and p*ol, 
cedutal irregularities-Annexwe 11 to Para 15, page !47- 

190. Item 1.-In a certain unit, clothing accounts were not 
properly maintained. Articles of personal (payment) clothing were 
charged off from the clothing ledgers on the authority of certain 
issue vouchers which did not contain all the items charged off. 
Alterations and overwritings of figures in the accounts were noticed. 
Results of special stock-taking conducted revealed surpluses and de- 
ficiencies indicating that the accounts were not properly maintained. 

The Secretary, Ministry of Defence, stated that as a result of 
investigation made by a Court of Enquiry, a Havildar responsible 
for the loss had been tried by the District Court Martial whose 
proceedings were under finalisation. The Court of Enquiry had also 
found that the supervisory staff had failed in their duties. The 
General ofacer commanding had expressed his dissatisfaction with 
the supervision of the officers concerned, and had directed appro- 
priate action to be taken to remedy the faulty procedure in the unit. 
Action in the case would be taken on the finalisation of the pro- 
ceedings of the District Court Martial. 

191. ltem 6.-Certain articles of personal clothing and necessaries 
were condemned and replacement given to units before expiry of 
the prescribed life period by a certain Field Ordnance Depot. 
The cost of stores involved amounted to Rs. 67,000 approximately. 

The Controller General, Defence Accounts, stated that the condem- 
nation of articles in this case occurred in a field area. It had been 
explained to Internal Audit that no life period had been prescribed 
for articles of clothing in field areas. The Defence Secretary stated 
that the' objection had since been dropped. 

192. ltem 4 . T n  one Command, quite a large number of units 
could not produce petrol, oil. and lubricants accounts for certain 
periods in spite of repeated demands by the audit authori- 
ties. The mn-production of accounts extended to a period of three 
years in some cases. 

193. The Controller General, Defence Accounts, stated that the 
objection related to the store 'amounts of ceftain static units located 
in the field area of Jammu and Kashmir, which were also conguming 
units. The Controller of Defence Accounts had held that %e 
accounts of such units should be audited. The Western Command 
atrthorities had referred the matter to the Army ' ~ e a d ~ u a r t e r s  
suggesting that tbe Accounts of such static formations should not 



be subject to Audit. If the suggestion of the Command authorities 
was accepted, such formations would not be required to maintain 
the accounts. 

The Quarter Master General stated that the unit in the opera- 
tional area of J & K were not required to maintain accounts since 
1948. The Internal Audit had objected that, under the orders, accounts 
should have been maintained by such units from the year 1955. The 
Financial Adviser stated that under the orders issued in 1955, supply 
depots and other static formations in the J. & K. Area were re- 
quired to maintain POL Accounts (Petrol, Oil and Lubricant 
Accounts) on the peace system of accounting and these were subject 
to Audit, but the Command authorities had held the view that such 
of the units as were both static and consuming units should get the 
benefit of consuming units which were not required to maintain 

. accounts that were subject to Audit. The matter was still under 
the consideration of the Army Headquarters. Tn reply to a question 
the Quarter Master General stated that those units should not be 
required to maintain accounts as they had to work under onerous 
conditions. 

AUDIT REPORT (DEFENCE SERVICES), 1960 
Surrender of Savings in Vptcd Grants-Para 1 (c), page 5- 

194. Out of the total savings of Rs. 22,63,11,000 a sum of 
Rs. 19,38,94,000 was surrendered on the 31st March, 1959. Accord- 
ing to Audit savings of Rs. 10 crores were known at the revised 
estimates stage and could have therefore been surrendered earlier. 

195. In extenuation, the Financial Adviser stated that the saving 
of Rs. 10 crores had not been surrendered earlier on the expectatfon 
of its possible utilisation later. Even if this amount had been sur- 
rendered this couJd not have been diverted to other purposes in 
view of surrenders by other Ministries also. Explaining the reasons 
for the total saving of about Rs. 23 crores, the witness stated that 
the main difficulty was in the full utilisation of the amounts pro- 
vided for the purchase of stores from abroad. The witness assured 
the Committee that necessary steps were being taken to improve 
budgeting in the Defence Services. 

Referring to the General question of the surrender of savings on 
the last day of the Financial Year, the representative of the Minis- 
try of Finance (Budget Division) stated that, although the Adminis- 
t r a h e ' ~ i n i s t i r e s  were required under the rules to surrender 
savings as soon as it was found that these would not be utilisd, 
controlling auhorities were not in a position to know until about 
the end of the finantial year whdther the finds would not be . 



required for other services under a grant. The general practice, 
therefore, was to surrender the savings towards the end of the 
financial year. When questioned about the utility of surrendering 
savings at the end of the financial year the wi tnes  expressed the 
view that in the context of substantial deficit financing under the 
present planned economy this was no longer a practical issue, for a 
large part of the expenditure on the various important schemes, 
had to be met by deficit financing, and savings at the end of the 
financial year would have the effect of less deficit financing. 

Financial aid to an ol4icer-para 31, page 2 4 -  

196. An officer of the Indian Navy, who was held under naval 
custody pending trial of a charge of murder, was granted as a 
special case, a sum of Rs. 10,000 as financial assistance towards ex- 
penses for defence. According to Audit, as the case had no connec- 
tion with the official duties of the officer, the Anancia1 aid for defence 
seemed unusual and unjustified. 

In justification of the grant of financial assistance to the accused 
offiozr, the Secretary, Ministry of Defence, stated that under the 
naval regulations Government were authorised to render such 
financial assistance to the naval officers and ratings involved in 
criminal cases, for defence. In the present case the decision to 
grant the assistance had been taken by Government at the highest 
level after satisfying themselves that the case warranted it. In 
reply to a question, the representative of the Ministry of Defence 
stated that under the regulations the naval officers could be granted 
financial assistance, irrespective of the fact whether the charges 
against them were for an offence alleged to have been committed 
while on leave. In reply to anothr question the Defence Secretary 
stated that the case had not been treated as a special case but had 
been dealt with in the normal course of busines's. The Committee 
desired to be furnished with a note setting forth a few cases where 
financial assistance had been given to the naval ofRcers and ratings 
towards the expenses for defence of actions unconnected with their 
oficial duties stating also the nature of charges in each case and 
whether the actions defended fell during leave period and the 
amounts of aid given. 

197. The Committee then adjourned till 15.30 hours on 13th 
December, 1960.' . . 



Proceedings 04 the Fortieth sitting of the Public Accounts C o d t t e e  
held on Thursday, the 23rd February, 1981 

198. The Committee sat from 16.30 hours to 18.15 hours. 
PRESENT 

Shri Upendranath Barman--Chuirman 

2. Shri Rohan La1 Chaturvedi 
3. Shri S. A. Matin 
4. Shri Baishnab Charm Mullick 
5. Shri Shri Shamrao Vishnu Parulekar 
6. Shri Purushottamdas R. Pate1 
7. Shri Radha Rarnan 
8. Dr. N. C. Samantsinhar 
9. Pandit Dwarka Nath Tiwary 

10. Shrimati Sharda Bhargava 
11. Dr. Shrimati Seeta Parmanand 
12. Shri Jaswant Singh. 

Shri A. K. Roy, Comptroller & Auditor General of India. 
Shri G. S. Rau, Addl. Dy. Comptroller & Auditor General. 
Shri P. K. Basu, Director of Audit, Defence Services. 

Shri V. Subrarnanian-Deputy Secretary. 
Shri Y. P. Passi-Under Secretary. 

Ministry of Defence 
1. Shri 0. Pulla Reddi, Secretary. . 
2. Shri S. D. Nargolwalla, Joint Secretam. 
3. Shri H. C. Sarin, Joint Secretary. 
4. Lt. Gen. B. M. Kaul, Quarter Mmter General. 
5. Air Commodore M. S. Chatumedi, Air Headquarters. 
6. Col. K. M. Kini, Director (P. & rl.). 

Ministry of Finume (Defence)' 
\ c w  

1. Shri M. K. Hariharan, Addl. Financial Adviser. 
3, Sb.ri P h d  Chand, Cmtrotler General, Defence Accounts. 



199. The Committee took up consideration of the statement of 
losses pertaining to the post-partition period AnaUy dealt with 
during the year 1958-59 as set forth in Appendices A and B to the  
Appropriation Accounts (Defence Services), 1958-59. 

QUARTER MASTER GENERAL'S BRANCH 

S. No. 6, page 50- 

200. A loss of Rs. 5,490 occurred on account of the cost of Govern- 
ment transport used by units in a station during the period 1st April 
to 30th September, 1953 for delivery of meat in Unit Lines from can- 
tonment butchery. Under the contract, the contractor was to sup- 
ply meat either at the Supply Depot Ration Stand or at the Unit 
Lines in his own transport. Due to the absence of suitable Ration 
Stand at the supply depot, delivery there was not feasible. The 
alternative method of asking the contractor to deliver at the Unit 
Lines which was one of the special conditions attached to the con- 
tract was also not adopted resulting in avoidable extra expenditure. 

201. According to Audit the Ministry of Defence had subsequently 
stated that it was not feasible to enforce either of the contract provi- 
sions as the Units were scattered all over the station and no suitable 
hygienic place existed in the Supply Depot. The Committee enquir- 
ed why the provision regarding the supply of meat at the Unit Lines 
was included in the contract if it was not considered feasible to im- 
plement it. The Quartermaster General stated that the provision 
was contained in a standard clause in the contract form. In the 
execution of the contract, the Station Commander allowed a devia- 
tion from the contract provision in this regard under his discretion- 
ary powers vested by another clause. Explainisg the reasons that 
weighed with the Station Commander for doing so, the witness 
stated that the Units being scattered all over the station the con- 
tractor's lorries could not k6ep up the required hygienic standards 
and their entry into the Unit Lines was also not desirable from the 
security point of view. The witness added that in order to get over 
the difficulty in transporting meat from the far away butchery in the 
cantonment area, a butchery had been built in April, 1959, at a place 
nearer to the Units from wh8re ,the stuff could be carried by Govern- 
ment transport. In justification of the del'ay in taking a decision in 
the case, the witness stated that the objection was first considered 
by the Central Ad hoc Committee in 1957 and later by the Ministry 
of Defence, who finalised it in 1959. 
2336(Aii)LS--7 



A 1R HEADQUARTERS 

S. No. 14, page 52- 
202. This case disclosed a loss of Rs. 20,540 representing the 

approximate cost of service transport provided to air-men by an Air 
Force Wing and its Detachment for recreational purposes, beyond 
the authorised limit of 10 miles during the period prior to 28th 
October, 1956 and 25th May, 1956, respectively. 

The representative of the Air Headquarters stated that the Units 
which were located in an operational area, had been permitted by 
the Air Headquarters since 1949 the use of service transport for 
recreational purposes beyond the limit of 15 miles. But the Con- 
troller of Defence Accounts pointed out that the rule was not ap- 
plicable in this case. The use of service transport beyond the limit 
of 10 miles for recreational purposes had been stopped since 1957. 

GENERAL STAFF BRANCH 
S. No. 6, page 55- 

203. In this case there was a loss of 25 complete books of railway 
forms (each book containing 100 forms) in an Area Headquarters 
during October, 1954. These forms were sent through a Signal 
Unit for despatch by Registered Post to the Forms Stores by the 
Area Headquarters but the latter did not receive the books. As 
the forms were correctly despatched by the Area Headquarters the 
responsibility for the loss could not be, fixed on any individual of 
that Headquarters. As the Signal Unit had destroyed all their 
I-ecords no investigation was possible. 

204. The representative of the Ministry of Defence stated that 
as the forms in this case were intended for the British Military 
personnel who w q e  not serving in the Indian Army a t  the time of 
the loss, there was no possibility of their being misused. Referring 
to the other cases of losses of Railway Forms, Railway Warrants 
and Military Credit notes mentioned in the statement, the witness 
stated that these were mostly cases of misappropriation and misuse 
of forms and were detected during the normal checks. As a result 
of enquiry, suitable action had been taken against the delinquent 
officials. Explaining the remedial measures taken to avoid losses 
of forms in transit, the Defence Secretary stated that the records 
of signal despatch servic~ would not be destroyed until the receipt 
of the $onsigneesl acknowledgement. To a auestion why in some 
case5 the punishment meted out to the non-commissioned personnel 
aner more serve, than that meted out to the otscers (who were let 
off with a warning), the representative of the Minitry repl id  that 



generaliy the persons responsible for moral turpitude were dealt 
with more severely while those responsible for negligence were 
ferring to the case contained in S. No. 10, the witness stated that 
pression was that the misuse of forms was on the decrease. Re- 
ferring to the case contained in S No. 10, the witness stated that 
no action could be taken against the Naik suspected of the misuse 
of the form by forging the signature of an officer, as the hand- 
writing expert could not give a definite opinion in the matter. In 
such cases it was difficult to find out the fraudulent users as the 
forms showed fictitious names. Asked whether tbe persons using 
the forms were not required to produce their identity card at the 
time of exchanging them for railway tickets, the witness stated 
that such a procedure was not in force and tickets could be procur- 
ed  by any person on production of the form on behalf of the user 
I n  reply to another question the witness stated that as soon as 
losses of forms were detected, the railway authorities were inform- 
ed about the particulars of the missing forms 

MASTER GENERAL OF ORDNANCE BRANCH 
S. No. 4, page 65- 

205. This case disclosed a loss of Rs. 1,22,677 being the value of 
Components of Vehicles found deficient in an Armoured Vehicles 
Depot at the time of physical verification during December, 1955 
to  March 1956. According to Audit, the deficiencies could not be 
detected at the time of receipt of the vehicles due to the low 
standard of technical knowledge of the personnel employed on 
checking the vehicles. 

206. The representative of the Ministry of Defence stated that 
the vehicles had been received by the Depot from the various Units 
including those in field areas, and from overseas before 1953. Many 
of the vehicles were deficient in certain minor parts at the time of 
~eceipt  but this could not be detected at that time, as each one waa 
not put to cent percent check. As a result of subsequent inspections. 
approximately 4,500 items covering 1,018 vehicles were found 
deficient. Out of a loss of Rs. 1,22,677, an amount of Rs. 95,000 a p  
proximately related to unfit vehicles. On his attention being drawn 
to  the statement contained in the Audit note that the deficiencies 
could not be detected at the time of receipt of vehicles due to low 
standard of technical knowledg~ of the personnel employed on 
checking, the Defence Secretary stated that was only one of the 
minor reasons. The real reason was that because of receipt of, a 
large number of vehicles in the depot, adequate staff was not 
available to cope with the checking woB. Secondly, qhaust ive  
lists of components were not available for a proper check of the  



vehicles, a uniform guide list had been introduced since July 1953, 
There were certain other defects also in the procedure a t  that time. 
The witness held the view that the shortages should have existed! 
in the vehicles a t  the time of their receipt. The Committee desired 
to be furnished with a note stating the number of vehicles with 
deficient parts which were subsequently reconditioned or rendered: 
unserviceable. 

S. No. 20, page 68: 
207. In this case, there was a loss of Rs. 49,920 representing the 

value of stores found deficient in an Ordnance Depot at the time of 
stock taking held in July 1950. A Court of Inquiry held on 29th 
February 1956 came to the conclusion that the loss was due to (a) 
non-accounting of certain stores and (b) short receipt of stores in 
the past due to the percentage check prior to the reorganisation and 
that the exact reasons for the deficiency could not be ascertained as 
the storeman in charge who got the items checked had been posted 
away. The stock had since been reorganised. 

208. The Committee asked the reasons for the delay of six years 
in investigating the loss. The representative of the Ministry of 
Defence stated that after stock-taking in July 1950, reconciliation 
of the deficiencies against issues and receipts took about two years. 
The adjustments resulted in increasing the deficiencies. Orders 
for holding a court of enquiry were issued in 1954 but it could riot 
be constituted until February 1956 because of paucity of officers 
who were already busy on other enquiries. The witness admitted 
that the delay in holding the court of enquiry in this case was not 
justifiable. In reply to a question the witness stated that the item 
had been stacked at 314 different places in the Depot and the 
packages bad not been put to cent per cent check at the time of 
receipt. A cent per cent check carried out subsequently revealed 
deficiencies in soine places and surpluses in the others. The pro- 
cedure had since been changed and as a resuIt same items were 
stacked at one place and put to cent per cent check at the time of 
receipt. 

The Committee desired to be furnished with a detailed note 
stating the exact reasons for the deficiencies, delay in holding the 
court of enquiry and not interrogating the storeman concerned. 

QUARTERS MASTER GENERAL'S BRANCH 
S. No. 40, page 72: . 

209. In this case there was a loss of Rs. 6,38,333 representing t h e  
value of 373 tons of tinned milk received from a firm in a foreign 
country between May, and October 1950, which was declared unfit 



for human consumption during 1951. The deterioration occurred 
during the warranty period. The firm, however, declined liability 
on the ground that as a result of a sample survey conducted by 
&ern long after the warranty period, only a small proportion was 
found to be bad. After negotiations, a compensation of Rs. 41,160 
s n l y  was received from the firm and t E b a ~ a n c e  of loss was written 
.off on 5th March, 1959. 

210. The Quarter Master General stated that out of the total 
.quantity of 672 tons of tinned milk purchased from the foreign 
firm, 373 tons were found unfit for human consumption within the 
warranty period. The matter was referred to the Indian High 
Commission in U.K. who had placed the order on the firm. He 
.advised a survey of the bad stuff to be carried out and samples 
thereof to be obtained. At that time 230 tons of milk had been 
<declared bad, of which 69 tons only cbuld be got surveyed by 3 
firms who were not prepared to check the milk stored in certain 
-distant depots and stations. The supplier did not agree with the 
.analysis that the entire milk claimed had gone bad, and offered 
only 5 per cent of the cost thereof as compensation. Because of 
lack of sufficient evidence the case was not considered fit for being 
taken to a court of law and was decided to be settled out of court. 
In consideration of a settlement in this case, a claim in another 
.case for 17 tons of skinned milk power was not pressed against the 
firm on the advice of the High Commission in U.K. The A n n  ulti- 
mately paid a compensation of Rs. 41,160 as against the loss of about 
Rs. 6 lakhs. The witness added that in order to prevent recurrence 
.of such cases a new clause was proposed to be included in future 
contracts. The checking procedure had also been improved. The 
consignments with different dates of expiry were kept separately 
and put to checks at various stages viz., initial check, monthly 
check and final check before the expiry of the warranty period. In 
reply to a question the witness stated that it was not possible to 
check the milk in the foreign country &Tore despatch as this would 
necessitate the posting of a number of surveyors' 

211. The representative of the Ministry of Defence stated that 
the interests of Government'would be protected by the insertion of 
a new clause in the contract. Besides a warranty period, the 
.contract would provide for survey of the milk by the surveyors 
appointed by Goveinment*on its receipt in the supply depots, and 
the results thereof would apply to the whole consignment and 
would be binding on the supp!ier. The question of difference of 
opinion between the Government surveyom and the suppliers about 
the quality of the stuff would not arise. The surveyors wquld also 
not be required to visit distant places for survey. In reply t o  a 
.que.stion the witness stated that in the present case 200 cases which 



were sent to the foreign firm for a sample survey were selected on 
an overall basis and not part?cularly from 373 tons which had gone 
bad. As the tins did not show any external signs of deterioration, 
it was not possible to pick :out those with damaged milk without 
opening them. But the milk being a perishable commodity, i t  
could not be despatched to the suppliers in opened tina The 
Defence Secretary, however, admitted that there was a mistake in 
selecting the tins for samp:e survey by the foreign firm. 

DIRECTOR GENERAL, ORDNANCE FACTORIES 

S. No. 51, page 74- 
212. This case disclosed a loss of Rs. 52,154 resulting from the 

replacement of 2,49,841 numbers of an item of store manufactured 
in an Ordnance Factory during 1952. Even though this type of 
store was declared obsolescent in the United Kingdom due to i t s  
erratic behaviour and replaced by a new type, the factory under- 
took its manufacture as it had not the facilities to produce the new 
type. Later on, the erratic behaviour of the store became pronounc 
ed and the production had, therefore, to be suspended with cffect 
from April 1952. Meanwhile, a large number of such stores manu- 
factured had accumulated which had to be set aside. 

213. The representative of the Ministry of Defence stated that 
when the authorities in U.K. were approached for the manufactur- 
ing technique of the ammunition in 1952, they pointed out its erraiic 
behaviour. But it was decided to undertake the manufacture .of 
this type ammunition as facilities for the indigenous mnufacture of 
the new type were not available. Some batches of the ammunition 
were passed early in 1952, but it was later noticed in April, 1952 
that it behaved erratically, when production was stopped. As a 
result of subsequent experiments, the manufacturing technique 
of the ammunition was improved by 1955 and production had since 
been stabilised. The Defence Secretary stated that the loss that 
occurred in the iiiitial stage of production was in the nature of an 
experimental loss. 

214. Before the Committee adjourned, the Chairman made an 
appreciative reference to the assistance rendered to the Committee 
by Shri P. K. Basu, the retiring Direotor of Audit, Defence Services 
Shri Basu thanked the Committee. 



P m m a d b p  of the Forty-third sitting of the Public Accounts 
Committee held on Momday, the 20th March, 1961. 

215. The Committee sat from 15.00 to 16.00 hours. 
PRESENT 

Shri Upendranath Bannan-Chairman. 
MEMBERS 

2. Shri Maneklal Maganlal ~ k d h i .  
3. Shri R. S. Kiledar. 
4. Shri S. A. Matin. 
5. Shri Baishnab Charan Mullick. 
6. Shri T. R. Neswi. 
7. Shri Radha Raman. 
8. Dr. N. C. Samantsinhar. 
9. Pandit Dwarka Nath Tiwary. 
10. Shri Surendra Mohan Ghose. 
11. Shri V. C. Kesava Rao. 
12. Shri Mulka Govinda Iteddy. 
13. Shri Jaswant Singh. 

Shri G. S. Rau-Additional Deputy Comptroller and Auditor 
General. 

Shri P. D. Seth-Director of Audit, Defence Services. 
SECRETARIAT 

Shri V. Subramanian-Deputy Secretary. 
Shri Y. P. Passi-Under Secretary. b 

216. The Committee considered and approved, subject to certain 
modifications here and there, the following:- 

(i) Report of the sub-committee on para 37 of the Audit 
Report (Defence Services), 1MO; and 

(ii) Paras 6-12 relating to M.G.O. Branch of their draft 
Thirty-fifth Report on the Appropriation Accounts 
(Defence Services>, 1858-59 and Audit Report thereon. 

217. The Conmittee then adjourned tili 15.00 hours on Qesday, 
the 21st March, 1061. 



Pmceedings of the Forty-fourth sitting of the Public Accoantr 
Committee held on Tuesday, the 21st March, 1961. 

218. The Committee sat from 15.00 to 17.00 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri Upendranath Barman--Chairman. 

2. Shri Maneklal Maganlal Gandhi. 
3. Shri R. S. Kiledar. I 
4. Shri S. A. Matin. 
5. Shri T. R. N e d .  
6. Shri Radha Raman. 
7. Dr. N. C. Samantsinhar. 
8. Pandit Dwarka Nath Tiwary. 
9. Shrimati Sharda Bhargava. 

10. Shri Jasaud Singh Bisht. 
11. Shri Surendra Mohan Chose. 
12. Dr. Shrimati Seeta Parmanand. 
13. Shri V. C. Kesava Rao. 
14. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy. 
15. Shri Jaswant Singh. 

Shri G. S. Rau-Additional Deputy Comptroller and Auditor 
General. 

Shri P. D. Seth-Director of Audit, Defence Services, 

Shri V. Subramanian-Deputy Secretary. 
Shri Y. ?. Passi-Under Secretary. 

219. The Committee took up further consideration of their draft 
Thirty-fifth Report on the Appropriation Accounts (Defence Ser- 
vices), 1958-59 and Audit Report thereon and approved, subject to  
certain modifications here and there, paras 16--18, 30-44, 69-77, 
relating to the Master General of Ordnance Branch and Director 
Geneml Ordnance Factories. 

220. The Committee then adjournd. to meet again at 15.00 hours 
on Thursday, the 23rd March, 1961. 



Proceedings of the Forty-fifth sitting of the Public Account8 
Committee held on Thursday the 23rd March, 1961. 

221. The Committee sat from 15.00 to 17.05 hours. 

MEMBERS 
Shri Upendranath Barman--Chairman. 

Shri Rohan La1 Chaturvedi. 
Shri Maneklal Maganlal Gandhi. 
Shri R. S. Kiledar. 
Shri Shamrao Vishnu Parulekar. 
Shri Purushottamdas R. Patel. 
Shri Radha Raman. 
Dr. N. C. Samantsinhar. 
Shrimati Sharda Bhargava. 
Shri Jasaud Singh Bisht. 
Shri Surendra Mohan Ghose. 
Dr. Shrimati Seeta Parmanand. 
Shri V. C. Kesava Rao. 
Shri Mulka Govinda Reddg. 
Shri Jaswant Singh. 

Shri G. S. Rau-Additional Deputy Comptroller and Auditor 
General. 

Shri P. D. Seth-Director of Audit, Defence Services. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri V. Subramanian-Deputy Secretarg. 
Shri Y. P. Passi-Under Secretary. 

222. The Committee considered and approved, subject to certain 
modifications here and there, the remaining paras of their draft 
Thirty-fifth Report on the Appropriation Accounts (Defence Ser- 
vices), 1958-59 and ~ u d i t *  Report, 1960. 

223. The Committee then adjouxked sine die. 



PART 111 
Report of the Sub-committee of the Public Accounts Committee om 

Para 37 of the Audit Report (Defence Services), 1960. 



INTRODUCTION 

224. I, the Chairman of the sub-committee of the Public Accounts 
Committee, having been authorised by the sub-committee, present 
this Report on their behalf on the case referred to in para 37 of the 
Audit Report (Defence Services), 1960 regarding over-payment of: 
bonus to the Defence Services personnel. 

The sub-committee consisting of the following Members was- 
constituted by the Committee to examine paras 37 and 57 of the. 
Audit Report (Defence Services), 1960: - 

Shri Upendranath Barman-Chairman. 

MEMBERS 
2. Shri G. K. Manag. 
3. Shri Radha Raman. 
4. Dr. N. C. Samantsinhar. 
5. Shri Jashaud Singh Bisht. 
6. Shri Jaswant Singh. 

225. The subCommittee examined the Financial Adviser, 
Defence Services in connection with para 37 ibid at their sitting 
h d d  on the 14th December, 1960. A brief record of the proceedings 
of the sitting has been maintained and forms part of this Report. 

226. The sub-Committee considered and approved this Report a t  
their sitting held on the 20th March, 1961. The &b-Committee will. 
subrhit a separate report on para 57 ibid. 

227. The sub-committee place on record their appreciation of the, 
assistance rendered to them in the course of their examination of' 
this case by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India. . 

UPENDRANATH BARMAN, 
NEW DELHI; a Chairman, 

20th March, 1961. sub-cornmittel of the Public Accouitr.. 
' . 

Phalguna 29, 1882 (Saka). 



AUDIT REPORT (DEFENCE SERVICES), 1960 
aver-payment of bonus to the Defence Service personnel Para 37- 

pages 26-27 
228. With a view to encouraging thrift amongst Defence Services 

personnel, bonus was paid to them since 1942 at the rate of 6 annas 
for each complete sum of Rs. 50 standing to the credit of their 
individual ledger accounts at the nd of each quarter. 

Under the existing regulations pay and allowances for a month 
are payable on the first day of the following month. In conformity 
with this, a particular month's pay and allowances should be credited 
in the Individual Running Ledger Accounts in the next month. 
However, the practice had been to credit the account not in the next 
but in the same month. This system of advance credit inflated 
the credit balance in an Individual Running Ledger Account to the 

.extent of one month's pay and allowances in the first quarter of an 
individual's employment and the effect of the extra credit continued 
throughout the service. As bonus was wid on the credit balance 

.carried forward from quarter to quarter, an excess payment of bonus 
occurred all through. The total excess payment of bonus since the 
procedure was introduced in 1942 was estimated by Audit to amount 
to more than a crore of rupees. 

229. In evidence, the Financial Adviser stated that the scheme 
was introduced during the last War in 1942 with a view to encourag- 
ing thrift amongst the Indian Military personnel serving in field 
.areas. This scheme was originally called 'payment of interest on 
accumulation of undisbursed pay of Indian ranks serving overseas 
or field areas in India'; later the term 'interest' was changed to 

-'bonus'. After the termination of the War, it was decided to keep 
-the scheme in force. The scheme was of an ad hoe character and 
did not provide for the maintenance of separate accounts like 
Banking Accounts or Provident Fund Accounts, which would have 

.involved a colossal task considering the strength of the services, 
besides delays and difficulties in accounting and auditing. The 
scheme was based on the normal pap accounts of the Military per- 
sonnel kept on the system of Individual Running Ledger Accounts 
which had been in force for a number of years. Under that system 

.reoccunts were kept on quarterly basis; credits were given for pay 



a n d  allowances earned and debits for the advances made against 
.the entitlements during each quarter. Pay of a month being 
credited to the individual's account in the same month, credit 
balance at the end of each quarter included also the pay for the last 
month of the same quarter. 

230. The order issued in 1942 introducing the scheme originally 
provided for crediting interest on the average of the monthly 
balances obtaining on the 1st day of each month during a quarter. 
By an amendment issued on the 4th August, 1945 the basis for 
calculating the bonus was changed from the monthly 'average 
balance' during the quarter to the 'whole balance' at the end of the 
,quarter. In 1952, the Controller of Defence Accounts had raised 
the point that the bonus scheme as worked out resulted in an excess 
credit of bonus on the last month's pay which he estimated at 
Rs. 7 lakhs per annum. The matter was thereupon examined by 
the Defence Headquarters and the Ministries of Defence and 
Finance. Considering the difficulties involved in changing the 
procedure and the small rate of interest (approximately 2 per cent.) 
payable under the scheme, it was decided to continue the prevailing 
practice of calculating bonus till such time as it might be convenient 
t o  change it. Later in 1959, when the Director of Audit, Defence 
Services raised this objection the 'procedure was changed by issuing 
an amendment in February, 1960 enjoining that for calculating the 
%onus on the balance at the end of the quarter the net pay and 
allowances for the last month of the quarter should be omitted. 
The bonus scheme was abolished from the 1st October and a Pro- 
vident Fund Scheme introduced instead in pursuance of the re- 
commendations of the Second Pay commission. 

231. The sub-committee were also informed that in the case of 
.the Air Force personnel, the scheme was first introduced in 1944, 
'but was discontinued in 1953. When the scheme *as re-introduced 
with effect from the 1st April, 1956, the departmental accounts 
authorities of the Air Force issued an order that the phrase "the 
whole balance at the end of'the quarter" occurring in the Army 
'Instruction adopted by the Air Force should be interpreted to mean 
the  balance less the entitlement for the last month. But Government 
Issued an order that 'this interpretation was not correct. 

232. In the sub- committee:^ view, the question hinged on the 
'interpretation of the phrase "the' whole balance as it stands at the 
:end of each quarter" in the orders regarding the bonus scheme. 
According to the Financial Adviser, the phrase referred to ?he 
balance at the end of each quarter in the I.R.L.A. of each soldier 
and hence, there had been no over-pyment. ,Audit, however, held 



the view that under the scheme, bonus was payable only on the 
undisbursed pay at the end of each quarter. As the (pay) entitle- 
ment for the last month of the quarter as shown in the 1.R.L.A- 
could not by any means be treated as undisbursed pay, payment of 
bonus on the balance relating to that month was objectionabIe. 

233. The sub-Committee are disposed to think thut the Audit 
contention is correct. Even granting that there was room for a 
digerence of opinion, the sub-Committee feel that there was h a ~ d l y  
any scope for doubt after 1955 when the Ministry of Finance (Budget 
Division) observed: 

"We would have preferred a change in the system which is 
admittedly defective. But, in view of the circumstances, 
stated, we do not want to press our point of view. The 
existing system may continue till such time as it may be 
convenient to change it." 

It is regrettable that the existing system  involving an extra- 
axpenditure of about Rs. 7 lakhs annually) was allowed to continue 
till February 1960 on consideration of convenience. It was urged 
before the sub-Committee that if the cost involved in maintaining 
mparate ledger accounts for purposes of calculating bonus and the 
amount of bonus on deferred pay were considered. Government 
were benefited on the whole. While there may be legitimate 
grounds in equity for the payments made, the sub-Committee cannot 
help observing that the continuance of the practice for nearly five 
years knowing that it was defective, .was irregular. In the circum- 
stances the sub-committee recommend that the irregular payments 
made since 1955 be written ofl. 



PART IV 
Proceedings of the sitting of the sub-Cummitt88 of 

the Public Accounts Committee on para 37 of the 
Audit Report (Defence Services), 1960 held on ths 
14th December, 1960. 



P- of the ttrst dtthg of the sub-Codtbe d the Prrblk 
ACCOIDI~S Committee on para 31 ob the Audit &port (w 
Services), 1980, held on the lAth Deosmber, 1960 

234. The sub-Committee sat from 14.15 to 15.15 .hours. 
PRESENT 

Shri Upendranath Barman-Chairman. 

2. Shri G. K. Manap. 
3. Shri Radha Raman. 
4. Dr. N. C. Sarnantsinhar. 
5. Shri Jashaud Singh Bisht. 
6. Shri Jaswant Singh. 

Shri G. S. Rau-Additional Deputy Comptroller and Auditor 
General. 

Shri P. K. Basu-Director of Audit, Defence Seruices. 

Shri V. Subrarnanian-Deputy Secretary. 
Shri Y. P. Passi-Under Secretary. 

Shri S. Jay zsankar-Financial Adviser, Ministry of Finance 
(Defence). 

Shri S. D. Nargolwala-Joint Secretary, Ministry of 
Defence. 

Shri Phul Chand-Controller General, Defence Accounts. 

235. The sub-committee took up consideration of para 37 of the 
Audit Report (Defence Services), 1960, regarding over-payment of 
bonus to the Defence Services personnel. 

I 

Over-payment of bonus to the Defence Services PersonnedPara 37, 
pages 26-27- . . 

236. With a view to encouraging thrift amongst Defence Services 
personnel, bonus was paid to them a t  the rate of 6 annas 101' each 



complete sum oi Rs. 50 standing to the credit of their ipdividud 
klger accounts a t  the end of each quarter. 

Under the existing regulations, pay and allowancesj for a moath 
are payable on the f i s t  day of the following month. In conformi* 
with this, a particular month's pay and allowances should be credit- 
ed in the Individual Running Ledger Accounts in the next month. 
I t  had, however, been the practice to credit the account not 
in the next but in the same month. This system of advance uedi t  
inflated the credit balance in an Individual Running Ledger 
Account to the extent of one month's pay and allowances in the 
5rst quarter of an individual's employment and the effect of the 
extra credit continued throughout the service. As the bonus was 
paid on the credit balance carried forward from quarter to quarter, 
an excess payment of bonus occurred all through. 

The total excess payment of, bonus since the irregular procedure 
was introduced in 1942, was estimated to amount to more than a 
more of rupees. 

237. The Financial Adviser informed the su~-Committee that the 
scheme was introduced during the last war in 1942 with a view to 
encouraging thrift among the Indian Military Personnel serving in 
field areas. It was originally entitled 'payment of interest on 
accumulation of undisbursed pay of Indian ranks serving overseas 
or field areas in India'; later the term 'interest' was changed to 
'bonus'. The scheme was decided to be continued even after the 
termination of the war. The witness urged that the scheme was 
of an ael hoc character and did not provide for the maintenance of 
separate accounts like Banking Accounts or Provident Fund 
Accounts which would have involved a colossal task considering 
the strength of the services, besides delays and difficulties in 
accounting and auditing. The scheme was based on the ncrmal pay 
accounts of. the Military personnel kept on the system of Individual 
Running Ledger Amounts which had been in force for a number 
of years. Under the system, accounts were kept on a quarterly 
basis; credits were given for pay and allowances earned and debits 
were made for the advances made against the entitlements during 
each quarter. The pay for the last month of the quarter was credited 
to the individuals' accounts in the same quarter and not on the first 
day of the next month. Unlike the procedure obtaining on the civil 
side, soldiers did not draw their pay and allowances for a particular 
month on the first day of the following month; they were allowed 
to halre advances from their commanding officers against the pay 
dues in the same month, which were debited to their accounts by the 



h y  Accounts 0th.  The order as oFiginrlly h u e d  in 1942 for the 
~ u c t i o n  of the scheme, provided far crediting interest at  the 
rate of 6 annas for each complete sum of Rs. 50 of the averam 
balance during a quarter, the average being calculated on the credit 
balances as an the first day of each of the three months of the quarter. 
By an amendment issued on the 4th August, 1945 the basis for 
calculating the bonus was changed from the monthly 'average balance' 
in each quarter to 'the whole balance' at the end of the quarter. 

Audit pointed out that the subject heading of the order was not 
amended and continued to denote entitlement to bonus on the baais 
of the accumulated 'undisbursed pay', notwithstanding the other 
amendment issued in August, 1945. It was, therefore, doubtful 
whether under the order as amended, the pay and allowances due to 
a soldier for the last month of a quarter could be deemed tu be his 
undisbursed pay on the last day of the quarter for the purpose ob 
crediting bonus. The Financial Adviser did not agree with the 
interpretation of Audit and held the view that bonus was pay- 
able on the 'whole balance' as it stood in the IRLA at the end of the 
quarter. 

238. The Financial Adviser informed the sub-committee that 
when the Director of Audit, Defence Services first raised an objection 
regarding the working of the scheme in 1950, he referred only to 
the delay in making debits in the IRLA which resulted in inflating 
the carried balances of individuals, and did not then questibn the 
payment of bonus on the 'whole balance' a t  the end of the quarter. 
The latter question was raised by the Test Audit only in 1959. How- 
ever, in 19'52, the Controller of Defence Accounts had raised this 
question of excess credit of bonus on one month's pay and had esti- 
mated an over-payment of Rs. 7 l a b s  per annum on that account 
The matter was thereupon examined by the Defence Headquarters 
and the Ministries of Defence and Finance, One of the suggestions 
then'considered was to deduct the last month's pay and dlowances 
while calculating bonus. Another was to close the accounts every 
month instead of at the end of a quarter, but this did not find favour 
because of its involving considerable additional staff for the main- 
tenance of accounts for a lpge  number of personnel. It was also 
considered that the rate of interest payable under the scheme which 
worked out to approximately ,2% was considerably low. Taking into 
account the various factors, the Ministry of Finance (Budget Division) 
age& fo the continuance of the calculation of' interest on the ciedit 
balances on the last day of the quarter, but they, however, observed: 

"We would have preferred a change in the sy'stem which is 
admittedly defective. But, in view of the circumstanca 



stated, we do not want to press our point of view. The 
existing system may continue till such time as it may be 
convenient to change it." 

The witness added that the flle was also inter olia shown to the 
Director of Audit, Defence Services, who signed on it on the and 
February, 1955. 

239. Explaining the present position the Financial Adviser stated 
that by an amendment to the order issued in February, 1960, the pro- 
&lure was changed by providing that bonus would be calculated on 
the balance at the end of the quarter less the net pay and allowances 

. for the last month. The scheme was abolished from the 1st October, 
and a provident fund scheme had been introduced in pursuance of 
the recommendations of the Second Pay Commission. 

240. The sub-committee enquired whether the over-payment of 
bonus made earlier was still awaiting regularisation. The Financial 
Adviser expressed the view that, as the payment of bonus had heen 
made in accordance with the orders then in force, there was no over- 
payment involved in the case. In support of his contention the 
witness stated that in 1955 Government came to a deliberate decision 
that the system of cakulating bonus on the balance at the end of the 
quarter should be continued. Audit pointed out that no formal 
orders containing the Government's decision referred to by the F.A. 
had been issued. I t  was also denied that the Director of Audit, 
Defence Services was shown the files relating to the case. A letter 
from the F.A. to the D.A.D.S. written in October, 1959 was also 
referred to. In this letter, while accepting the audit objection 
regarding wrong calculation of bonus, the forme; had stated: 

'The objection, however, that in calculating the bonus on the 
credit balance at the end of each quarter, the pay and 
allowances of the last month credited at the end of the 
quarter are also taken into account, is, however, a valid 
one. This aspect was discussed some time ago between 
the Defence Ministry and, the Service Headquarters. 
The Naval and Air Headquarters agreed with the view 
that suitable action should be taken to eliminate this 
flaw'. 

Replying to the points raised by Audit, the F.A. stated that there 
was no need to issue a formal order conveying the Government's 
decision on the calculation of bonus on the balance at the end ofi the 
quarter; as the original order was correct and was not required to be 
changed. As regards the showing of the tiles to the D.A.D.S., he 



noi&med Ma earlier statement that these had been shown to the 
*facer and undertook to send them again to Audit. Referring to the 
letter written by him in October, 1959 the witness stated that sub* 
quently the rules were amended in February, 1960 to provide for the 
.deduction of the last month's pay and allowances while calculating 
the bonus. But before the issue of this amendment there was no 
authority to deduct the last month's pay and the payment already 
niade could not be treated as an over-payment. 

In reply to a question the witness stated that in the case of the 
Air Force personnel the scheme was'first introduced in 1944 but was 
discontinued in 1953. While reintroducing the scheme with effect 
from the 1st April, 1956, the accounts authorities of the Air Force 
issued an order that the phrase "the whole balance at the end of the 
quarter" occurring in the Army Instruction adopted by the Air 
Force should be interpreted to mean the balance less the entitle- 
ment for the last month. But Government issued an order that this 
interpretation was not correct. 

241. It was also urged by the Financial Adviser that under the 
old system no interest was payable on the deferred pay of a soldier 
which he was entitled to receive at the end of his service at the rate 
of about Rs. 3 per month. But under the new procedure introduced 
from the 1st October, the total deferred pay accumulated which 
amounted to Rs. 12:56 crores had been credited to the Provident 
Fund Account and an interest of about Rs. 4!2 iakhs per annum at the 
rate of 3 to 33 per cent. was payable thereon. 

242. The sub-Committee then adjourned t i l l  17th December, 1960. 



A P P E N D I C E S  



APPENDIX I 

%tract from Sstament contprdnn bded replies to various items 
mbd in the Audit Report, Defence Services, 1980, laid on the 
Table of the Imk Sabha on 28th April, 1960. 

Re: Para 23 of the Audit RepvrlUnsatisfactory storage conditim 
in an ordnance factory and consequent losses. 

Out of the reported loss of Rs. 80:91 lakhs which according to the 
Controller ofl Defence Accounts (Fys) had hem ' established, on a 
further examination it has now been found that except for the 
amount of about Rs. 4 lakhs the other so-called losses are not real 
losses but are mere paper losses. The losses falling under another 
category which had still to be investigated have been studied by a 
team consisting of a Factory representativ* and Accounts representa- 
tive. So far they have examined documents relating to items of the 
value of more than two-third of the stores covered by these alleged 
losses of Rs. 62.81 lakhs. The real loss on account of both categories 
of stores would, therefore, be of a very small amount as against the 
amount of Rs. 174 lakhs mentioned in the Audit Report. This also 
is the legacy of the war when after closing do\w of certain Ordnance 
Factories immediately after the cessation of hostilities their stores 
were transferred to the Ordnance Factory, Khamaria and the 
Ordnance Factory, Khamaria did not have xlequate staff to take 
charge of the stores. 

In certain cases of neglect or fraud-the financial effect of which 
is very small-disciplinary action has been instituted. 



Ministry/ 
SI. Para Department Conclusiom~Recomme~~datioi~ 

No. No. concerned 

Defence 
I 4 

Finance 
(Defence) 

Finance 

Defence 

Finance 
(Defence) 

W. H. & S. 

Defence 
2 5 

Finance 

( i )  Questioned about the purpose or utility 
of surrendering savings at the end of the 
financial year, the representative of the 
Ministry of Finance expressed the view 
that in the present context of planned 
economy, it waa not a praaical issue 
in as much as such savings would go only 
to reduce the extent of deficit financing 
by which the budgetary gap was being 
met. The Committee feel that this ques- 
tion should not be looked at from that 
angle. In their opinion, in the context 
of deficit financing, it is all the more 
necessary to exercise stria budgetary 
control. 

(ii) Large savings in the provision for pro- 
curement of Defence stores has become 
a recurring feature. The Committee 
would like to reiterate the recommenda- 
tions made in para 6 of their Sixth Report 
(Second Lok Sabha) and stress the ne- 
cessity of closer liaison between the in- 
denting and supplying departments. 

It has been urged that some imbalance in 
expenditure towards the closing months 
of the year is inevitable, so long as the 
present financial year is continued, as 
the working season really starts from 
October. As far as the Committee are 
aware, progress in works is difficult 
during the monsoons which, admittedly 
can be foteseen for every locality. In 
their opinion, the pace of work during the 
earlier part of financial year has been slow 



in the past due to procedural deleyo, 
which, they are glad to note, ue now 
being tackled. The Committee trust that 
as a result of the remedial measure now 
introduced, the rush of expenditure in 
the last quatter of the financial year 
which has become a recurring feature 
year after year, will be considerably 
reduced. 

3 10 Defence ( i )  The Committee were informed that the cost of spare parts wed by the E. M. E. 
authorities during repairs to the chassis 
was being recovered from the firm. 
The Committee feel that Government 
should get reimbursement of the cost of 
labour also. The Committee would like 
to know about the progress of the re- 
coveries made from the firm. 

Do. (ii) In the opinion of the Committee, an 
integrated contract for the supply of 

W. H. & S. complete vehicles with the firm of sup- 
pliers of chassis where the bulk of the work 
of body building was to be done by the 
firm itself, would have ensured greater 
co-ordination between supply of chassis 
and building bodies thereon and thus 
avoided the losses due to exposure of the 
chassis to the monsoon. The Committee 
were informed that the contract was 
deliberately split into two though placed 
on the firm at the same time. The 
Committee could neither see the justifica- 
tion nor the need for it. 

Do. (iii) In para 96 of their Twenty-ninth 
Report (I 959-60) the Committee 
had expressed their concern over the 
purchase of chassis in another case much 
in excess of those for which timely body- 
building arrangements could be made. 
, The Committee are unhappy that in the 

pfesent case also there had been delay in 
body-building which resulted in the d o  
terioration of the chassis. + 



- 

4 12 Defence 

Do. 

6 18 Do. 

7 20 Do. 
Home 
Affairs 

The Committee do not sec why even when 
the provision review as on 1st April, 1952 
disclosed for the second time a nil re- 
quirement for the item, action waa not 
promptly taken to cancel the indent for 
the second lot of 116 numbers. They 
trust that provision reviews will be pro= 
pared with due care and timely attention 
will be paid to the results thereof so ? 
to ensure that such cases do not recur. 

The Committee are constrained to observe 
that the " clerical errors " in this case 
do not speak well of the working of 
the Engineer-in-Chief's and M.G.O's 
Branches. The Committee had com- 
mented upon a similar case in paras 18 
and 19 of their 6th Report (1957-58). 
'They trust that the officers loeking after 
the provisioning work will exercise greater 
care and vigilance in checking indents as 
mistakes in calculations burden Govern-. 
ment with unwanted stores worth lakhs 
of rupees. It also entails problems of 
storage and disposals. '4 

The D. G. 0. F. had been experiencing 
difficulty since r 955 in manufacturing 
olive green mosquito nets as the required 
quality of netting was becoming increasing- 
ly difficult to obtain-'de para 15 of 
Audit Report 1959. Therefore, wher, s 
decision was taken in February, 1g58zto 
change over to khaki, all congnate matters 
like specifications, easy availability and 
sources of supply should have been fully 
considered at that time, if not before. 
The Cornmittee regret to observe that 
failure to do so has resulted in extra 
expenditure which in their opinion was 
avoidable. - 

The Committee enquired why the officer 
(Capq, Supdt.) was promoted to a higher 
post when the case was under investiga- 
tion. They were informed that at that 
time there were no specific charges against 
him. The Committee find it ditlicult to 



acce t this view. In this connection they P wou d like to h w  attention to the instruc- 
tions issued by the Ministry of Home- 
Affairs vide their O.M. No. 39/4/56-Ests. 
(A), dated the 3rd November, 1gj8. T h e  
require that in case of a Government 
Servant whose conduct is unda  invesd - 
tion, though his fitness for promo tr on 
ehould be considered at the relevant time,. 
the actual promotion should be made only 
after he is exonerated of the charges. Thb. 
principle should hold good on the Defence- 
side also. In the Committee's o inion, P the promotion was wrong in princip e. 

Defence 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

( i )  In the opinion of the Committee, there 
was gross overprovisioning in this case. 
They feel that the system of provisioning. 
in the Air Force is unsatisfactory. It 
should be streamlined to ensure that re- 
quirements are assessed realistically. 

(ii) The Committee were assured that t h e  
partially deteriorated stock of amrnuni- 
tion rceived from U. K. would be utilised 
for training purposes and that the material 
rendered surplus in the ordnance factory 
would be used in the manufacture of an- ' 

other type of ammunition. 

The Committee were informed that the ex- 
cess provision of silk thread was due to. 
a clerical error while copying, which was 
detected when a major portion of the con- 
signment had already been received. The 
Committee deprecate such cases of careless- 
ness. 

( f )  The Committee are not convinced that 
the increase in cost of constructing the 
road was fully justified. In their opinion, 
there had been unnecessary expenditure 

* which could have been avoided had greater 
supervision been exercised. They are 
, indeed surprised that the actual expendi- 

t&e on constructing 98.11 miles of the 
road amounted to Rs. 92.64 lakhs while 
the original estimate d or 308 d l e r  was. 
Rs. 304-47 lakhs on the basis of a " quick 
survey ". 



(ii) While the Committee reagn@ that 
rod construction in hilly tram IS M- 
cult, they feel bound to point out the 
danger to finnancil control arising from the 
approval based on incomplete data of 
projects involving large commitments. 

12 32 Dafence Prom the faas placed before them, the Corn- 
mime feel that there was hardly any 
justification for undertaking this project. 
When steel boxes for ammunition were 
already bung manufactured by other 
Ordnance Factories, there was apparently 
no urgent need for a new project. The 
fact that this project was relegated to the 
second place, confirms this view. A 
wider enquiry from the trade would have 
disclosed the source which according to 
the witness was established in 1952 i.e., 
within a year of the decision of Government 
to set up a new project. The expenditure 
on the construction of buildings (Rs. 13 ~67 
lakhs) would have been wasteful but for 
the second project for manufacture of arn- 
munition-a fortuitous coincidence. 

3 3 4 Do. The Committee regret to observe that cons- 
struction of the timber seasoning Kishan 
and smithy shop at the factory and their 
abandonment later also disclosed bad 
planning and lack of foresight. 

.I 4 36 @Do. It was admitted in evidance before the Com- 
mittee that the case referred to in sub-para 
(c) of para 20 of the Audit Report was 
indefensible. The Committee deplore that 
a sum of Rs. 2-85 lakhs had been spent 
over a period of four years on a scheme 
which was subsequently abandoned. In 
their opinion, this and similar cases re- 
quire investigation with a view to examin- 
ing ( i )  how far they were the result of negli- 
gence on the part of the officials concerned 
and (ii) what steps are necessary to avoid 
recurrence of such cases of expenditure 
of doubtful or no utility. 



I S  39' Defence The Committee cannot accept that the --- figure of Rs. 76 lakhs would correctly 
Finance represent the loss in this case, omitting 
(Defence) for the time being the other losses referred 

to in para 21 of the Audit Report. The 
value of the stores returned by the units, 
which would certainly not have been 
negligible, should be added to this figure. 
Assuming even the modest figure of Rs. I 
crore as representing the real loss, the 
extent thereof is still alarming. 

I 6 40 Defence The Committee are concerned over the 
chaotic state of store accounting prevail- 
ing in the two field depots prior to March 
1950. It is regrettnt-le that even after 
Government issued orders in November, 
1948 condoning the non-maintenance or 
incomplete maintenance of accounts in 
these depots upto the 18th March and 
14th April, 1948, respectively, no effective 
measures were taken to improve the 
standard of store accounting. While the 
Committee appreciate that emergency con- 
ditions continued to prevail in the area 
during the period April, 1948 to March 
1950, they feel that gaining experience 
from the past irregularities, the depot 
authorities should have been alive to the 
difficulties in the proper maintenance at 
stores accounts. The Committee would 
like to be assured that the store accounts 
are properly being maintained by the de- 
pots since March, t950. They would 
reiterate their oft-repeated observation 
that unless the quantity and location of 
stores are known with reasonable accuracy, 

' full operational efficieacy of the Services 
cannot be attained. Laxity in proper 
store accounting would also lead to losses 
of stores. The Committee also desire 

* that the losses in the present case should 
be regularised without further delay. 

* 
7 

I7 44 Defence The Committee are surprised that the autho- 
rities should have taken 12 years *to decide 
on the permanent location of the depot. 



- ---C 

In their vim, it was an unfortunate d o  
cision to provide field storage accommoda- 
tion for ammunition in peace time as th 
provision of permanent acc~mmodatim 
would, in any case, have t aka  a reason- 
able amount of time. Non-acceptance of 
the proposal of the depot authoritica for 
the provision of Nissen huts in September, 
1950 (such accommodation was considered 
necessary in October, 1958 i.r., after 8 
years) was, a grave error. The Committee 
desired to be furnished with a note in 
this regard, which is still awaited. The 
Director of Ordnance~Services had ad- 
mined that deterioration of the ammuni- 
tion would have been less, had it? been 
stored under Nissen huts. The Com- 
mittee understand from Audit that while 
sanctioning the temporary accommoda- 
tion in 1958, it was stated that the savin s 
resulting there from in a few years wou f d 
be more than the cost of such accommod-- 
tion. It is regrettable that so apparent 
a fact was not realised in 1950 or shortly 
thereafter. 

IS 47 Defence The Committee are shocked to see the 
magnitude of the loss in the present 
case. They understand from Audit that 
according to the Board of Enquiry the 
storage conditions in the factory were 
generally satisfactory during 1949-50. 
Further, Government had written off 
Rs. 54 lakhs of "war losses" and the 
losses referred to in the Audit para are 
exclusive of this write off in the face of 
these facts, the Committee find it difficult 
to accept the complacent view expressed 
by the Ministry. They would await the 
results of the invesugation in progress 
which shoulu be expedited. 

I9 49 Do. The Committee do not sek why Government 
have not accepted the recommendations 
of the Board, of Enquiry that two of the 
employees should be dismissed from ser- 
vice. They would like to be informed 
of the charges against them and the reasons 
for their acquittal. 



20 50 Defence The Committee arc distressed to h d  that 
store accounts should be in such a chaotic 
state. They have reiterated an many 
occasions the importance of accurate stom 
accounting and periodic stock vedcation. 
Unless the stores are correctly accounted 
for, there is a grave risk of pilferage. I t  
will not also be possible to know m t h  
accuracy the requirements for future 
The Committee have pointed out a num- 
ber of cases of defective provisioning of 
stores both in the past and in this 
report which are in no small measure 
due to defective stock-accounting. Con- 
sidering the :vast quantities of Defence 
Stores valued at crores of rupees,t the 
Committee feel that verification of stocks 
and accounting thereof should be prompt 
and accurate. 

2 I 51 Defence A number cf cases mentioned in the para 
are fairly old and the Committee are at a 

Finance loss to understand why Government took 
(Defence) so much time to write off the losses. I t  

is in the interests of Govemmnet that 
these cases should be investigated pro- 
mptly. 

za 53 Defence Explaining the reasons that weighed with 
the Station Commander for non-impli- 
mentation of the provision in the contract 
regarding delivery of meat, the witnesr 
stated that the units being scattered all 
over the station the contractor's lorries 
could not keep up tile required hygienic 
standards and their entrance into the 
Unit Lines was also not advisable from the 

. security point of view. If so, the Com- 
mittee feel that this provision in the stan- 
dard form of contract needs review. If 
transpm is to be provided by Govern- 

, ment, there should be a corresponding 
reduction in the late of supply. 

23 55 Do Tho Ccmmittee are concerned to find that 
the number oY cases of losses of railway 
fcmns, etc, by misappropriation and @suse 
is large. They desire that the present 



procedure for their custody and 'issue 
should be reviewed with a view to 
checking their misappropriation and 
misuse. 

Defence The Committee are not happy over the 
manner in which the vehicles had been 
checked by the depot authorities at the 
time of their receipt. They trust that 
"receipt-in" inspection is being done 
thoroughly ncw. 

The Committee ccnsider the delay in insti- 
tituting an enquiry into the case as un- 
cotscionable. They desired to be fur- 
nished with a detailed note stating the 
exact reasuns for the deficiencies, delay 
in holding the Court of Enquiry and for 
not interrogating the storeman concerned. 
The note is still awaited. 

The Committee regret that the claim of 
Government fcr ccmpensaticn for bad 
milk had been set at naught by the per- 
functory manner in which the cfficers 
had acted. 

The Committee feel that payment of dif- 
ferent rates of D.A. at the same station 
fm doing identical work to persons deputed 
from the same Organisation (H.A.L.) 
is not conducive to efficiency. They 
trust that the precess of replacement of 
the deputees by local recruits at the 
various stations vill bc hastened as it 
will, apart from reducing expenditure, 
provide mcre employment opportunities 
to the local people. 

While the Committee do not see any serious 
objection for directly negotiating with the 
Company to facilitate expediticus acquisi- 
tiou cf the property, they consider that 
payment of campensation direct to the 
Company was wrong. The Land Ac- 
quisiticn Collector was by-passed even 
while making payment to the Ccmpany. 
The plea that the payments, if made 



through the Collector, would necessarily 
have been delayed is not a valid one, 
especially u hen the value of compensation 
had been mutually agreed to by the 
parties concerned. Had the prescribed 
procedure been followed, the overpay- 
ment and consequent loss to Gosen'ment 
could well have been avoided. It  is 
inexplicable why the ,Deputy Director of 
Land, Hirings and Disposals :did not pay 
any heed to the collector's objection to 
direct pagment on the second occasion. 
The Committee do not also see why nc 
underaking was taken frcm the Compmy 
(as was dcne at the time of first payment) 
when the second (final) payment was 
made, in  their opinion the fact that it 
was the final payment was in itself a strong 
ground for taking such undertaking to 
guard against any overpayment. 

The Committee were given to understnd 
that the Government of West Bengal 
had been approached for the reco7.ery of 
the excess payment from the liquidators 
of the company and the matter was under 
consideration of the State Government. 
The Committee would like to be informed 
about the outcome of the case. 

29 7 0  Defence The Committee understand from Audit 
that a sum of Rs. 2.34 crores only was 
realised in the disposal of 8528 vehicles. 
The Committee do not understand how 
the Director, Michanical Engineering 
gave the dispcsal value of the vehicles as 
more than their book value of Rs. 5 crores. 
They desired to be furnished with a note 
stating the factual position in this behalf 
which is still awaited. 

(ii) The Committee had recommended 
their previous reports that due priority 
should be given to bring the stores lying 
in the open under converd accornrnoda- 
tion, as h the long run the financial 
effect of the deterioration due, to exposure 



might well be greater than the'exp~ndi- 
ture in consmcting covered accommoda- 
tion. They hope that the Ministry of 
Defence would adhere to the schedule 
drawn up in this behalf. 

30 76 Defence (i) The orders for downgrading the vehicles 
with loose rivets to Class V were issued 
mainly on consideration of time likely to 
be taken for their repairs. Before doing 
so it is unfortunate that financial advice 
was not taken nor the financial implications 
thereof were considered. The fact that 
the orders were cancelled in 1957 "to 
avoid misinterpretation ", shows a ppa- 
rently that vehicles had been downgraded 
to class V because of loose rivets only. 
The report of the Resident Inspector of 
the Depot on 331 such vehicles confirrm 
this. While vehicles with loose rivets 
should be grounded in order to avoid the 
likelihood of accidents, the proper course 
would have been to mark them for speci- 
fied repairs by the Field Workshops or 
4th Echelon Workshops instead of down- 
grading them to class V and making them 
lie in the unfit Park for long period in- 
volving further deterioration before being 
attended to. The Committee find i t  
difficult to accept the plea that the re- 
cords of a few vehicles so downgraded 
showed that besides loose rivets there were 
other defects which warranted their classi- 
fication as class V. As observed by the 
Resident Inspector in his report on 331 
such vehicles the other defects might 
have developed subsequently during the 
long storage of the vehicles in the unfit 
park. 

Do. (ii) The Committee desired to be furnished 
with a note stating the numbers of ve- 
hicles put through complete ' strip and 
rebuild ' and restricted repairs, respectively 
out of the 1,700 do~ngraded as class V 
in 1956. The information is still awaited. 

(iii) In para 108 of their Seventeenth Report 
(1958-59) the Committee had suggested 



that in order to ensure economic utilisa- 
tion of the funds allotted for Army vehicles 
without at the same time impairing their 
efficiency the existing procedure of classi- 
fication, condemnation and disposal of 
vehicles should be reviewed. The Com- 
mittee regret to obeserve that this is 
another case where the orders regarding 
classification of vehicles for repairs had 
been defective. Considering the large 
outlay on Army vehicles and on their 
periodical replacement, the Committee 
feel that this review of the procedure 
should be expedited. 

31 79 Defence The Committee do not see any convincing 
reason either for the grant of the un- 
authorised financial concession in the case 
referred to in para q j  (a) of the Audit 
Report or for its continuation for 4 more 
years even after receipt of an audit ob- 
jection. They would emphasjse that dele- 
gated powers should not be misused in 
this manner. 

32 82 Do. The Committee see no justification for the 
tailoring shop being charged a nominal 
rent of Rs. 1'50 nP  the  the rate applicable 
to regimental shops) for a floor area about 
33 times of that fixed for regimental shops 
regardless of the provision in the agreement 
that the assessed rent should be recovered 
from the firm. They desire that the po- 
sition should be reviewed,early in the light 
of the Government orders issued in Janu- 
ary, 1960. 

33 84 Do. 3 This is another case in which there had been 
unnecessary delays in the disposal of 
unwanted material. 

34 86 Do: I; Tbe Committee are not convinced of the 
justification for the delay of 5 years in 
notifying the revised hire charges for 
rarigerators by the Command authorities. 
The clarifications required by the Com- 
mand authorities should have been ye- 
solved by the Army Headquarters and the 
Ministry of Defence expeditiously. 



(is] The Committee desire that necessary 
steps should be taken to ensure that in 
future once a decision is taken to revise 
the hire charges of A m y  Stores,. etc., 
the revised rates are notified within a 
reasonable time and recovery effected 
expeditiously. The longer the delay 
the more difficult the 'recovery of arrears. 

3 5 89 Defence (i) The Committee Here given to understand 
by the representative of the Ministry that 
a new vessel of comparable size would 
have cost Rs. 188 lakhs as against Rs. 82 
lakhs spent on this vessel. But the Com- 
mittee's attention was drawn by Audit 
to a demi-official letter addressed to the 
Director of Audit, Defence Services, by 
the then Joint Secretary, Ministry of 
Defence, giving the estimated cost of a 
comparable new vessel as Rs. 50 lakhs 
(excluding special equipment). The Com- 
mittee found it eifficult to reconcile the 
two estimates and desired that the basis of 
the two estimates should be checked up 
and a note furnished to them. The note 
is still awaited. In the absence of this 
information, the Committee are unable 
to judge whether the purchase of the 
second hand vessel was economic. 

90 Do. (ii) The Committee regret to poim out that 
it was on the plea of urgent require~nent 
(a new vessel would take 23 to 3 years to 
be built) that the purchase of a second 
hand vessel was decided. The fact that 
this vessel could be commissioned only 
7 years after the purchase makes the Com- 
mittee wonder whether the plea of urgency 
was really 'so. The Committee are dis- 
tressed at the complete lack of prior plan- 
ning and, the unbusinesslike marner in 
which the conversion work was allowed 
ta proceed. The delay has resulted not 
only in more expenditure on the com- 
plement of officers and ratings appointed 



to look afier the ship but also in loss due 
to non-availability of repair facilities to 
the Navy for a longer period. 

36 92 Defence The Committee are surprised that even 
after a lapse of r r years the foundry (sanc- 
tioned in 1950) has not been commissioned. 
This is another case of bad planning 
and delayed execution. 

37 94 Do. The manner in which the original contract 
for the lease of the cinema building in this 
case, was entered into and subsequently 
renewed is most unsatisfactory. In view 
of the inordinate delay that has already 
occurred, the Committee urge that the 
case be dealt with expeditiously. 

38 95 Do. The Committee desire that all possible 
steps should be taken to bring down the 

Finance 
(Defence) 

39 96 Do. 

. 

40 97 Po. 

ouistanding recoveries due from Govern- 
ment Departmcnts and private bodies, 
etc. In para 92 of their 17th Report 
(1958-~g), the Committee had recornmend- 
ed that the procedure should be reviewed 
with a view to seeing whether a system 
of advance payment or "cash and carry 
basis" could be introduced in order to 
avoid outstanding from private individuals 
or parties. The Committee would like 
to know the action taken in the matter& 

The Committee earn that various measures 
arc being adopted to expedite clearance of 
the outstanding rent dues and that the 
matter is under constant review. The 
Committee would like to be apprised of 
the position when they consider the next 
year s accounts. 

The Committee feel that the whole question 
should be reviewed in consultation with 
the Financial Adviser and the , Controller General, Defence Accounts, 
to determine the extent to which the 
various relaxations from normal procedure 
at present allowed to the Units in djfferent 
operational areas be continued. -. 



41 233 Defence (13 The Committee are disposed to think ----- that in regard to the interpretation of the 
Finance phrase "the whole balance as it stands 

(Defence) at the endfof each quarter7' in the orders 
regarding the bonus scheme, the Audit 
contention is correct. Even granting that 
there was room for a difference of opinion, 
the Committee feel that there was hardly 
any scope for doubt after 1955 when the 
Ministry of Finance (Budget Division) 
observed : 

" We would have preferred a change in 
the system which is admittedly defective. 
but in view of the circumstances stated, 
we do not want to press our point of 
view. The existing system may continue 
till such time as it may be convenient 
to change it." 

(ii) It is regrettable that the existing system 
(involving an extra exper diture of about 
Rs. 7 lakhs arm~ally) was allowed to 
continue till February 1960 on considera- 
tion of convenience. It was urged that 
if the cost involved in maintaining sepa- 
rate ledger' accounts for purposes of 
calculating bonus and the amount of 
bonus on deferred pay were considered, 
Government were benefited on the 
whole. While there may be legitimate 
grounds in equity for the payments made, 
the Committee cannot help observing that 
the continuance of the practice for nearly 
five years knowing that it was defectivc, 
was irreplar. In the circumstances the 
Committee recommend that the irregular 
payments made since 1955 be written 
off. 
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